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 Nederlandse Samenvatting / Dutch Summary 
In de afgelopen jaren hebben een aantal onderzoeksprojecten en patenten 
voorgesteld om borduren van geleidend garen te gebruiken om elektrische 
schakelingen op textielsubstraten te realiseren. Om elektronische modules en 
componenten met deze circuits te verbinden, werd borduren zelf als 
contacteermethode gebruikt. Daarbij stikt de borduurnaald doorheen een geleidend 
contactpad op een elektronicasubstraat en legt de geleidende draad over dit 
contactpad. Het garen en het contactpad raken elkaar en verwezenlijken zodoende 
een elektrisch contact.  
Echter, tot op heden is deze contacttechnologie, gebaseerd op borduren, niet 
algemeen aanvaard door de industrie omdat betrouwbaarheidsproblemen onder 
mechanische stress werden gerapporteerd door verschillende onderzoekers. Aan 
de andere kant werden de falingsmechanismen nooit grondig onderzocht, evenmin 
werd er gepoogd hun oorzaak te begrijpen. Dit remde potentiële verbeteringen om 
deze geborduurde contacten betrouwbaar te maken af. Bovendien hinderde het 
ontbreken van alternatieve technologieën voor betrouwbare en 
volumeproduceerbare contacten van geborduurde schakelingen met elektronische 
componenten of modules, de evolutie van geborduurde circuits naar feitelijke 
producten.  
Daarom, zoals toegelicht in hoofdstuk 1, is de primaire doelstelling van dit 
proefschrift om het contactmechanisme dat ten grondslag ligt van geborduurde 
contacten, te begrijpen, en om een theorie te ontwikkelen, die de 
falingsmechanismen verklaart. De secundaire doelstelling is om deze problemen 
inzake betrouwbaarheid te overwinnen door het verbeteren van deze contacten, of 
door het vinden van alternatieven. Omdat het uiteindelijke doel een 
volumeproduceerbaar contactproces is, worden in dit proefschrift vooral machine 
geborduurde contacten bestudeerd.  
Omdat geborduurde circuits en geborduurde contacten niet-standaard processen 
zijn, begint hoofdstuk 2 met een analyse van de betrokken processen en 
materialen, en identificeert gemeenschappelijke mechanismen in implementaties 
door verschillende onderzoekers en ontwerpers. Een bijzondere nadruk ligt op het 
begrijpen van de randvoorwaarden van de machine geborduurde contacten. Zo 
blijkt dat de vereiste van borduren met een machine zeer specifieke eisen stelt aan 
geleidende borduurgarens en procesparameters. De conclusie is dat van de 
momenteel beschikbare geleidende garens alleen polymeergarens met 
metaalcoating geschikt zijn voor borduren van circuits en contacten. Een matuur 
product werd geselecteerd voor de experimenten in dit proefschrift.  
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Daarnaast worden in hoofdstuk 2 typische eisen voor geborduurde circuits en 
contacten vanuit verschillende toepassingsscenario’s afgeleid. In het bijzonder 
worden de eisen voor weerstand tegen verschillende soorten stress besproken. Drie 
verschillende stresstests werden geselecteerd als exemplarisch voor het analyseren 
van testvehikels in het kader van dit proefschrift: een temperatuur cyclustest, een 
wascyclustest en een speciaal ontworpen buigingstest. Daarbij vallen de tests 
uiteen in twee categorieën met onderscheiden doeleinden. Een korte versie van de 
temperatuurcyclustest van slechts 25 cycli en de (ook korte) buigingstest dienen 
om het gedrag van de contacten te begrijpen en om de theorie te verifiëren door 
vergelijking van de waargenomen defecten met de voorspelde. De wascyclustest 
van 20 cycli en een lange versie van de temperatuurcyclustest van 1025 cycli 
hebben als bedoeling om de betrouwbaarheid onder praktisch relevante 
omgevingsomstandigheden te beoordelen.  
Zoals zal blijken in dit proefschrift, spelen de thermo-mechanische en elektrische 
eigenschappen van de borduurgarens een belangrijke rol voor het gedrag van 
geborduurde contacten. Daarom worden in hoofdstuk 3 op een grondige manier 
gemetalliseerde polymeergarens in het algemeen, en specifiek ook het garen, 
geselecteerd in hoofdstuk 2, onderzocht. Er wordt aangetoond dat de 
karakteristieke eigenschappen van het geselecteerde garen niet uniek zijn, maar 
gemeenschappelijke eigenschappen met courante geleidende borduurgarens 
vertonen.  
Hoofdstuk 4 kan worden beschouwd als het belangrijkste hoofdstuk omdat hier de 
theorie van het contactmechanisme ontwikkeld wordt. Voor dit doel wordt een 
vereenvoudigd theoretisch model van het contact voorgesteld. Dit model laat zien 
dat de contactweerstand sterk afhankelijk is van de thermo-mechanische toestand 
van de lus van het geleidende garen. Zelfs onderbrekingen van het contact kunnen 
optreden. Bovendien suggereert de theorie dat het geborduurde contact zich op 
soortgelijke wijze als het vereenvoudigd model gedraagt, maar naast van de 
thermo-mechanische toestand van het garen ook van zijn elektrische weerstand 
afhangt.  
Op basis van deze theorie en van de analyses van de thermo-mechanische en 
elektrische eigenschappen van het garen uit hoofdstuk 3, wordt voorspeld dat 
contactonderbrekingen zullen optreden bij lage temperaturen tijdens 
temperatuurscycli en dat de contactweerstanden altijd naar goede waarden zullen 
terugkeren bij hoge temperaturen. Dit geldt evenzeer voor het vereenvoudigde 
model als voor het geborduurde contact.  
Daarnaast suggereert de theorie dat geborduurde contacten gevoelig kunnen zijn 
voor bepaalde types van buigingen tijdens de buigingstesten.  
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Om de theorie te verifiëren, werden verschillende experimenten opgezet, deze 
worden beschreven in hoofdstuk 5. Een experimentele opstelling van het 
vereenvoudigde model werd gebouwd, en onderworpen aan temperatuurscycli. Ook 
werden verschillende varianten van geborduurde contacten gefabriceerd en 
onderworpen aan temperatuurscycli, wascycli en buigingstesten.  
De resultaten van deze experimenten worden gepresenteerd in hoofdstuk 6. Deze 
laten zien dat defecten zich voordoen bij lage temperaturen en tijdens bepaalde 
verbuigingen. Inderdaad, de resultaten bewijzen dat de theorie het gedrag van 
zowel het vereenvoudigd model als dat van het geborduurde contact heel goed 
voorspelt. Bovendien wordt aangetoond dat ook wascycli tot defecten leiden.  
Geconcludeerd wordt dat de geborduurde contacten - op zijn minst met de huidig 
beschikbare geleidende borduurgarens – intrinsiek niet betrouwbaar kunnen zijn 
onder typische stress. Daarom moet het contactmechanisme worden verbeterd, 
zodat het niet langer berust op de stabiliteit van de thermo-mechanische toestand 
van het garen.  
Hoofdstuk 7 pakt dit aan door het vasthouden van de goede conditie bij hoge 
temperatuur door middel van inkapseling. Voor dit doel worden verschillende 
methodes voor inkapseling in theorie en experimenteel onderzocht. Voor dit laatste 
werden verschillende testvehikels gebouwd en onderworpen aan de lange versie 
van de temperatuurscyclustest of de wascyclustest. Het blijkt dat met geschikte 
inkapseling de geborduurde contacten betrouwbaar zijn onder typische 
omgevingsstress.  
Deze verbetering legt helaas extra processtappen tijdens de fabricage op, hetgeen 
de technologie minder efficiënt maakt dan aanvankelijk bedoeld. Daarom wordt in 
hoofdstuk 8 een alternatieve benadering onderzocht voor het contacteren van 
geborduurde circuits. In dit verlijmingsproces wordt de elektronische module 
bevestigd op het geborduurde circuit met niet-geleidende lijm (NCA). In tegenstelling 
tot NCA flip chip bonding is de gebruikte lijm een niet-rigide thermohardende epoxy, 
maar zacht thermoplastisch polyurethaan. Het voordeel is dat deze lijm gebruikt 
kan worden als een flexibele en uitrekbare isolator op het geborduurde geleidende 
garen. Hij kan aangebracht worden voor het contacteringsproces. Tijdens het 
bevestigen smelt de lijm en wordt hij door de bondingkracht uit het gebied van de 
contactvlakken geperst, waardoor de contactoppervlakken elkaar kunnen raken. Dit 
betekent dat geïsoleerde geleiders elkaar kunnen contacteren zonder een 
bijkomende stripping stap hetgeen deze technologie merkwaardig eenvoudig 
maakt. Vervolgens zal door afkoelen de lijm stollen. Dan wordt de bondingkracht 
opgeheven en de lijm houdt de contactoppervlakken in permanent contact. Een 
tweede voordeel van thermoplastische lijmen t.o.v. thermohardende is dat de 
contacten te repareren zijn.  
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Opnieuw werden testvehikels ontwikkeld en getest onder 
omgevingsomstandigheden. De resultaten tonen aan dat dit een zeer betrouwbare 
contacttechnologie is voor geborduurde circuits zonder optredende defecten onder 
deze testomstandigheden. 
 




In recent years, a number of research projects and patents have proposed to apply 
embroidery of conductive yarn to build electric circuits on textile substrates. To 
contact electronic modules or components to these circuits, embroidery itself was 
applied as contacting method. Thereby, the embroidery needle is stitching through a 
conductive pad on an electronic substrate and is laying the conductive thread over 
this pad. The yarn and the pad touch and establish an electrical contact.  
However, until today this contacting technology based on embroidery has not been 
adopted by the industry since reliability issues during stress were reported by 
different researchers. Yet, neither were these failure phenomena investigated 
comprehensively, nor was it attempted to understand their cause. This inhibited 
potential improvements to make these embroidered contacts reliable. Furthermore, 
the lack of alternative technologies for a reliable and volume producible contacting 
of embroidered circuits with electronic components or modules kept embroidered 
circuits from evolving to actual products. 
Therefore, as explained in chapter 1, the primary objective of this thesis is to 
understand the contact mechanism underlying embroidered contacts, and to 
develop a theory that explains the failure phenomena. The secondary objective is to 
overcome these reliability issues by improving these contacts or by finding 
alternatives. As the ultimate goal beyond this thesis is a volume producible 
contacting process, this thesis looks mainly at machine embroidered contacts. 
Since embroidered circuits and embroidered contacts are not standard processes, 
chapter 2 begins with an analysis of the involved processes and materials, and 
identifies common mechanisms in implementations of different researchers and 
designers. A special focus is on understanding the boundary conditions of machine 
embroidered contacts. As it turns out the machine embroiderability sets very 
specific conditions on the conductive embroidery yarn and on process parameters. 
It is concluded that of currently available conductive yarns only metal coated 
polymer yarns are suited for embroidering circuits and contacts. A mature product is 
selected for the experiments in this thesis. 
In addition, chapter 2 derives typical requirements on embroidered circuits and 
contacts from different application scenarios. Especially, the requirements on the 
resistance against different stresses are discussed. Three different stress tests are 
selected as exemplary tests for analyzing test vehicles within the framework of this 
thesis: a temperature cycling test, a wash cycling test, and a specially designed 
bending test. Thereby, the tests fall into two categories with distinguished purposes. 
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A short version of the temperature cycling test of only 25 cycles and the (also short) 
bending test serve to understand the behavior of the contacts and to verify the 
theory by comparing actual failures with predicted ones. The wash cycling test of 20 
cycles and a long version of the temperature cycling test of 1025 cycles intend to 
assess the reliability under practically relevant environmental conditions. 
As will be shown in this thesis, the thermo-mechanical and electrical properties of 
the embroidery yarn play a major role for the contact behavior of embroidered 
contacts. Therefore, chapter 3 thoroughly investigates metal coated polymer yarns 
in general and specifically also the yarn selected in chapter 2. It is shown that the 
characteristic properties of the selected yarn are not unique but common properties 
of conductive embroidery yarn available today.  
Chapter 4 can be considered the main chapter as it develops the theory of the 
contact mechanism. For this purpose a simplified theoretical model of the contact is 
developed. This model reveals that contact resistance is strongly dependent on the 
thermo-mechanical condition of the conductive yarn loop. Even contact disruptions 
may occur. Furthermore, the theory suggests that the embroidered contact behaves 
similarly but in addition to the thermo-mechanical condition of the yarn also 
depends on its electrical resistance.  
Based on this theory and on the analyses of the thermo-mechanical and electrical 
properties of the yarn from chapter 3, it is predicted that contact failures will occur 
at low temperatures during thermal cycling and that the contact resistances will 
always return to good values at high temperatures. This applies equally to the 
simplified model and to the embroidered contact.  
Beyond this, the theory suggests that embroidered contacts could be sensitive to 
certain types of bends during the bending test.  
To verify the theory, several experiments are designed which is described in 
chapter 5. An experimental setup of the simplified model is built which is exposed to 
temperature cycles. Also different variants of embroidered contacts are built and 
exposed to temperature cycles, to wash cycles or to the bending test. 
The results of these experiments are presented in chapter 6. They reveal that 
failures do occur at low temperatures and during certain bends. As a matter of fact 
the results proof that the theory predicts the behavior of both – the simplified model 
and the embroidered contact – very well. Furthermore, it is shown that also wash 
cycling leads to failures. 
It is concluded that the embroidered contacts – at least with conductive embroidery 
yarns available today – cannot be reliable intrinsically under typical stress. 
Therefore, the contact mechanism needs to be enhanced so it no longer relies on 
the steadiness of the thermo-mechanical condition of the yarn.  
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Chapter 7 tackles this by fixing the good condition at high temperature with 
encapsulation. For this purpose different encapsulation methods are investigated in 
theory and experimentally. For the latter, different test vehicles are built and 
exposed to the long version of the temperature cycling test or to the wash cycling 
test. It turns out that with appropriate encapsulation the embroidered contacts are 
reliable under typical environmental stress. 
This improvement unfortunately imposes extra process steps during manufacturing, 
which makes the technology less efficient than initially intended. Therefore, 
chapter 8 investigates an alternative approach for contacting embroidered circuits. 
In this adhesive process, the electronic module is bonded onto the embroidered 
circuit with non-conductive adhesive (NCA). Unlike in NCA flip chip bonding the 
adhesive used is not rigid thermosetting epoxy but soft thermoplastic polyurethane. 
The advantage is that this adhesive can be used as a flexible and stretchable 
insulator on the embroidered conductive yarn. It can be applied prior to the 
contacting process. During the bonding it is melted and squeezed out of the 
contacting area by the bonding force allowing the contact members to touch. This 
means, insulated conductors can be contacted without an additional stripping step 
which makes this technology compellingly simple. Subsequent cooling solidifies the 
adhesive. Then the bonding force is released and the adhesive holds the contact 
members in touch permanently. A second advantage of thermoplastic adhesives 
over thermosetting ones is that the contacts are repairable.  
Again, test vehicles are developed and tested under environmental conditions. The 
results show that this is a very reliable contacting technology for embroidered 
circuits with no failures under these test conditions. 
 
 1 Motivation  
In the last two decades, industry, academia, artists and to some extent the public 
likewise were fascinated by the idea of embroidering conductive yarn onto fabrics to 
achieve drapable1 conductive circuits. Such textile electronics could make 
consumer electronics emotionally more tangible than boxed electronics. Technical 
applications could benefit from textiles with enhanced electronic functions like 
sensing or light emission.  
Such textile electronics are especially useful for solving distributed problems that 
are mapped over a surface. They solve the wiring between functional elements, e.g.: 
in a dress with integrated LEDs spread out over the dress [1]; or in a belt conveyor 
with sewn-in conductive yarn loops for sensing fatigue [2]; or in a textile capacitive 
touch sensor with embroidered keys [3]. Some further examples are shown in 
Figure 1.1. 
 
Figure 1.1:  From left to right: communication jacket with arm wrist controls for a mobile phone in 
the pocket [4]; a performance art musical instrument with embroidered touch sensors 
[5]; a jacket for a bicycle messenger with integrated controls for navigation and 
managing job tasks [6]; interactive "board" game with embroidered user interface on 
tablecloth [7]. 
It was recognized early that contacting electronic components or electronic modules 
to such drapable circuits is a major issue – especially concerning reliability [8], [9]. 
The most wide spread approach for contacting embroidered circuits quickly became 
embroidery itself, i.e. embroidering the conductive yarn through a prepared 
metallized pad on an electronic module. This is similar to sewing on a button, 
except that both – the button and the yarn – are conductive. In the do-it-yourself 
scene this has been largely done by hand embroidery (e.g. [10]). However, also 
machine embroidery has been applied (e.g. [11], [12]). Figure 1.2 shows some 
implementations that apply this contacting technique by embroidery.  
                                                 
1 drapable means bendable in two directions without breaking. This often implies also stretchability. 
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Figure 1.2:  Applications making use of embroidered contacts (from left to right): the Climate dress 
with over hundred LEDs that visualize the CO2 content of the surrounding air was 
designed for the climate conference in Copenhagen [12]; an EKG shirt with 
embroidered electrodes for measuring an electrocardiogram [13]; a do-it-yourself 
design kit with hand embroidered contacts [14]; shirt with LED display [15]; sensor for 
measuring an electromyogram [16]. 
Although some of these examples apply machine embroidery, which is a volume 
production technology, no products2 have been released based on these 
embroidered contacts, until today. The results are merely design studies, prototypes 
or do-it-yourself arts projects. This is despite market analysts have predicted a 
prosperous future for such products [17]. The reason is that the reliability of the 
contacts did not live up to the demands. For end-user satisfaction and market 
acceptance, reliability of the contacts is vital. 
Different publications report of results with particular reliability tests. Contacts 
created for instance with steel yarn, which can only be processed by hand 
embroidery, were found to be washable, although the authors admit that more 
profound tests are required for a final judgment [15]. According to results of [18], 
which must also be considered to be preliminary results, the resistances of machine 
embroidered contacts rise critically after a few wash cycles or movement cycles. 
However, it has never been attempted to find the source of these failures. This 
impedes a systematic search for qualified materials and adequate methods that 
could enable reliable products.  
Therefore, the primary objective of this thesis is to understand the contact 
mechanism underlying embroidered contacts and to develop a theory that can 
explain the failures that may occur during reliability tests.  
Naturally, the secondary objective is to improve the contacts or to find alternative 
approaches to overcome potential reliability issues. 
Generally, hereby, the focus is on machine embroidered contacts being a basis for 
potential products.  
 
                                                 
2 no products, apart from do-it-yourself design kits 
 2 State of the Art 
Embroidering conductive circuits is not a standard process – at least not yet; even 
less so is embroidering electrical contacts. Until now, only a small number of 
researchers and users have investigated these. Therefore, this chapter discusses 
the principle processes for making embroidered circuits and embroidered contacts. 
Furthermore, demands on these circuits and contacts are discussed. 
2.1 Embroidering Circuits 
Before discussing the construction of embroidered electrical contacts, it is helpful to 
understand the process of embroidery itself as it brings along a number of 
constraints for the (conductive) embroidery yarns. As the goal of this thesis is an 
industrializable process, this chapter only explains machine sewing and machine 
embroidery, rather than hand sewing or hand embroidery. 
2.1.1 Introducing Sewing and Embroidery Technology 
There are many different types of sewing machines that generate very different 
seams. They differ in the number of threads (one to four), number of needles (one 
to three) and in the resulting stitch type. The most popular stitch type is lockstitch. It 
uses one needle and two threads. Since the top thread goes through the needle it is 
sometimes called needle thread. The under thread sits in the spool or bobbin which 
is why it is often called bobbin thread. 
The following figure explains the lockstitch sewing process. During the sewing 
process the needle breaks through the sewing cloth bringing a loop of the top 
thread to the bottom side of the cloth. The hook pulls this loop around the spool. 
Finally the needle thread is pulled back to the topside of the cloth which is effected 
by the take-up lever. The result is an interlacing of the top and bobbin thread.  
Depending on the thread tensions applied to top and bobbin thread the interlacing 
happens more at the top, in the middle or at the bottom of the cloth. Often it is 
considered optimal when the interlacing is in the middle of the cloth (like in Figure 
2.1). [19] 
Lockstitch sewing and embroidery are essentially very similar technologies. The 
difference is that sewing is a joining technology and embroidery is a decorating 
technology. That means sewing always joins two or more fabrics e.g. when making a 
garment from different precut pieces of cloth. Embroidery applies the threads only 
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on one cloth but uses differently colored threads to generate images or patterns on 
the cloth.  
The machines differ in the cloth transportation systems. Sewing machines transport 
the cloth away from the operator who always leads the cloth with his hands. The 
embroidery machines (at least the modern ones) operate automatically. The cloth is 
fixed in an embroidery frame and is moved in x and y direction under the needle. 
 
Figure 2.1:  The principle of lockstitch sewing is very similar to the one of embroidery. Source: [19]3 
2.1.2 (Non-Conductive) Embroidery Yarn 
In sewing and embroidery the demands on the top thread are much higher than on 
the bobbin thread. The top thread goes through a pre-tensioning system, through 
the take-up lever and most critically through the eye of the needle. When the needle 
breaks through the cloth the top thread is bent sharply. The hook catches and pulls 
it around the bobbin at high speed. This requires that the thread is strong, very 
flexible and smooth on the surface to slip over all the different surfaces and sharp 
edges. 
The mechanical demands on the bobbin thread are much lower since it is only 
rolled off from the spool. However, in mass production it is desirable to use a thin 
                                                 
3 with kind permission of the publisher 
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bobbin thread. The longer the thread on the spool the less often it has to be 
replaced. [20] 
Unfortunately, the sewability of yarns (top or bobbin) is scientifically not well 
researched. The knowledge is literally laying in the hands (and fingers) of 
embroidery experts and is not available in formulas. However, Maggie Orth has 
made an effort to develop a set of rules for sewability of yarns [21]. Yet, it is not 
clear how she derived these rules, according to which the top thread should have 
the following mechanical properties: 
"… 
 "High tensile strength or tenacity. Tensile strength of ~580 to 1200 cN, or 
tenacity of 2.25 to 4.5 cN/dtex4. 
 Moderate % of elongation at breakpoint (between 12-30 %). 
 Denier of under ~400. [equiv. ~440 dtex5] 
 Relatively smooth surface characteristics. 
 High flexibility and resistance to shear and permanent deformation under 
bending.  
…" 
The upper limit of linear density of 440 dtex seems reasonable although [19] 
provides a list of sewing yarn types with linear density up to 1000 dtex. Neither [19] 
nor [21] explain on which machines they have made these tests. After all, sails are 
being sewn with rather heavy yarns. Of course this requires special sewing 
machines. 
To measure flexibility Maggie Orth developed a curl test which is a scientific 
approach to the fingernail-test. For the fingernail-test the thread is pinched and 
pulled through thumbnail and index finger. If the thread curls and stays curled it is 
an indicator for bad sewability – especially in the needle. Of course, if it does not 
curl it does not necessarily indicate good sewability since there are other factors as 
well. 
                                                 
4 note: the exact wording in [21] is "tenacity of 2.5 to 5"; the units are missing; I assumed the units 
are g/denier and converted this into SI units; see also 5 
5 unlike wires, yarns cannot be defined by their diameter as the diameter is subject to change due to 
tension; furthermore the diameter is not always constant;  therefore the yarn 'numbering' is given 
in linear density or titre (symbol=Tt): Tt[dtex] = mass[dg] / length[km]; dg = decigram; 
dtex = dezi-tex; so 1 km of a 440 dtex yarn weighs 44 grams; other less common yarn numbering 
units are denier (den), metric number (Nm) and English cotton count (Nec) 
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2.1.3 Conductive Embroidery Yarn  
In principle there are four ways to attain conductive yarns: 
 thinning steel so it becomes fibrous and then spinning yarn from these steel 
fibers 
 spinning carbon yarn from carbon fibers 
 spinning non-conductive fibers (typically polymer fibers) together with  
o thin copper wires or 
o steel fibers or  
o carbon fibers 
 applying conductive material (Ag, Ni, Cu) to the fiber surfaces of a non-
conductive yarn (typically polymer fibers)  
Unfortunately, many conductive yarns are not machine sewable due to the high 
demands on the yarns just explained. In general it may be summarized: the higher 
the percentage of conductive material, the less likely a yarn is sewable. Thus there 
is always a tradeoff between conductivity and sewability. 
The following is a list of different types of conductive yarns and their sewability 
according to my own experience and partially also according to other researcher's 
experience: 
 Spun yarn6 or filament yarn7, be it twisted or untwisted, of 100% stainless 
steel fibers cannot be sewn in the needle nor in the bobbin [8]. The same 
applies for yarn made of 100 % carbon fibers.  
 Filament yarns made from polymer fibers (e.g. Nylon) and (silver coated) 
copper wires (typically ~30 µm diameter) are not sewable in the needle and 
difficult in the bobbin. 
 Metal wires (e.g. Cu, Au or Ag) are not sewable [8], [22]. 
 Spun stainless steel yarn may be embroiderable as top thread if the 
percentage of stainless steel fibers is very low (≤20 %) [8]. In the bobbin, 
spun yarns may be processed even if they have higher steel fiber content 
(e.g. 70 % stainless steel and 30 % Kevlar [8]). 
 Twisted filament yarn of nylon and three continuous strands of stainless 
steel was not machine sewable in the needle, but machine sewable in the 
bobbin [8]. 
 Yarns made from polymer fibers and a low percentage of carbon fibers are 
sewable in the needle and in the bobbin. Yet, the carbon fibers break easily 
during processing and use, which further reduces the weak conductivity and 
                                                 
6 spun yarns are spun from many fibers of finite length, so called staple fibers; staple stainless steel 
yarns contain a mix of steel fibers and non-conductive fibers like polyester [19] 
7 filament yarns are made from endless fibers (also called continuous filament yarns);  yarns made 
of only one fiber are called monofilament yarns as opposed to multi-filament yarns [19] 
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can be harmful to electronics as broken fibers float around in the air. Inside 
computers or other high density electronics they can create short circuits.  
 Conductive gimped yarns8 are not top thread sewable as the metal foil 
wrapping gets jammed in the eye of the needle. Some may be sewable in the 
bobbin but they are typically quite thick which make them inefficient in the 
spool. 
 Some filament yarns made from metal coated polymer fibers are sewable as 
top or under thread. Some of these even exhibit good conductivity (down to 
some tens of Ω/m). 
Apparently, those conductive yarns that rely on mixing non-conductive fibers with 
conductive ones are only embroiderable if the share of conductive fibers is small. 
This implies a high resistance which is of course unattractive as it limits the 
applicability of the technology (ref. to 2.3.1). Therefore, this thesis will only consider 
yarns made of metal coated polymer fibers, as they can offer both good conductivity 
and machine embroiderability.  
When this work was started the number of available products of this kind was very 
limited. One of the big players was and is to date Statex. Their conductive yarns, 
conductive fabrics and conductive non-wovens were initially mainly aiming for 
antistatic purposes (e.g. in carpets) and electromagnetic shielding (e.g. for critical 
electronics). All products are based on Nylon (polyamide 6.6) fibers metallized with 
silver. Other metal coatings on top of the silver are also available. Their product line 
of conductive yarns is called Shieldex. 
Shieldex yarns are available in different yarn counts9. The raw polyamide yarns 
range from 22 dtex monofilaments to 235 dtex 34 filament 2-ply10 yarns. After 
metallization their yarn count is 27 dtex11 and 560 dtex12 (for both strands) 
respectively. [23] 
Since at the time when this research was started, the prime market of Statex had 
not yet been smart textiles, their yarns had not been optimized for low resistivity. 
Therefore TITV13 a German textile research institute had started to fill this gap on 
                                                 
8 gimped yarns are yarns wrapped with foil; gimped sewing yarns are wrapped in highly flexible 
polymer foils; sometimes these are vapor coated with metal to make them shine; however the 
coatings are so thin that their electrical conductance is negligible; on the other hand there are also 
gimped yarns with metal foil wrappings with good conductivity; these cannot be sewn 
9 yarn count is a technical term for fineness of yarns; other terms are titre5 or yarn numbering5 
10 2-ply means twisted from two strands; each strand consists of 34 filaments and has a linear 
density of 234 dtex; in sum their linear density is slightly larger than double since the length of 
each strand is slightly larger than the yarn due to the twisting; another word for twisted or 2-ply is 
twine 
11 source: data sheet of SHIELDEX® 22/1 dtex DTL [23] 
12 this is the titre for the twine not of the strands; source: data sheet of SHIELDEX® 235f34 dtex 
2-ply HC [23] 
13 TITV stands for Textilforschungsinstitut Thüringen-Vogtland e.V.; the Institute is situated in Greiz, 
Germany [142] 
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their own by further metallizing the products of Statex. As this was only the 
beginning of their research the resulting yarns where not very uniform in their 
characteristics nor were they washable. Therefore, these yarns could not be used 
for this research.  
Today, TITV actually produces and sells these yarns. The product line is called Elitex. 
Some of these yarns are sewable and also washable to certain extend, like for 
instance Elitex 235/34 PA/Ag 8/22/30 with a resistance of about 20 Ω/m. The 
lowest resistance reached with these products is 1 Ω/m but this is not sewable 
anymore. [18] 
The following table lists all products from Statex and TITV available at the beginning 
of 2010. Furthermore, it contains Shieldex 117/17 dtex 2-ply which is not available 
anymore but was used for the experiments in this work. This does not limit the 
generality of this work as the results apply equally to other metal-coated polymer 
yarns as will be explained later. 
Table 2.1:  List of silver metallized polyamide yarns. The data are taken from data sheets of the 
manufacturers [23], [24] and may be incorrect. The data marked with * have been 
measured by [25] (refer to chapter 3.2 for details). The check green boxes indicate 
machine embroiderability according to my own experience.  
















 Shieldex 22/1 dtex DTL 27 5.8 156.6 18-25 <20000 
 Shieldex 33/10 dtex Z turns 39 3.1 120.9 20±5 <20000 
 Shieldex 44/12 dtex Z turns 54 3.3 178.2 48±5 <10000 
 Shieldex 22/1 + 113/32 dtex 145 7.0 1015 ~16 <30000 
 Shieldex 44/12 + 113/32 dtex 170 4.8 816 ~16 <30000 
 Shieldex 78/18 dtex Z turns 88 3.9 343.2 ~39 <20000 
 Shieldex 110/24 dtex ht Z turns 132 4.5 594 45±5 <5000 
 Shieldex 117/17 dtex 2-ply 280 4.5* 1200* 20* 348* 
 Elitex 235/34 PA/Ag 8/22/30 ~450 ~1.7 ~750 ~10 ~20 
 Shieldex 235f34 dtex 2-ply HC 560 4.6 2576 ~15.5 100±10 
 
As can be seen in the table, five products (marked with green check boxes) are 
sewable in needle and bobbin. This is based on my experience with a professional 
embroidery machine (ZSK JCZ 01 [26]). Furthermore, the table reveals that the 
conditions for sewability defined by Maggie Orth correlate rather well with the actual 
sewability. 
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Apart from TITV and Statex there are other companies that produce metal coated 
yarn. These are often quite similar. An exception is the product line 
AmberStrand [27]. In 2005 Syscom Advanced Materials, Inc. – a US based 
company – started its production. The yarn is based on fibers of Zylon14. These are 
high temperature and high strength fibers. Syscom applies rather thick layers of 
different metals onto each fiber, reaching excellent conductivity values around 
1-3 Ω/m. However with so much metal around each fiber the yarn failed the 
fingernail-test and to my experience could not be sewn in needle or in bobbin. 
Unfortunately, until today (i.e. 2010) Syscom has stuck to the goal of providing ultra 
low resistance yarns rather than making the yarns sewable and accepting slightly 
higher resistances (e.g. 20 Ω/m). The cross sections in Figure 2.2 compare an 
AmberStrand filament to a Shieldex filament. It becomes obvious that AmberStrand 
will exhibit more the flexibility of a wire than of a thread. Its metal coating has a 
thickness of roughly 10 µm. The limit for embroiderability may be assumed to be a 








Figure 2.2:  SEM15 images of cross sections of a fiber of Shieldex 117/17 2-ply yarn (left) and of a 
fiber of AmberStrand yarn (right). The ratio between polymer core and metal coating 
differs strongly between the two fibers. 
2.1.4 Special Type of Embroidery: Soutache Embroidery 
Soutache embroidery is another embroidery technology that should be mentioned 
here. It can provide conductive wiring in a different way. Thereby, a conductive 
thread, a wire or even a cable is laid on the top-side of the cloth and fixed with a 
zigzag (lock-)stitch.  
A simple home sewing machine with braiding foot for this purpose is shown in 
Figure 2.3 left. In this case, the needle moves from one side to the other to create a 
zigzag stitch that fixes that laid down yarn. In a professional embroidery machine 
the needle axis is fixed, therefore the cloth is moved to create the zigzag. 
                                                 
14 IUPAC name: poly(p-phenylene-2,6-benzobisoxazole); short name is PBO 
15 scanning electron microscopy 
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Furthermore, the embroidery head with the spool for the laying thread can rotate to 
provide that the laying thread is always oriented the same way as the embroidery 
direction. The right image in Figure 2.3 shows this special embroidery head called 
W-head [26], [28]. The latter is actually used to lay the resistance wire to fabricate 
heating layers for car seats or steering wheels [29]. 
  
Figure 2.3:  Left: A braiding foot in a home sewing machine. The hole guides the steel cord and the 
needle fixes it with a zigzag stitch. Right: The rotatable W-head in a professional 
embroidery machine assures that the direction of the laid yarn is always identical with 
the direction of the embroidery (Source:  [26]). 
Though, this technology is not directly suited for embroidering contacts, with some 
modifications and by using a surface conductive needle thread, it could be used to 
increase the conductivity of wiring between embroidered contact points. 
2.2 Embroidering Contacts  
The principle idea of using the wiring thread itself to make the contact to an 
electronic module has already been present in Maggie Orth's work. She described 
tying a knot with a conductive thread through the hole of a rigid FR416 board. This 
created a mechanical and electrical connection as shown in Figure 2.4. Since this 
was handmade she could choose a non-machine sewable "twine of continuous 
stainless steel core wrapped with stainless steel and polyester composite thread 
(BK 50/2)". However, she noted that the choice of this particular yarn was crucial to 
the durability of the knot. Other yarns had broken under stress. [8]  
                                                 
16 FR4 is a fiber glass reinforced epoxy laminate used as substrate for making printed circuit boards 
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Figure 2.4:  Mechanical and electrical connection with knotted conductive thread. [8] 
In 2005, the first machine embroidered contacts were presented by me [30], [31] 
and Oliver Lindner [32]. On one hand, it was demonstrated how embroidery of 
conductive yarn could be used to contact a smart textile component like a key pad 
made from woven conductor lines. See Figure 2.5 on the left. On the other hand, it 
was demonstrated that an embroidery machine can be used to contact metallized 
pads on a thin electronic substrate. For this purpose special embroidery pads of 
different shapes and sizes were foreseen on the electronics substrate. Some were 
predrilled so that the needle just had to go through the hole. Some were directly 
pierced by the needle as shown in Figure 2.5 on the right. [31] (Effects of this 
predrilling or piercing are discussed in chapter 4.2.1.) 
In both cases – key-pad and flexible substrate – the embroidered conductive thread 
served as an electrical contact and mechanical fixation simultaneously, like in 
Maggie Orth's knot.  
  
Figure 2.5:  Machine embroidered electrical contacts to woven keypad (left) and to flexible 
substrate module (right). [30] 
Also the hand embroidered LilyPads application of Leah Buechley should be 
mentioned here as an application of these embroidered contacts. In 2006, she 
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presented a first version of a "construction kit for electronics in textiles". See Figure 
2.6 (left). It consists of a microcontroller on a cotton patch with laser cut fabric 
wiring, which can be contacted to other components like sensors, LED 'sequins' and 
actuators by stitching conductive yarn through the fabric contacts. [10] 
By 2008 this had evolved to an actual product: a kit for children to experiment with 
electronics-in-textiles shown in Figure 2.6 on the right. The kit consists of seven 
different rigid substrate based modules with predrilled pads for hand-sewing the 
electrical contact. [33] Connected to this work and also independently a large 
number of do-it-yourself projects and design projects were done using hand 
embroidered contacts: [12], [34], [35], [36], [37], etc.  
  
Figure 2.6:  Microcontroller module on a cotton patch which can be contacted to LED 'sequins' via 
hand embroidered contacts (left) [10]. This ultimately grew to become a kit for children 
with a set of rigid substrate based modules called LilyPads. [33]. 
The difference between the examples in the five images above showing 
embroidered contacts is the substrate material on which the contacts were realized: 
rigid fiber reinforced substrate with structured metal pads, thin polymer substrate 
with structured metal pads and structured conductive fabric on fabric. As the 
coexistence of these three approaches is totally legitimate, the implications of the 
material choice should be shortly discussed here. 
The most natural choice of substrate for electronics-in-textiles seems to be 
conductive fabric. However this does not solve the prime problem of contacting 
conductive textile circuitry to electronic components or electronic modules – it is 
just moving it to a different place. This is why this option will not be considered in 
this work. 
Rigid substrates (i.e. fiber reinforced substrates) require predrilling the embroidery 
pad. Thin polymer substrates (i.e. without fiber reinforcement) can be pierced by the 
needle, making predrilling optional. Thin polymer substrates are not drapable or 
foldable and therefore not washable or wearable without protecting large parts of 
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the module. Only small parts (e.g. the embroidery pad) may be left without 
protection. Of course, the rigid substrate is also not drapable, but it might resist 
most stresses typical to textile applications.  
The basic communality of these approaches – and this should apply to all 
embroidered contacts – is their requirement that both elements – the thread and 
the pad – are electrically conductive on the surface. The mechanism of tying a knot 
or attaching by embroidery provides that thread and pad touch and build an 
electrical contact. Understanding and analyzing the stability of this mechanism is a 
main objective of this work. 
For machine embroidered contacts a second ground rule is that at least the top 
thread must be conductive. This originates from the fact that modules can only be 
applied to the top side of the fabric due to the construction of current embroidery 
machines. This again means that the top thread is the one being laid onto the 
embroidery pad and as explained, this one has to be conductive on the surface.  
Of course, it cannot harm to choose a bobbin thread that is conductive as well. It 
may help to bring down the overall resistance of the wiring. Since the mechanical 
demands are lower than on top threads, yarns with thicker metallization can be 
utilized in the bobbin. 
In Orth's and Buechley's work and also in my first experiments the embroidered 
contact is not only an electrical contact but also a mechanical fixation of the module 
on the substrate as just discussed. However, according to my experience and also 
according to [32] leaving the fixation up to the embroidered contact is a reliability 
hazard. Especially shear forces during washing and mechanical tension created by 
thermal mismatch can lead to early failures of the electrical contact.  
An additional mechanical fixation of the electronic substrate on the embroidery 
cloth is simple to realize (e.g. with adhesive) and can help to overcome this 
problem. This is described in detail in 5.2.3. 
2.3 Demands on Embroidered Circuits and Contacts  
The following discusses demands on embroidered circuits and contacts. This 
comprises electrical aspects relevant for different applications, comfort aspects 
during wearing and, reliability aspects. The latter includes an introduction to those 
reliability tests relevant for this thesis. 
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2.3.1 Functionalities & Applications 
In the sense of this work, the intention of embroidering conductive yarn is to 
electrically interconnect17 different entities on a fabric that are located apart from 
another. These entities may be sensors, amplifiers, computational units, light 
sources, radio transmitters, actuators or power sources. Special cases are entities 
that are made of conductive yarn themselves like (body) electrodes, textile keypads 
or other input devices. Between these entities digital or analog signals or energy 
may have to be transmitted over the conductive embroidery. 
In body monitoring applications the sample rates of sensors are typically linked to 
body activities and therefore data rates of digital communication are low [38]. Also 
other wearable applications typically require only low data rates, for instance when 
displaying the name of a caller in a communication jacket [4]. The same may apply 
to a majority of technical applications. The input impedances are typically in the 
MΩ-range.  
While digital communication allows smart rerouting of data in case of short or open 
circuits, analog sensors require permanent interconnection between entities. With 
analog, typically a voltage is transferred for instance from a sensor or an electrode 
to an amplifier [13], [16]. Also inversely the voltage may be transferred from an 
amplifier to electrodes [39], [40].  
Power applications comprise everything from powering low power digital sensors to 
powering high power lighting applications. In power applications a resistive loss in 
the wiring causes accelerated battery depletion. Also the voltage drop can become 
a critical factor. This shall be shortly explained at the example of textile displays. 
Such are likely to become the economic engine for textile integrated electronics. For 
this case study a 10 x 10 matrix display with white LEDs shall be assumed. The 
LEDs are arranged at distances of 3 cm from another and each one consumes in 
average 5 mA at 3.3 V (multiplexed line-by-line). For this scenario the left graph in 
Figure 2.7 shows the fraction of the resistive loss in the wiring compared to the 
totally consumed power of the display depending on the yarn resistance in Ω/m of 
the wiring yarn between the LEDs. The right graph shows the voltage required to 
power the most distant LED from power source again depending on the yarn 
resistance in Ω/m. From a power-efficiency point of view, yarn resistances up to 
10 Ω/m may be considered acceptable. From a security point of view the required 
supply voltage reaches a value of 24 V when the yarn resistance is 210 Ω/m. For 
some applications, e.g. clothing, this may be overcritical which means in these 
cases a yarn with a lower resistance needs to be chosen. 
                                                 
17 in this thesis interconnection shall refer to the conductive textile wiring between two points; while 
contact shall refer to the electrical contact between an endpoint of this textile conductor and some 
electronic component or module 
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Figure 2.7:  10 x 10 matrix display with LEDs multiplexed 1:10 consuming in average 5 mA at 3.3 V 
and each at a distance of 3 cm from another. Left: Power efficiency depending on the 
yarn resistance of the wiring between LEDs. Right: required maximum source voltage 
for supplying the LED with 3.3 V that is most distant from the controller. This data is 
based on calculations made with an Excel tool that was developed by Helmar Dittrich at 
Fraunhofer IZM [41].  
It may be summarized that the different applications require that the resistance of 
the interconnection between two entities is between at maximum some tens of Ω/m 
for power applications and a few kΩ/m for input devices like touch sensors. As was 
explained in 2.1.3, the most conductive embroidery yarns reach values of about 
20 Ω/m. By applying these yarns as top and as bottom thread, the resistance per 
stitching track can be halved. A further reduction per stitching track can be 
achieved by embroidering the track multiple times (or trivially embroidering multiple 
tracks). 
Analog effects like capacitive coupling do not need to be considered for typical 
applications as frequencies are usually low [15]. Of course, when developing 
applications, the actual demands have to be set individually by the developers. 
The contacts at the end of each embroidered conductive track should not 
significantly change the overall resistance between the entities. For the LED matrix 
display example this means, contact resistances should be 30 mΩ18 or lower. For 
other applications like a touch sensor even 10 Ω per contact are uncritical. Also for 
analog sensor connections a high contact resistance may often not be an issue, 
however, it may be important that the contact is particularly stable and with low 
noise.  
                                                 
18 it is assumed that the resistance of the yarn is 10 Ω/m; therefore, the resistance between two 
neighboring LEDs is 300 mΩ plus two times the contact resistance;  if the latter is 30 mΩ than this 
does not significantly change the overall resistance of the connection between the two LEDs 
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2.3.2 Textile Character 
When integrating electronics into textiles for clothing or for technical applications, 
preserving the textile character of a fabric is an essential demand. According to 
[42], this textile character "can be defined in two ways: either by technically 
measureable properties like drapeability, flexibility, stretchability, weight, water 
permeability; or by the perception of the user in terms of touch, comfort, optics, etc. 
For technical textiles typically the technical parameters are predominant. Whereas 
in clothing the sensation of the user dictates limitations for technical parameters."  
A true textile character will of course only be reached when electronics are 
integrated directly onto the fiber surface [43]. However, such implementations are 
still far in the future. For implementations that rely on modules or components 
attached to textiles, [42] introduced the term "overall textile character". It accounts 
for the fact that such modules or components "will always change the textile 
character locally as they cannot be stretched or draped". Depending on the 
application the required degree of overall textile character may vary strongly. "For a 
jacket for instance, blending-in electronic modules into the garment perfectly is not 
necessary as people are used to carrying wallets, keys and mobile devices in their 
pockets. Therefore, an integrated device, e.g. a music player, does not need to be 
smaller, lighter or more flexible than these other things in the pockets. However a T-
shirt for permanently monitoring the wearer's health should provide the same 
comfort as a normal T-shirt does. Of course the wearer’s tolerance will increase 
with the benefits for the wearer – for instance life saving. Other aspects come into 
consideration when the special clothes are just for temporary use under well 
defined conditions. An example is a heart rate monitor for running which does not 
need to be comfortable while sitting or lying down. For technical textiles this 
concept of preserving the overall textile character applies equally. Locally an 
electronic module will for instance reduce the air permeability to zero. But on a 
large panel of fabric this is typically not very critical for the overall air permeability 
required for the application." [42] 
While technical applications are highly individual concerning these demands, 
applications in clothing allow generalizing comfort issues. For this purpose different 
layers of clothing have to be regarded separately. Gimperle at al. have developed 
design rules for shaping large boxed electronics – like general purpose wearable 
computers – so they would put the least burden on the body while carrying them 
[44]. Figure 2.8 gives an impression of this work. For small devices in 
undergarments like in an EKG sensing shirt such comfort analysis did not exist. So, 
to know the size limitations for such modules not to be perceived uncomfortable, I 
initiated and supervised a diploma thesis to analyze this in a user study.  
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Figure 2.8:  Designs for making boxed electronics more comfortable to carry around the body. 
Source: [44]. 
In this study Claudia Schuster investigated the comfort of differently sized and 
differently positioned small modules in a shirt directly worn on the body. For this 
purpose she developed two types of test shirts – one for male and one for female 
wearers. These test shirts allowed attaching dummy modules in 27 different 
positions. These positions are shown in Figure 2.9. She made dummy modules in 
three different sizes:  
 large:  45 x 45 x 4 mm3 weighing 12g 
 medium:  30 x 30 x 3 mm3 weighing 4g 
 small:   20 x 20 x 2 mm3 weighing 1g 
Furthermore, she made bendable rubber variants and rigid variants of each size. 
The Shore hardness A of the applied rubber was 67. 
Then, she had five male and five female test persons who wore the shirts for a 
number of days for several hours with four to eight modules attached. Afterwards 
they rated the perceived comfort concerning different aspects like "overall 
impression, during movement, during sitting, during sports" (that includes the 
aspect of sweating) and the "impact on optics of garments worn over the test shirt". 
In the evaluation process she graded each position and weight combination based 
on the answers of test persons. Hereby, a large variance between test persons or 
between different aspects of comfort, led to a downgrading of the specific position-
weight combination. The possible grades were "very good, good, fair and bad". 
The small and medium sized modules in all positions were considered at least 
"good" but mostly – i.e. in 24 and 19 positions respectively – considered "very 
good". With the large sized modules, 12 positions were still graded "very good", 10 
positions were graded "good" and 5 positions were graded "fair".  
Surprisingly, the users did not perceive any significant differences between the 
bendable rubber variant and the rigid variant. Apparently, at this size of modules 
conformability is not important for electronics integrated into undergarments which 
is a very important result. 
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Figure 2.9:  Test positions on the male and female upper body are similar but exact positions differ 
slightly due to different body shapes. Altered from [45]. 
For wearable electronics applications, these results are positive. Several 
demonstrators and prototypes have shown that useful functionalities can be 
integrated into clothing with modules comparable in size to these dummy modules. 
Some examples are: 
 an EMG module comparable to the small dummy: 16 x 13.5 x 2 mm3 [16]; 
 an RGB LED module comparable to the small dummy:  Ø20 x 1 mm3 [33]; 
 an EKG module comparable to the medium dummy: 29 x 27 x 2 mm3 [13]; 
 and a general purpose module comparable to the large dummy: 
Ø50 x 3 mm3 [33]. 
With appropriate positioning on the garment the user will not find them 
uncomfortable. 
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2.3.3 Reliability  
As pointed out by [42], "another essential concern with electronics-in-textiles is 
reliability of electronics, textile conductors and contacts while washing, draping, 
stretching, wearing, etc. The reliability demands are very application dependent. 
Technical textiles are so versatile that generalization is hardly possible. Therefore 
an application specific analysis of the requirements has to be done." However, for 
consumer applications with permanently integrated electronics in clothing, some 
requirements were collected by [42]. An elaboration of this list is presented here:  
 Wash Cycling. Wash cycling is the most wide spread stress test for 
electronics-in-textiles. For this purpose ISO 6330, a standard test for 
domestic washing and drying procedures for textiles [46], has become a 
popular test for electronics-in-textiles as well. It was first applied by [47] for 
testing clothes with life saving electronic functions for the arctic 
environment. After that it was used by many others for all kinds of 
components of electronics-in-textiles, e.g. [48], [18], [42], [49], [50]. The 
standard offers a variety of water temperature levels for different 
applications – 30 °C, 40 °C, 50 °C, 60 °C and 92 °C. Most popular for 
electronics-in-textiles are test conditions 6A (40 °C) and 2A (60 °C). Usually 
10 to 20 wash cycles are run. In-between cycles – but not necessarily 
between every washing cycle – test vehicles are drip dried and their 
functionality is tested. 
 Temperature Cycling. In the electronics industry temperature cycling tests 
are common and were used for electronics-in-textiles as well, e.g. [48], [42], 
[49], [51]. The standard JESD22 A104 C [52] comprises a number of 
different temperature ranges for various applications. For consumer 
electronics the test condition N may be appropriate. It covers a range of 
-40 °C to +85 °C. Both temperatures are held for 15 minutes each. A typical 
number of test cycles is 1000. For technical applications higher temperature 
ranges may be more appropriate, e.g. -55 °C to +125 °C or -65 °C to 
+150 °C. 
 Humidity Exposure. Another common test in both worlds – the electronics 
industry and the textile industry – is exposure to humidity. The electronics 
test JESD22 A101 B [53] recommends applying 85 % rel. humidity at an 
elevated temperature of 85 °C for 1000 hours. The following publications 
have used this test for electronics-in-textiles [48], [31], [49], [51]. 
Weathering tests combine spray water, elevated temperature and artificial 
sun light. CMST and Centexbel, partners in the SWEET consortium, have 
selected the ISO4892-3 [54] standard for this purpose [55].  
 Stretching, Flexing and Crumpling. Stretching tests were used to test the 
reliability of stretchable substrates that may be applied onto fabric to create 
electronics-in-textiles systems [56], [57], [58]. In this context TNO Science 
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and Industry in Eindhoven proposed to refer to ISO 13934-1 [59] for 
stretching tests [60]. Furthermore, according to [55], CMST considers 
performing a flex and crumpling test according to method C of ISO 7854 
standard [61]. A similar but proprietary test was performed by [18].   
 Abrasion. TNO also points out the importance of resistance to abrasion i.e. 
during wearing. For conductive textiles (but not necessarily also for rigid 
components attached to it) [60] suggested applying e.g. the Martindale test 
(ISO 12947-2 [62]). 
 Perspiration. Furthermore, [47] tested the reliability of electronics versus 
their resistance to perspiration with ISO 105 – E04 [63] which is originally 
meant to test the influence of perspiration on color fastness. 
As already pointed out in the motivation, the primary objective of this thesis is to 
develop a theory of the contact mechanism underlying embroidered contacts and to 
identify failure mechanisms. Therefore, the primary purpose of applying stress tests 
here is to test occurrence of these failures and thereby validate the theory.  
For such fundamental analyses it is particularly instructive to apply single load 
stress like thermal cycling rather than multi load stress like for instance wash 
cycling. Therefore, the main stress test in this thesis is a thermal cycling test. It is 
similar to test condition N defined in JEDEC JESD22 A104 C [52] industry standard 
for testing consumer electronics. One cycle consists of three isothermal lines at 
−40 °C, +20 °C and +85 °C. The dwell times and the transition times are always 
15 minutes. The total cycle number is 25 unless otherwise stated. The exact 
temperature profile is presented in chapter 5.3.1. 
Beyond this main stress test, a specially designed bending test was performed to 
test the contact behavior. During 180 seconds several bends were performed. This 
helped distinguishing the contact quality of two different implementations as is 
shown later.  
Although a theoretical analysis of the effect of wash cycling is not developed, such 
tests are performed, since they are considered important in the community of 
researchers and users. As this is a multi load stress theoretical predictions are 
difficult. The applied test is in accordance with test condition 6A of ISO 6330 [46]. 
In total 20 washing cycles were performed. 
Carefully note the difference between the first two tests and the third test. The 
temperature cycling test and the bending test aim at testing the behavior. The 
durations of both tests are too short for assessing the reliability in a practically 
realistic environment. The wash cycling test however, provides an insight into the 
actual reliability of the contact.  
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Chapter 7 presents improvements to make embroidered contacts more reliable. To 
test the reliability under realistic conditions, 1025 temperature cycles19 or 20 wash 
cycles were applied.  
All three stress tests are described in detail in chapter 5.3.  
                                                 
19 1025 cycles is merely the sum of 25 cycles which were run first and 1000 cycles which were run 
subsequently; normally one would test for just 1000 cycles. 
 3 Fundamental Analysis of 
Conductive Embroidery Yarn  
Prior to analyzing the embroidery yarn in-depth, the most important conclusions of 
the previous chapter on this shall be summarized here: 
Machine embroidered contacts require a yarn that 
1. is conductive on the surface;  
2. is embroiderable in the needle; and 
3. reveals a conductivity as high as possible to cover many applications.  
Multifilament yarns made of a combination of metal fibers (or wires) and non-
conductive fibers are not suited for this purpose, as they are: 
 either not embroiderable in the needle if the share of metal is too high or  
 are embroiderable but reveal a low conductivity when the metal content 
is sufficiently low. 
Currently, only some yarns made of metal-coated polymer fibers can satisfy all three 
requirements at once. These yarns have resistances down to some tens of Ω/m, 
which is sufficient for many applications. However, when this work was started,  
 Shieldex 117/17 Twine20 offered the best compromise between 
embroiderability and conductivity. Yet, its resistance of 348 Ω/m was 
rather high. 
 Anyhow, for understanding the fundamental mechanisms of embroidered 
contacts which is the goal of this work, even such a high resistant yarn 
can be used. As will be explained in this thesis the results of course apply 
equally to other yarns made of conductively coated polymer fibers.  
 Therefore, Shieldex 117/17 Twine was selected as embroidery yarn for 
experiments in this thesis. 
The objective of this chapter here is to analyze the mechanical and electrical 
properties of such metal-coated polymer embroidery yarns. This is important as 
these properties have a significant impact on the embroidered contact as will be 
shown in chapter 4. Hereby, the focus is on the behavior during temperature cycling 
and during wash cycling as explained in 2.3.3.  
The following analyses were carried out on Shieldex. However, the deeper 
understanding of its behavior developed in this chapter suggests that several 
properties are inherent for yarns of conductively coated polymer fibers and are not 
                                                 
20 in the following this will be referred to as "Shieldex" 
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Shieldex-specific. As it turns out some of these properties are exactly the ones most 
crucial for the embroidered contact as will be explained in chapter 4. 
3.1 Introduction to Metal Coated Polymer Fibers and Shieldex 
Generally there are three approaches to applying conductive coatings onto polymer 
fibers: 
 physical processes like vacuum deposition (e.g. chemical vapor deposition or 
physical vapor deposition like evaporation or sputtering ) or vacuum spraying 
[64], [65], [66], [67], [68] 
 electroless coating in a bath [65], [68], [69], [70] 
 galvanic coating on already conductive fibers [22], [65], [71] 
Different materials can be used to coat with: various metals, carbon or conductive 
polymers. Typical metals are silver, gold, nickel, copper, platinum and zinc [22], 
[64], [70]. Conductive polymers used for coating fibers are polypyrrol (PPy), 
polyaniline (Pan) and polythiophene (PTh) [68]. 
Polymer fibers coated with such materials are reported to be polyamide 6.6 (Nylon), 
polyaramide, polyester, PBO, polyurethane (LycraTM) and other synthetic fibers21. 
The adhesion of the coating depends very much on this fiber material and on the 
coating technology. Precursors have been used to improve the adhesion on various 
fiber surfaces [22], [69]. 
The thicknesses of coatings range from a few nano-meters for antistatic purposes 
to a few micro-meters for highly conductive fibers. The application of the fiber 
coating can be applied at single fiber level, yarn level with many fibers or even at 
fabric level.  
Shieldex yarns are all based on a polyamide 6.6 (also called PA66 or Nylon 66) core 
with a silver coating. The manufacturer Statex and its founder K. Bertuleit claim that 
adhesion of silver is particularly good on polyamide which has a rough surface 
structure with nano cavities [23], [72]. However, Statex keeps the coating method 
secret. In his diploma thesis Erik Simon concluded that the process must be an 
electroless coating. The reaction does not seem to be autocatalytic which means, 
silver will only grow on the polymer but not on top of already grown silver. This helps 
to provide a relatively even coating, even when the fibers are already spun to yarn. 
The application works also after warp knitting the yarns to fabric as practiced by 
Statex. Conversely this is setting limitations to growing thicker coating layers in the 
same process. [25] 
                                                 
21 synthetic man-made fibers or synthetic fibers are made by polymerizing monomers 
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The result is a conductive layer on the polyamide fibers that consists of nano-sized 
silver particles between 50 and 200 nm in diameter. The surface and the cross 
section of one fiber taken from a Shieldex 117/17 yarn are shown in the SEM 
images in Figure 3.1. The cross section has been cut with a focused ion beam (FIB). 
These fibers have a diameter of 30 µm in average (Figure 3.2). 17 of these fibers 
are twisted with 620 turns per meter to build one strand. Two such strands are 
combined and twisted with 550 turns per meter in the other direction to make the 
Shieldex 117/17 Twine as shown in Figure 3.3. In the following this yarn is simply 
called Shieldex as it is the only one from the Shieldex series used in this work. [73] 
The fineness of the raw polyamide yarn is 117 dtex per strand, which means 1 km 
of yarn weighs 11.7 g. After twisting and metallization the yarn count is 280 dtex for 
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Figure 3.1:  View A shows the fiber surface with an SEM. The views B and B' show a cross section of 
a fiber of Shieldex 117/17 Twine. The cross section has been prepared with a focused 
ion beam (FIB). A platinum layer has been deposited locally to achieve a sharper 
cutting edge with the FIB. The lower image shows this cutting edge with an SEM. It 
reveals nano-sized silver particles on the surface of the polyamide core. The top left 
sketch explains the two different SEM viewing angles. The top right image shows the 
global position of view A and B on the fiber. Modified and combined from [74] and [25]. 





Figure 3.2:  Cross section of Shieldex 117/17 Twine. The fibers have a diameter of 30 µm in 
average. 
 
Figure 3.3:  SEM image of Shieldex 117/17 Twine with two strands of 17 silver coated PA fibers. 
3.2 Electrical Behavior of Shieldex 
The average resistance of the yarn as received from the manufacturer is 
348 mΩ/mm (at RT22) with a standard deviation of 16 mΩ/mm [25]. Generally, the 
silver coating has a positive temperature coefficient (TC) causing the resistance to 
instantly rise or fall proportionally with temperature.  
However, when the yarn is annealed23 the resistance first falls and after a longer 
period of annealing rises again. The speed of this process increases with 
temperature. Philipp Foerster investigated this effect on single Shieldex fibers in his 
student research project [74]. Figure 3.4 shows the resistance change for single 
Shieldex fibers placed in an oven at 200 °C (left plot) and at 85 °C (right plot). All 
resistance values were measured at the respective oven temperature and are 
presented relative to the initial value at the respective temperature. 
                                                 
22 RT means room temperature 
23 annealing in this context means exposing to a temperature above room temperature for a certain 
time 
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Figure 3.4:  Resistance change of single Shieldex fibers over time at 200 °C (left) and 85 °C (right) 
presented relative to the initial value at the respective temperature. Data from [74]. 
The effect of rising resistances in nano-meter scale silver films was already 
previously observed at an annealing temperature as high as 635 °C by Sieradzki et 
al. It was assigned to agglomeration of silver particles. Such thin films contain tiny 
instabilities, cracks, voids, etc. Above a certain activation energy, surface diffusion 
sets in, and enables the formation of clusters to reduce surface energy. The 
activation energy for diffusion to occur in such thin silver films is much lower than in 
bulk material. As clusters grow, the gaps between them become larger which is 
causing the resistance to rise. [75], [76] 
Sieradzki et al. believe that mechanical stress in thin films may even boost 
agglomeration. Such mechanical stress can be presumed in silver films on 
polyamide fibers like in Shieldex. 
Figure 3.5 shows that agglomeration appears on the surface of Shieldex fibers at 
temperatures as low as 85 °C. The clustering is clearly visible. Yet, this takes much 
longer than at 230 °C which leads to much larger clusters in short periods of time 
as also shown in this figure.  
The initial drop of resistance observed in Figure 3.4 may be explained with different 
phases of the agglomeration. At the beginning agglomeration may lead to healing of 
tiny gaps or a reduction of the number of gaps. This may not have been observed in 
the experiments at 635 °C. This phase of agglomeration in which the resistance 
drops may have been too short at this temperature to be observable with a slow 
measurement. Furthermore, it may be that the silver surface on the Shieldex fiber is 
particularly imperfect, leaving room for conductivity improvement while in 
Sieradzki's experiments the surface may have been more homogeneous.  


































Figure 3.5:  SEM images of Shieldex fiber surface after different annealing steps: silver 
agglomeration becomes stronger with temperature and with time of exposure to this 
temperature. Note: the images show the fibers in different orientations. The scale on 
the bottom left is valid for all four images. Images from [74]. 
This thesis will investigate the embroidered contact during temperature cycling and 
washing. Furthermore, the contact will be exposed to heat treatment. Therefore, the 
following subchapters present the yarn's behavior under these conditions. 
3.2.1 Effect of Temperature Cycling on the Resistance of Shieldex 
Figure 3.6 presents the resistance change of a Shieldex yarn during 25 temperature 
cycles as defined in 5.3.1. Each cycle takes two hours and consists of isothermal 
lines at -40 °C, +20 °C and +85 °C.  
The effect of the positive temperature coefficient is best observed when the 
resistance is plotted over temperature (Figure 3.6 right plot). The resistance at 
+85 °C is about 14 % higher than at -40 °C.  
The effect of annealing can be observed in the plot over time (left plot). It is the high 
temperature which causes the resistance drop from cycle to cycle. The end 
resistance is 21 % lower than the starting value. Note, the overall cycling time (at 
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this temperature) is too short to also show the mentioned resistance rise due to 
annealing. 
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Figure 3.6:  Resistance change of Shieldex yarn during 25 temperature cycles at -40/20/85°C. 
Sample length was 10 cm. The temperature profile is presented in Figure 5.9. The first 
cooling phase is represented by the green line and the first heating phase by the red 
one. [77] 
Very similar resistance changes during temperature cycling have been observed in 
other Shieldex yarns by Breckenfelder, Dils and Seliger. [78] 
3.2.2 Effect of Annealing on Resistance of Shieldex 
Above, the effect of annealing was investigated and explained in principle. This 
subchapter describes results of Philipp Foerster who measured this effect at 
specific annealing temperatures for a fixed short time of 120 seconds in his student 
research project [74]. 
For this purpose Shieldex yarn was embroidered onto a meta-aramide fabric as 
selected in 5.2.1. The yarn was used as needle and as bobbin thread. The length of 
the embroidered track is 1090 mm and was embroidered three times one over the 
other. The stitch length was set to 2 mm. Figure 3.7 shows such a test vehicle. 
 
Figure 3.7:  Test vehicle: the embroidered track has been embroidered three times one over the 
other (the same track) with Shieldex in needle and bobbin. The track length is 
1090 mm. [74] 
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Four reference samples were made to test the behavior without heat treatment. 
Furthermore, for each annealing temperature two test samples were made. 
Figure 3.8 shows the result. It plots the relative resistance change after heat 
treatment compared to before heat treatment. As anticipated the conductivity 
improves with higher annealing temperatures as the treatment time of 120 seconds 
is short.  
















Heat Treatment for 120 sec in °C  
Figure 3.8:  Relative resistance change of embroidered Shieldex after heat treatment compared to 
before heat treatment. Data from [74].   
3.2.3 Effect of Machine Washing on Resistance of Shieldex 
All samples described in the previous chapter were washed at 40 °C for twenty 
washing cycles as described in 5.3.3. Figure 3.9 shows the resistance change of the 
reference samples which were not heat treated.  
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Figure 3.9:  Resistance change of embroidered Shieldex (as shown in Figure 3.7) after washing. 
The plot shows the behavior of the four reference samples that were not heat treated. 
Data from [74]. 
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Apparently, this resistance curve is similar to the resistance curve during annealing 
discussed above. It may be speculated that the mechanical movement and the 
water create more stress in the silver film which promotes agglomeration as 
assumed by Sieradzki et al. This would explain the resistance drop during the first 
cycles. 
Yet Figure 3.10 reveals that after twenty washing cycles the silver film has partially 
vanished on fibers faced to the outside of the yarn. This must have an effect on the 
resistance as well. 
  
Figure 3.10:  Embroidered Shieldex before washing (left) and after twenty wash cycles at 40 °C 
(right). [74] 
Heat treatment initially improves conductivity of Shieldex as shown above. However, 
the heat treatment above 140 °C jeopardizes the stability of the conductive coating 
if followed by washing, as shown in Figure 3.11. 
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Figure 3.11:  Resistance change of heat treated embroidered Shieldex (as shown in Figure 5.8) after 
washing. Blue: not heat treated; cyan: 80 °C; green: 140 °C; magenta: 190 °C; red: 
230 °C. Data from [74] 
Figure 3.12 proves that after twenty washing cycles silver has almost entirely 
vanished on all fibers when the sample was heat treated at 230 °C prior to 
washing. 
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Figure 3.12:  Embroidered Shieldex heat treated at 230 °C for 120 seconds without any washing 
(left), and after twenty washing cycles at 40 °C (right). The very shine white areas in the 
right image are electrostatic charges due to the weak conductivity of the yarn. [74] 
3.2.4 Effect of Machine Washing on Polyurethane Protected Shieldex 
Philipp Foerster discovered that areas on the fiber surface that were looked at by 
SEM degraded less during annealing than areas that were not looked at. Figure 
3.13 demonstrates the effect. [74] Previously, Stahlmecke had similarly observed a 
reduction of grain growth in nano-sized gold films after exposure to an SEM electron 
beam [79]. He explained that carbon molecules that remain as pollution in the 
vacuum chamber of the SEM are atomized by the electron beam and are deposited 
on the target. He assumed that the carbon interpenetrates the grains and 
separates them. This would effectively reduce the mobility of gold atoms and thus 
also reduce the growth of clusters with minimum surface energy.  
Stahlmecke's objective was to investigate electromigration. He found that 
nanostructures of silver and gold that were looked at with SEM exhibited an up to 
ten times longer life time than those that were not looked at. 
 
Figure 3.13:  Shieldex after 5 minutes annealing at 230 °C. Above the red line agglomeration is 
clearly visible. Below the red line the silver film seems unchanged. This is the area 
looked at with SEM prior to annealing.[74] 
Knowing this, a thermoplastic polyurethane film of 100 µm was laminated onto 
both sides of two new test vehicles after preparation as described in 3.2.2. The 
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lamination temperature was set to 190 °C. Pressure was not applied. The 
lamination time was 120 seconds. Figure 3.14 shows the test vehicles.  
 
Figure 3.14:  Test vehicles with embroidered Shieldex, afterwards protected by a laminated 
polyurethane film [74]. 
With these test vehicles washing tests were performed. Figure 3.15 shows the 
result and compares it to the reference test vehicles from Figure 3.9.  
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Figure 3.15:  Resistance change of reference test vehicles (blue) and polyurethane protected test 
vehicles (black) during 40 °C washing cycles. Data from [74] 
The lamination process lets the resistance drop by the same factor as in the 190 °C 
samples in Figure 3.11. Apparently, the high temperature still leads to a healing of 
gaps in the silver coating before the polyurethane stops the cluster building. During 
subsequent washing the polyurethane film seems to reduce cluster building and 
mechanical abrasion as the resistance does not rise as much as in those 190°C 
samples without protection. In fact the samples with polyurethane performed better 
than any other sample. 
With these results it may not surprise that recently Statex and TITV started selling 
their conductive yarns (Shieldex and Elitex) also with a thermoplastic polyurethane 
coating. However, these yarns cannot be embroidered in the needle or in the 
bobbin. Yet, they may be laid with soutache embroidery as explained in 2.1.4. 
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3.2.5 Generalization  
The previous subchapters analyzed the electrical behavior of Shieldex in particular. 
This is important for this thesis as it influences the contact resistance of the 
embroidered contact. However, it is also important to understand that Shieldex is 
not special in its behavior. It can be anticipated that nano layers of silver on other 
polymer fibers will also have a positive temperature coefficient and will also tend to 
agglomerate when annealed. 
Yet, if the silver films are thicker than a few hundred nanometers, like it is the case 
on Elitex or even more so on AmberStrand, agglomeration will probably not occur or 
at least will not have a measurable effect on the overall resistance. Also with other 
metals, agglomeration may be less strong.  
Generally, it should be investigated whether it is possible to apply a thin carbon film 
onto the nano silver with a mass manufacturing technology that is as effective as 
the carbon deposition with the SEM (perhaps there is one of the many CVD or PVD 
variants which is applicable). 
Rising resistances during washing are often a problem with conductive yarns of all 
sorts, and are often related to mechanical abrasion. The acceptable percentage of 
the rise depends on the application.  
3.3 Thermo-Mechanical Behavior of Polymer Yarns in General 
and of Shieldex in Particular 
Also the mechanical and thermo-mechanical behavior of the conductive embroidery 
yarn influences the behavior of the embroidered contact significantly as later 
chapters will prove. Understanding this behavior of such yarns in general, and 
related to Shieldex in particular, is the objective of this subchapter.  
The previous chapter showed that only conductively coated synthetic yarns can be 
used for embroidering contacts. Among these only those with conductive coatings 
made of metals are practically interesting until now. Furthermore, these yarns can 
only be embroidered as long as their metal coating is very thin (a few 100 nm at 
maximum). Such thinly metallized fibers and yarns are mechanically very similar to 
un-metallized ones. The only significant difference is their surface smoothness 
which is typically reduced by the metallization. The effect of this on embroiderability 
was already discussed in chapter 2. This subchapter analyzes un-metallized 
synthetic yarns in general before discussing Shieldex which reveals a similar 
mechanical behavior.  
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3.3.1 Introduction to Polymer Mechanics 
Mechanical properties of polymers like elongation under stress are time dependent, 
temperature dependent and dependent on the stress level. This subchapter 
provides a short and simplified introduction to the mechanisms – as much as 
needed to understand the effects treated in this thesis. 
3.3.1.1 Glass Transition and Crystallization  
When cooling a melt it solidifies at a certain temperature point. If the melt does not 
crystallize the material becomes glassy or in other words it becomes an amorphous 
solid. A glass is an under-cooled melt which means that the molecules are not in 
equilibrium. Under this condition the solidification temperature is called glass 
transition temperature Tg. [80] 
Some polymers solidify above the Tg which is due to their tendency to crystallize 
partly when they are cooled from a melt. This temperature is called crystallization 
temperature or melting temperature Tm. Yet, in such partly crystallized polymers the 
Tg still has an influence on the amorphous phases of the material and can be 
observed as a slight change in modulus, volume, heat transfer, etc. [80] 
The molten phase of the polymer is characterized by viscous flow. In amorphous 
polymers this is above Tg. In semi-crystalline polymers this is above Tm. 
Both Tg and Tm are not sharp points but temperature ranges in which the polymer 
transforms from one phase to another. Furthermore, the cooling speed slightly 
changes Tg and may significantly influence the level of crystallization (near Tm). In 
literature, however, mean values are often used to denote Tg or Tm. 
Above a certain temperature the polymer chains start to decompose. This 
temperature is called decomposition temperature. In some materials 
decomposition comes before melting which practically means that the material 
never reaches the molten phase. 
3.3.1.2 Polymer Classification 
Polymers may be classified by the temperature behavior of their modulus and by 
their tension set24. Four groups are defined in EN 7724 [81]: 
 elastomers 
 thermoplastic elastomers 
 thermoplastics 
 duromers (also called thermosets) 
                                                 
24 tension set is the result of an elongation test; according to EN 7724 [81] the material is elongated 
by 100 % for one minute; then the material is left without tension for one minute; the remaining 
elongation is the tension set; this test cannot be carried out with materials that break at 
elongations smaller than 100 %  
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Elastomers are loosely meshed network polymers that show rubber-elasticity 
within the service temperature region. They are typically made of vulcanized rubber 
and cannot be melted nor dissolved to shape the material permanently. 
Exceptions are multiphase materials consisting of a soft phase with rubber-elastic 
character in the service temperature and a network building hard phase that can be 
melted at a higher temperature for processing (i.e. for shaping the material). 
Alternatively they may be dissolved for processing. The melting or dissolving process 
is repeatable. These materials are called thermoplastic elastomers (e.g. 
thermoplastic polyurethane). 
Elastomers and thermoplastic elastomers show a strong restoring force with a 
tension set below 50 %. Their glass transition Temperature Tg is below 0 °C. Figure 
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Figure 3.16:  Typical plot for thermoplastic elastomers of real part of modulus and loss tangent.  
Thermoplastic elastomers show entropy elastic behavior within the serving temperature 
region. Frozen tensions may lead to rising modulus in the entropy-elastic zone (dotted 
line). The glass transition of the low melting phase Tg1 is well below 0 °C. In the flow 
region above the glass transition of the high melting phase Tg2 the material can be 
shaped. Combined information from [82], [81], [83]. 
Thermoplastics are built of long chain linear polymers linked by strong covalent 
bonds along the chain and, by weaker hydrogen and van der Waals bonds between 
chains. Besides chemical bonds, a mechanical entanglement of these long 
molecules takes place. Their structure may be amorphous or semi-crystalline as 
shown in Figure 3.17. Amorphous thermoplastics become viscous at their glass 
transition temperature or slightly above. Semi-crystalline thermoplastics show a 
slightly lower modulus above their glass transition than below their glass transition, 
which is due to the melting of the amorphous phase. At the crystal-melting point Tm 
the material becomes viscous. In this state thermoplastics can be shaped. This 
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form can be fixed by cooling below the solidification temperature which is Tg for 
amorphous thermoplastics or the Tm for semi-crystalline thermoplastics. This 
process is repeatable. The service temperature of thermoplastics is below the 
solidification temperature. [80] 
 
Figure 3.17:  Structure of amorphous thermoplastics, semi-crystalline thermoplastics, elastomers, 
duromers and thermoplastic elastomers (from left to right according to [84], [85], [84], 
[84], [82]). Valency bonds are represented by black dots. The black and red lines in the 
thermoplastic elastomer represent high melting polymers and low melting polymers, 
respectively. 
Polyamide 6.6 – the basis of Shieldex – is such a semi-crystalline thermoplastic. Its 
crystal-melting point is at 265 °C and it starts decomposing at 350 °C [86]. Its level 
of crystallization is between 40 % and 50 % [87]. 
Thermoplastics do not exhibit strong restoring forces. Their tension set is either 
above 50 % or cannot be measured as the material breaks at elongations smaller 
than 100 %. The modulus curves for amorphous and semi-crystalline 
thermoplastics are given in Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.19 respectively. 




















































temperature T  
Figure 3.18:  Typical plot for amorphous thermoplastic of real part of modulus and loss tangent. The 
application range is below Tg. In the flow region the material can be shaped. Combined 
information from [83], [82], [88], [84]. 
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Figure 3.19:  Typical plot for semi-crystalline thermoplastic of real part of modulus and loss tangent. 
The application range is below Tm. In the flow region the material can be shaped. 
Combined information from [83], [82]. 
Duromers are polymers with strong covalent bonds building a three dimensional 
network that is narrowly meshed. These materials are rigid and cannot be melted or 
dissolved. Their decomposition temperature is below the theoretical melting point. 
After cross-linking they can only be shaped by machining. The tension set cannot be 
measured as the extendibility is very small. Figure 3.20 presents the modulus 
curve. [80][81]  
Elastomers, thermoplastic elastomers and duromers have an amorphous network 
















































temperature T  
Figure 3.20:  Typical plot for duromer of real part of modulus and loss tangent. The application range 
is below the decomposition range. Duromers can only be shaped by machining. 
Combined information from [82], [83]. 
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3.3.1.3 Elasticity 
Besides on the type of polymer, the mechanical stress response depends on 
temperature, time and stress level. At the extreme ends of the spectrum the 
behaviors can be characterized as elastic or viscous. However, in most situations 
polymers exhibit a material character that is a combination of both. This is called 
viscoelasticity.  
Elasticity is characterized by a mechanically and thermodynamically entirely 
reversible process with a bijective relationship between stress and strain. The 
response is instantaneous and therefore time independent. Two types of elasticity 
are distinguished: energy-elasticity and entropy-elasticity. [88] 
Energy-elasticity results from restoring forces in atomic bonds. When a force acts on 
a material the distances and angles of atomic bonds are deformed. Upon release of 
the deforming force the bonds spring back to their thermodynamic equilibrium. 
Energy-elasticity follows Hook's law: 
                
 
   
  3.1 
The stress σ is in a linear relation with the strain ε. The strain is the ratio of change 
of length over initial length. E is the material dependent modulus in N/mm2. Pure 
energy-elasticity exists only at small strains up to 0.5 %. [82] 
Entropy-elasticity appears in macromolecular materials. The restoring force is driven 
by the systems desire to reach maximum entropy. The state with the highest 
number of different possible molecular conformations and thus the highest entropy 
is the coiled state. Straining the material orients the molecules. This ordering 
process requires energy which is returned upon release of the deforming force. 




Figure 3.21:  Entropy-elasticity acts in the direction of highest entropy. [84]. 
Other than energy-elasticity, entropy-elasticity may be effective over up to several 
hundred percent of strain. The relationship between stress and strain is 
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with the draw ratio 
   
 
  
     3.3 
Hereby the modulus E rises with crosslink density N and with temperature T. k is the 
Boltzmann constant: 
                  
 
   
  3.4 
The plot in Figure 3.22 demonstrates the effect of temperature dependence of E on 













Figure 3.22:  Stress-strain diagram of entropy-elasticity depending on temperature. 
Entropy-elasticity is found in elastomers which is why it is also known as rubber-
elasticity. However, also amorphous and semi-crystalline thermoplastics exhibit 
entropy-elastic characteristics. The common mechanism is that the molecules can 
move to a certain extent but their mobility is also limited by crosslinks to keep the 
material from flowing.  
In normal elastomers and in thermoplastic elastomers this crosslinking is effected 
by covalent bonds. In thermoplastics, molecular entanglements and (in semi-
crystalline thermoplastics also) crystals act as crosslinks. In all these materials 
entropy-elasticity becomes dominant above the glass transition temperature where 
the mobility of molecules is higher than below the glass transition.  
For amorphous thermoplastics this means that the temperature range in which 
entropy-elasticity is observed is very small and lies between the glass transition and 
the flow region.  
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Energy-elasticity is found in all polymers. In thermoplastics and elastomers it 
dominates below the glass transition temperature while in duromers it dominates 
the whole temperature range up to decomposition. Figure 3.16 to Figure 3.20 
illustrate the active ranges of both types of elasticity.  
3.3.1.4 Viscosity  
Viscosity describes a mechanically and thermodynamically irreversible process. 
Applied stress leads to an instantaneous displacement of molecules and thus a 
deformation of the material. After release of stress any deformation stops and the 
shape remains as it is. This form of deformation is called flow or also viscous flow. 
Viscous flow is observed in melts of thermoplastics and in melts of thermoplastic 
elastomers. [88] 
In the viscous state all mechanical energy applied to the material is dissipated due 
to intermolecular friction. The frictional forces are deformation velocity dependent. 
If strain-velocity and stress are in a linear relation the viscosity is Newtonian: 
     
  
  
                
 
   
  3.5 
ηT being the elongation viscosity or Trouton viscosity25. [88] After integration over 
time t on each side of the equation and reforming this becomes: 
   
  
 
  3.6 
3.3.1.5 Viscoelasticity 
Low-molecular materials26 are elastic in the solid phase and viscous in the fluid 
phase (e.g. water). High-molecular materials often feature a blend of both of these 
material characteristics. This is called viscoelasticity. It combines reversible and 
irreversible processes [88]. 
While in elasticity and in viscosity the mechanical response is instantaneous. The 
response in viscoelasticity is delayed. This means that the modulus E becomes a 
function of time t. The effect of this is demonstrated in Figure 3.23. 
                                                 
25 the T in elongation viscosity ηT is there to distinguish it from the 'normal' η which is the shear 
viscosity; in the case of shear, eq. 3.5 would become τ=η·(dγ/dt) with τ being shear stress and γ 
being shear strain [88]; in the elasticity chapter stress and strain were referred to elongation rather 
than shear; therefore to keep this chapter on viscosity analogous, presenting elongation viscosity 
was given the preference over presenting shear viscosity 
26 low-molecular material means consisting of small molecules; the opposite is high-molecular 
material 

































Figure 3.23:  Comparing creep and recovery curves of elastic, viscous and viscoelastic materials. The 
elastic response is entirely reversible while the viscous response is entirely irreversible. 
The viscoelastic response may contain an irreversible strain (continuous line) or be fully 
recoverable (dotted line). In viscoelasticity the modulus E becomes time dependent. 
Modified from [83]. 
Viscoelastic behavior is especially dominant during glass transition and melting. 
[89],[83], [88] 
In a certain range of strains viscoelastic behavior can be described with a linear 
differential equation. In the glassy state this range is around 1 % elongation. 
However, in polymer melts or in the entropy-elastic range of elastomers it can be up 
to 100 % elongation. Above such strains load-dependence sets in. In this case the 
differential equation becomes non-linear and cannot be solved without 
simplifications and approximations. [88], [83] 
Linear viscoelasticity is based on the validity of the Boltzmann superposition 
principle which says that a sum of individual causes leads to the sum of their 
individual effects. For the relationship between stress and deformations this can be 
expressed mathematically in the following manner: 
  
    
   
   
           
           
                                   3.7 
This implies that the stress at time t depends on the prehistory of all past 
deformations ε(τ) defined from -∞<τ<t is relevant. This stress can be calculated by 
segmenting ε(τ) into step functions starting at τ of step height ε'(τ)·Δτ and summing 
up the stresses E(t-τ)·ε'(τ)·Δτ created by each of these strains from -∞ to t. [83] 
             




    
 3.8 
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This means that stress and deformation at -∞ must be known. In practice this may 
be achievable by heating the polymer to the flow region. Then stress and 
deformation can be assumed to become zero. However, often materials are 
supplied in a form which would be destroyed by heating it to this region e.g. silver 
coated yarns. In this case it is difficult to calculate the stress at time t. 
Furthermore, the time dependent modulus E(t) must be known which in the 
viscoelastic case is complex as a consequence of phase shift between stress and 
strain: 
                      
 
   
  3.9 
With E' representing the storage modulus and E'' the loss modulus, the ratio of 
these two becomes the loss tangent which was also plotted in Figure 3.16 to Figure 
3.20:  
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Figure 3.24:  Typical course of real part of time dependent modulus E'(t) of a thermoplastic 
elastomer at different temperatures. The time-temperature shift function a(T, T0) allows 
shifting a known modulus function at a reference temperature T0 to different other 
temperatures T.  
E' and tan δ can be found with a dynamical mechanical analyzer (DMA). A sinusoidal 
force is applied to the probe which changes its length. Both length and applied force 
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are measured and used to calculate the real part of modulus and loss-tangent. A 
phase shift of δ = 0° indicates pure elasticity while a phase shift of δ = 90° 
indicates pure viscosity. Viscoelasticity exhibits a phase shift between those 
extremes.  
To obtain modulus and phase shift for different time durations the frequency of the 
sinusoidal force can be tuned. The result is then a frequency dependent E' and 
tan δ which can be transformed into a time dependent E'(t) and tan δ(t). The dotted 
lines in Figure 3.24 indicate that the experimental window for such testing 
frequencies is limited and that the modulus outside this window must be calculated 
as described in the next subchapter.  
Looking back, it should be noted that Figure 3.16 to Figure 3.20 represent the 
temperature dependence of modulus E' and tan δ only at one particular frequency. 
In data sheets the frequency used for making such plots is often 1 Hz.  
From the plot in Figure 3.24 it also becomes clear why it is true to say that 
viscoelastic behavior is especially dominant during glass-transitions and during 
melting (the latter is not shown in this figure). In these regions the slope dE(t)/dt in 
a double logarithmic plot is somewhere in the middle between zero and minus one. 
This means that the modulus is very time dependent which is the character of 
viscoelasticity. In the elastic regions this slope is nearly zero which means it is time 
independent. In the flow region the slope reaches minus one in double logarithmic 
plot which describes the Newtonian viscosity presented by equation 3.6. So the 
term ηT/t in this equation could be interpreted as a time dependent modulus E(t). 
This means, with the knowledge of E(t), the entire mechanical character of a 
polymer can be described for a certain temperature – as long as the deformations 
are within the linearity limit. [83] 
3.3.1.6 Time and Temperature Dependence of Viscoelastic behavior 
Figure 3.24 also shows that the modulus E is not only time dependent but also 
temperature dependent. However, empirically it has been found that an increase in 
temperature shifts the modulus curve E(t) to shorter times (or higher frequencies). 
Hereby, the shape of the modulus curve changes only very slightly which for 
practical applications can be neglected. This makes the representation of the time 
and temperature dependent modulus E(t, T) much simpler. It can be presented by 
two functions that depend only on one variable: a time dependent so called master 
curve E0(t) at a reference temperature T0 and a temperature dependent shift 
function a(T, T0). [83] 
Furthermore, this allows calculating the modulus outside of the experimental 
frequency window of the DMA. To do so, the DMA is carried out at different 
temperatures. The obtained curves can be shifted to lower or higher frequencies 
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outside the experimental window. Figure 3.24 illustrates this for the plot at Thigh 
using the time-temperature shift function a(Thigh, T0). 
3.3.1.7 Thermal Expansion 
When materials are exposed to temperature changes they often undergo 
dimensional changes. This can be described by the coefficient of linear thermal 
expansion (CTE) α, defined as the relative change of length L over the change of 
temperature T. 
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The CTE is temperature dependent; however, it can often be linearly approximated 
within the different physical phases or around particular temperature points. 
Most materials possess a positive CTE i.e. dimensions increase with temperature. 
This is due to the expansion of interatomic bonds with temperature. Polymer 
materials in their entropy-elastic phase, however, may reveal a negative CTE when 
they are loaded with a force. This can be explained graphically with Figure 3.22. If a 
stress σ0 is applied to the material at low temperature (blue curve), this leads to an 
elongation εT-Low. As the temperature is increased (towards the red curve) and σ0 is 
held constant, the material shrinks to εT-High.  
Molecularly, this phenomenon can be explained with the probability distribution of 
conformations of the carbon chain. If the C-C bonds in a C-chain were entirely free 
to move, a large number of possible positions would lead to a compact molecule 
and only a few positions would lead to a fully extended chain. So in average such a 
molecule would have a compact form. However, the free movement of neighboring 
C-C bonds is limited by side groups (e.g. hydrogen). This leads to a potential energy 
of a C-C bond which depends on its angle to neighboring C-C bonds. In a simple 
molecule with only CH2 chain links the potential energy is lowest when the C-C bond 
finds itself in plane with its neighbors. Further relative minima are at ±120° out of 
plane.  
This means at a low temperature a C-chain would take up a more extended form 
than at high temperatures. At higher temperature the kinetic energy of the molecule 
is higher, and can therefore provide the higher energy required to overcome the 
energy thresholds to move the C-C bonds in the more compact conformations. The 
average dimensions of such molecules chains will be smaller. If such a molecule 
finds itself totally disordered between many other molecules, like a noodle in a plate 
of spaghetti, this desire to shrink at higher temperatures is limited by these other 
molecules and counteracted by their desire to shrink.  
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However, if many of these molecules are oriented the same way (e.g. due to stress) 
these shrinkage forces act jointly and cause the material to shrink at rising 
temperatures and extend again at lower temperatures. At temperatures well below 
the Tg this effect stops as the chains mobility dramatically drops. At temperatures 
above Tg (and even more so in the viscous phase) the mobility can be so high that 
pre-oriented molecules can permanently change their position by sliding past 
another. This part of the shrinkage cannot be recovered with cooling. [83], [84] 
This is particularly interesting as this phenomenon applies equally to externally 
applied stress as well as to stress that exists internally in the material. Such stress 
can be found in drawn polymers and in super cooled amorphous or semi-crystalline 
polymers. The tensions in these materials can be understood as frozen tensions. 
Especially drawing (i.e. creating a permanent stretch, as with fibers) leads to an 
orientation of macromolecules which creates a thermo-entropic force opposed to 
the draw direction along the fiber. As the mobility of the chain is limited at 
temperatures well below the viscous phase this stress cannot relax (at least not 
entirely) in reasonable amount of time.  
Beyond this, it is important to realize that materials with frozen tensions are not in 
thermo-mechanical equilibrium. This means, that their behavior depends on their 
thermo-mechanical prehistory. Heating often results in permanent release of parts 
of the frozen stress which leads to a permanent shrinkage. For the CTE 
measurement this means, the first heating cycle shows more contraction than 
following heating cycles at the same temperature lift. Increasing the maximum 
temperature in a follow-up heating cycle will often lead to additional permanent 
shrinkage. [90] 
3.3.1.8 Chemical Effects on Polymer Mechanics 
All the above presented theoretical considerations on elastic, viscous and 
viscoelastic properties, as well as on DMA analysis and thermal expansion, do not 
take into account chemical aging. Heat and time for instance may lead to post-
polymerization or post-poly-condensation.  Similarly heating and time may lead to 
degradation reactions, self-oxidization or cyclization27. Over time softening agents 
may diffuse out. All these factors may change dimensions, modulus, CTE, strength, 
etc. [91]  
3.3.2 Manufacturing and Molecular Models of Fibers and Yarns 
Fibers and yarns (natural or synthetic ones) differ substantially from bulk material in 
inner structure as well as in properties that result from this inner structure. In the 
bulk, material properties like modulus or elongation to break are usually more or 
                                                 
27 cyclization: chemical reaction that leads to carbon ring-molecules like benzene 
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less isotropic. In fibers the longitudinal properties are largely different from 
transversal properties. This is a result of molecular orientation along the fiber. In 
natural fibers like cotton or wool this molecular orientation is a result of the 
biological growing process. In synthetic fibers, orientation is achieved by drawing, 
which is the last of the six main production steps: [19], [87] 
 synthesis of reactive monomers 
 polymerizing of thousands of monomers to long polymer chains; if 
monomers of one type are used the polymers are called homopolymers 
examples are polypropylene, polyvinyl chloride and polyacrylics; two or more 
monomer types lead to copolymers like polyester and polyamide; a 
polymerization of different types of homopolymers leads to block copolymers 
like polyurethane 
 liquefying these polymers by dissolving or melting; this implies that only 
thermoplastics and thermoplastic elastomers can be used for making fibers 
 extrusion through a spinning nozzle called spinneret; a single opening builds 
a monofilament while a number of openings creates a multifilament  
 solidification: removing solvents in a bath or removing solvents by drying in 
warm air; or cooling the melted polymer in cold air; extrusion and 
solidification bring a first molecular orientation that depends on the spinning 
speed; at this point in the production chain, LOY (low oriented yarn) and POY 
(partially oriented yarn) are being distinguished 
 drawing: stretching the fiber in length by factors of 3 to 5 will give the fiber 
its final properties; such yarn is called FDY (fully drawn yarn). 
Drawing orients linear molecules longitudinally along the fiber axis as Figure 3.25 
illustrates. This increases the strength in fiber direction since bonds along the 
polymer chains are valence bonds and these are strong bonds. On top of that, as 
molecules are oriented parallel to one another, the level of crystallization rises and 
further increases the strength. Transversally only weak van der Waals forces or 
medium strong hydrogen bonds are active. However, these transversal forces play 
an important role in preserving this structure generated by drawing. Without these 
forces the aligned molecules would return to a disordered arrangement. [92]28  
 
                                                 
28 chapter 1.3 
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Figure 3.25:  Polymer fiber manufacturing process: An important element is the drawing process 
which leads to a molecular orientation along the fiber axis. Source: [19]29 
All technically useful fibers are drawn [93]. Beyond this molecular orientation in the 
single fibers, also the twisting of fibers within a yarn increases the longitudinal 
strength of the yarn. This explains why fibers are twisted to yarn. Therefore, 
examples of treatments on the way to the final yarn are: [92]30 
 twisting the fibers to fiber strands to increase the transversal compression, 
and thus to increase the friction between adjacent fibers; this again 
increases longitudinal strength  
 twisting the fiber strands to 2-ply or to multi-ply yarns to further increase 
transversal binding and longitudinal strength 
3.3.3 Free Shrinkage in Drawn Yarns and Shieldex 
The alignment of molecules by drawing, significantly influences the mechanical and 
thermo-mechanical behavior of yarns. Most importantly for this thesis, it leads to 
the inherent character of all fibers to shrink or to generate a shrinking force with 
rising temperatures [94]. While chapter 3.3.1.7 discussed negative temperature 
coefficients on the basis of theoretical polymer mechanics, this and the following 
subchapter are devoted to analyzing some typical fibers and Shieldex in particular. 
Figure 3.26 demonstrates this for acrylic fibers as a representative of textile fibers, 
and for PBO fibers as a representative of high-tech technical fibers. The absolute 
length changes are generally less with high-tech fibers but still with a negative 
temperature coefficient. 
                                                 
29 with kind permission of the publisher 
30 chapter 1.3 
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Figure 3.26:  Left plot: free reversible shrinkage in PAN-I fiber as a result of thermoelastic effect [95]. 
The full line is the fiber length change and the dotted line is the first temperature cycle. 
Heating results in shrinkage, cooling in elongation. The sample length being 15 mm, 
the diagram reveals a CTE of approximately -50 ppm/K. Right plot: free reversible 
shrinkage in high-tech PBO fibers with a CTE of approximately -6 ppm/K [96]. 
Forward and Palmer have done substantial analyses on free length changes in 
Nylon 66 and found differences in reversible and irreversible shrinkage on heating 
as shown in Figure 3.27. When a yarn is heated for the first time above a certain 
temperature T1 to a higher temperature T2 it experiences an irreversible shrinkage 
that will remain when cooled back to T1. After that any temperature cycle below T2 
will result mainly in reversible length changes – with a negative temperature 
coefficient of course. The yarn is then considered to be set with respect to 
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Figure 3.27:  Reversible and irreversible free length changes with temperature in drawn Nylon 66 
yarn. Modified from [97]. 
Figure 3.28 presents their free shrinkage measurements of technically relevant 
drawn Nylon 66 monofilaments. Furthermore, Forward and Palmer found that the 
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behavior of undrawn Nylon is inverse but less pronounced with a maximum of 4% 
irreversible extension during heating. 
 
Figure 3.28:  Irreversible and reversible free shrinkage in drawn Nylon 66 monofilament of 16.7 dtex 
after heating the yarn for the first time above 25 °C and cooling back to 25 °C. For 
each measurement a new sample was used. [97] 
Forward and Palmer explain the irreversible shrinkage in the following manner. With 
rising temperature entropy rises and secondary bonds between chains weaken. The 
weakest chain links break and allow a reformation of chain segments. Some of the 
broken bonds build new bonds which gives a new set structure. [97] 
Beyond this, Dismore and Statton observed that molecular orientation changes only 
marginally. They conclude that this reformation of chain segments is predominantly 
a folding mechanism. Aside from explaining irreversible shrinkage this also explains 
how entropy can rise and yet orientation changes only little.  
While this folding appears in the amorphous phase, it leads partly also to an 
enlargement of crystals and to a formation of new crystals. This way, especially at 
very high temperatures (above 160 °C) crystal perfection and crystal density rise. 
The right plot in Figure 3.29 shows such high temperature shrinkage in Nylon.  [98] 
Similarly, in other fibers irreversible shrinkage occurs although the explanation may 
differ. Kalashnik et al. for instance found for acrylic fibers that, above 150 °C, 
cyclization31 leads to permanent shrinkage as shown in Figure 3.29 in the left 
plot [95]. Fouda et al. believe that in Nylon 6 (not 66) shrinkage due to annealing 
originates from molecular disorientation [99]. 
                                                 
31 forming of rings in a chemical substance 
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Figure 3.29:  Left plot: irreversible free shrinkage in PAN-I at high temperatures as a result of 
cyclization [95]. The full line is the fiber length change and the dotted line is the first 
temperature cycle. Right plot: irreversible free shrinkage due to chain folding during 
one minute annealing at high temperatures of Nylon 66 [98]. 
Also Shieldex has a negative temperature coefficient, and shrinks irreversibly when 
first heated to a particular temperature as the measurement in Figure 3.30 proves. 
This free shrinkage analysis was made on a 10 mm sample with a thermo-
mechanical analyzer TMA/SDTA841e. Like in other experiments cited above, the 
yarn sample was left to relax for 48 h at 20 °C in dry atmosphere prior to the 
measurement. The pre-tension that is required to carry out the length measurement 
was set to 0.005 N. This is – normalized on the yarn count – similar to the pre-
tension used by [97] who have shown that such a little force does not affect the 
free length change.  
The applied temperature profile is identical to the temperature cycling profile used 
for the other experiments in this thesis except that only four cycles were run rather 
than 25 (ref. to Figure 5.9). 
The yarn behaves almost as predicted by Forward and Palmer. It extends when 
cooled below room temperature and shrinks partly irreversibly during the first 
heating. However, its length changes in the second and third cycle are not perfectly 
reversible. There is a slight extension in the third cycle compared to the second 
cycle. Yet, the fourth cycle is very similar to the third and allows assuming that from 
that cycle on changes are indeed reversible. Unfortunately, this experiment could 
not be run for more cycles as it requires liquid nitrogen for controlled cooling which 
is limited by the size of the nitrogen containment.  
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Figure 3.30:  Free length change of Shieldex 117/17 twine. The black curve is the relative length 
change in percent. The other curve is the temperature profile. The green colored part of 
this curve is the first cooling phase and the red colored part of this curve is the first 
heating phase. This temperature profile (see Figure 5.9) was also used for all other 
experiments in this thesis but with 25 cycles. [77] 
Calculating the CTE in the temperature ranges shown in Table 3.1 demonstrates 
that the yarn goes through a transition from entropy elasticity at high temperatures 
to energy elasticity at low temperatures. This is not surprising and in line with 
Engelter and Müller who observed that at room temperature undrawn (unoriented) 
polyamide behaves mainly energy elastic while drawn (oriented) polyamide behaves 
mainly entropy elastic [100]. (Note: According to [101] Nylon 6.6 bulk material i.e. 
unoriented has a positive CTE of 81·10-6 /K.) 
Table 3.1:  CTE of Shieldex calculated from Figure 3.30 
 Temperature Range CTE [10-6/K]  
 +20 °C; +85 °C  -58  
 -10 °C; +20 °C  -23  
 -40 °C; -10 °C  -3  
 
3.3.4 Shrinkage Force in Drawn Yarn and Shieldex  
The previous subchapters have considered free length changes of yarn. Free in this 
context means the yarn is not constrained in any way. The results give the 
impression that after a few temperature changes yarn must always be shorter than 
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before – due to irreversible shrinkage. Yet, it is very instructive for this thesis to also 
investigate what happens when the yarn is constrained. For this purpose the 
shrinkage forces are regarded that yarns generate when fixed at both ends and 
exposed to temperature changes. Only little work has been done on shrinkage 
forces of Nylon or other fibers that would be of general use for this thesis. Most 
analyses, like [102], [103], [104], [105], are only concerned with shrinkage forces 
upon heating but do not consider what happens when cooling back to ambient or 
even to temperatures below 0° C. Only Mukhopadhyay and Hearle did look at force 
changes when cooling back to ambient temperature [106]. However, their analysis 
is too short in time to be relevant for this thesis – furthermore, it does not 
investigate subzero temperatures. 
Therefore, a test was carried out with Shieldex yarn during four temperature cycles 
with the profile presented in 5.3.1. This is the same temperature cycle as for all 
experiments in this thesis (ref. to Figure 5.9). The yarn was strained by a pre-tension 
of 0.2 N within two seconds. Then the yarn was fixed at both ends for the rest of the 
experiment, and its tension was measured during temperature cycling. In principle 
this is a stress-relaxation experiment with temperature cycling. The result is plotted 
in Figure 3.31 over time and in Figure 3.32 over temperature. Also here, the yarn 
was kept at 20 °C in dry atmosphere lying slack for at least 48 h prior to the 
measurement.  
As anticipated with the results of the free length change, the shrinkage force rises 
and falls with temperature. Yet, on cooling the yarn tension drops to zero. In the first 
cycle the force becomes zero only below -20 °C. While in the subsequent cooling 
phases it reaches zero already at +40 °C. At 85 °C the tension is always 0.5 N and 
therefore higher than the pre-tension. After the first cycle the tension changes are 
repeatable with temperature cycles. 
The experiment was repeated with fresh pieces of yarn with pre-tensions of 0.5 N 
and 1.1 N. Yet, only one cooling cycle was done. In the sample pre-tensioned with 
0.5 N the tension had dropped to zero at -25 °C. While in the 1.1 N-sample the 
tension had dropped to 0.3 N at -40°C.  Upon return to room temperature the initial 
1.1 N had dropped to 0.6 N, suggesting that also this sample would drop to zero 
tension if more cycles were carried out.  
Maybe at higher pre-tensions the tension in the yarn does not drop to zero. Though, 
perhaps it just takes more cycles for it to drop to zero. Still, higher pre-tensions have 
not been investigated. Chapter 4 will explain why this is not necessary for this work. 
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Figure 3.31:  Shrinkage force of Shieldex yarn during temperature cycles. At the start of the 
experiment a pre-tension of 0.2 N was applied. The black curve is the tension in 
Newton. The other curve is the temperature profile. The green colored part of this curve 
is the first cooling phase and the red colored part of this curve is the first heating 
phase. This temperature profile (see Figure 5.9) was also used for all other 
experiments in this thesis but with 25 cycles. The measurement was effected with a 
GABO Eplexor 100N dynamical mechanical analyzer in stress-relaxation mode. 

























Figure 3.32:  Shrinkage force of Shieldex yarn as measured in Figure 3.31 (where it was plotted in 
black) but plotted versus temperature. The green colored part of this curve is the 
tension during the first cooling phase and the red colored part is the tension during the 
first heating phase. 
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3.3.5 Effect of Yarn Sagging during Temperature Cycling in Shieldex 
Beyond this drop of shrinkage force to zero, a remarkable yarn sagging was 
observed during temperature cycling. For this experiment the yarn was pre-
tensioned with 0.2 N and then fixed at both ends like in the previous experiment. 
Then the same temperature cycles (see Figure 5.9) were applied – yet instead of 
four cycles, 1000 cycles were applied. In the first cycles the yarn was not sagging. 
Yet, after about 60 cycles a yarn sagging was observed at temperatures below 
around 30 °C. It can be assumed that this is a continuous process that starts 
already after the first temperature cycle but at the beginning it is too feeble to be 
noticeable. This effect was only observed visually and not further quantified. Note: 
at the high temperatures the yarn seemed taut even after 1000 cycles. 
Despite there was no notion of this effect in literature, I learned in a discussion with 
fiber and textile experts from TITV Greiz and Sefar, that this is also observed with 
other yarns. During setting at elevated temperatures, yarns or fabrics are 
sometimes fixed in a frame. Upon return to room temperature the yarn or fabric 
sags in this fixation frame. [107] The cause of this effect can only be speculated. At 
the high temperature, the high tension may break bonds allowing the yarn to extend 
permanently. Yet, this implies that after many cycles the tension at the high 
temperature should be lowered – at least slightly.  
The fact that yarn sagging was witnessed in other yarns too, means that the drop of 
the shrinkage force to zero observed above is not specific to Shieldex. Yet, it is not 
clear whether this is the case in all yarns. Technical fibers like PBO or aramide 
fibers may not sag or entirely lose tension during temperature cycling. 
3.3.6 Modulus of Nylon Yarn 
Chapter 3.3.1.5 explained the value of a master curve and its time-temperature 
shift function. With such the response of material on stress or strain applied to it 
can be calculated. Although theoretically feasible, in practice it becomes very 
difficult when trying to apply this to yarns during temperature cycles. Due to the 
frozen tensions, the yarns change in length or generate tensions during 
temperature changes. Parallel the modulus changes according to the master curve.  
For this reason the previous three subchapters investigated the actual response of 
the yarn based on literature and own measurements. After all, the focus of this work 
is not on the yarn itself but on the embroidered contact. Though, for completeness, 
this subchapter quickly considers the modulus of Nylon being the core material of 
Shieldex.  
Murayama et al. have developed a master curve and shift function for Nylon 66 
yarn. Figure 3.33 shows the modulus plot over time at different temperatures. It 
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reveals that at elevated temperatures (e.g. 85°C) the modulus drops quickly with 
time. Yoshitomi et al. found the same for Nylon 6 yarn. With their master curve 
shifted to 85 °C one finds that a tension applied to the yarn drops to 10 % within 
2.8 h. [108], [109] 























Figure 3.33:  Modulus of polyamide 6.6 at 25 °C as analyzed by [108] (color: black). They also 
provided a time-temperature shift function for temperatures from 25 °C to 145 °C. 
This function was applied here to plot the modulus curve at +85 °C. To plot the 
modulus also at -40 °C, the shift function provided in their publication was 
extrapolated. The green dotted lines denote the limits of the experimental window. 
3.3.7 Generalization 
It was found that all technically useful polymer yarns consist of drawn fibers. The 
consequences of this drawing are that they all have negative temperature 
coefficients and generate a shrinkage force upon heating. Upon cooling this force 
drops.  
At least in some yarns and at least with limited pre-tensions this force drops to zero; 
even yarn sagging is observed. Exceptions could be technical fibers. Yet until now, 
there are no such yarns available that would be conductively coated and are 
embroiderable at the same time.  
Steel filaments, copper wires and potentially other non-polymer based yarns despite 
being drawn do not have a negative temperature coefficient. Yet, as is known from 
the previous chapter, these are not applicable for embroidery anyway. Therefore, 
they are not relevant for this research.  
 
 4 Theoretical Analysis of the Contact Mechanism in 
Embroidered Contacts 
The previous two chapters introduced embroidered contacts and investigated which 
types of yarn can be used for making such contacts. Furthermore, the yarn was 
analyzed mechanically and electrically in depth. In this chapter the contact 
mechanism shall be investigated.  
For this purpose a simplified model of the embroidered contact is developed and 
analyzed in theory. This is followed by a theoretical analysis of the more complex 
embroidered contact. The developed theory is then applied to anticipate the 
thermal cycling behavior of both contacts – the simplified one and the real one. 
Based on these considerations, chapter 5 will develop experimental setups of the 
simplified model and the real embroidered contact, and expose these to the 
exemplary thermal cycling stress proposed in 2.3.3 to verify the theory. 
4.1 Simplification 
The assembly of an embroidered contact is rather complex as Figure 4.1 shows 
using the example of a machine embroidered contact. Therefore, the contact shall 





















Figure 4.1:  Embroidered contact assembly: a conductive pad made from metallized polymer 
substrate is being pierced by an embroidery needle; the latter lays a conductive yarn 
over the pad creating an electrical contact between the yarn and the pad (left picture); 
computed tomography (CT) image of an embroidered contact (right); the tomography is 
taken perpendicular to the hole axis (hole axis is in the paper plane). 
Essentially, the contact consists of a yarn loop around comparably rigid material. In 
Maggie Orth's knot or in Leah Buechley's hand embroidered contact, one yarn is 
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tied around a rigid electronic substrate (ref. to Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.6). In 
machine embroidered contacts the embroidery process forms a loop consisting of 
needle thread and bobbin thread (both being conductive). These are held by 
interlacing knots at the bottom side of the fabric substrate. Both threads lay double 
on top and bottom side as the embroidery seam goes over the pad, then through 
the pad and back over the pad. This yarn loop encloses a sandwich of a metallized 
thin polymer substrate glued to a fabric substrate. The computed tomography image 
in Figure 4.1 shows the cross section of such a contact. In that particular example 
the substrate was pierced by the needle during the embroidery process. 
Alternatively, the substrate may be predrilled which will be discussed in 4.2.1. 
Hence, simplifying the assembly to a yarn loop around a rigid cylinder, models all 
three implementations – Maggie Orth's knot, Leah Buechley's hand embroidered 
contact and the machine embroidered contact. Figure 4.2 illustrates this simplified 
model (right) and, for better intelligibility, compares it to the machine embroidered 
contact (left). 
In all three implementations the yarn loop may actually consist of a single loop or of 











Figure 4.2:  Left: the embroidered contact consists of a yarn loop around rigid material. The shape 
of this material can be approximated with a cuboid (light blue) with rounded edges. The 
yarn loop has the width w. The conductive pad (yellow) is on the surface of the cuboid 
and therefore touches the loop. This pad has a width of b = 2 mm. Right: the simplified 
model of the embroidered contact consists of a conductive yarn loop (green) of width w 
that is tied around a rigid cylinder (light blue). The conductive pad is modeled by a 
metal conductor (yellow) on the surface of the cylinder. Chapter 5 will develop an 
experimental setup of this simplified model. The radius of the cylinder will be 15 mm 
and therefore will be much larger than the embroidered contact. The width b of the 
metal conductor will be 2 mm like in the embroidered contact. The yarn loop can be 
tied (or fixed at the ends) in such a way that the ends do not touch. This will allow a 
precise measurement of the contact resistance by the four-point probe method also 
shown in the figure. 
The parts, which are enclosed by the different yarn loops, have complex shapes. 
However, most of these parts have a positive coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) 
and – compared to the yarn loop – a high stiffness. Therefore, during heating they 
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expand and widen the yarn loop around them. Yet, in the case of sandwiched 
parts32, bending may occur during temperature alterations. This is difficult to 
simulate as it is specific to each implementation. Therefore, to not limit the 
generality of the simplified model, the cylinder shall be assumed to be stiff 
compared to the yarn and to not change with temperature, thus having a CTE of 
zero. This means, thermo-mechanically only the forces of the yarn loop are 
considered in the simplified model. 
In Figure 4.2, the part enclosed by the embroidered loop, is approximated as a 
2 mm x 0.6 mm cuboid with rounded edges. Maggie Orth's or Leah Buechley's 
implementation is similar, yet with less rounded edges. Still other shapes and sizes 
of implementation are thinkable. To keep the model simple and general, the part 
enclosed by the yarn loop shall be represented by a circular cylinder. 
Chapter 5 develops an experimental setup of this simplified model. At this point, it 
shall already be mentioned that handling problems did not allow making this 
physical model as small as an embroidered contact. Therefore, the model was built 
with a glass tube of 15 mm radius. The effect of this enlargement will be discussed 
in theory in the following subchapters.  
The tensioning of the yarn loop around the cylinder should be chosen similar to the 
one in the embroidered contact. The latter one is mainly defined by the bobbin 
thread's tension and can be assumed to be smaller than that. In practice, good 
embroidery results are achieved with bobbin thread tensions generated by 24 to 
28 grams [20]. Therefore, the yarn tension around the conductive pad shall be 
estimated to Fyarn(init) = 0.2 N. This is of course an initial tension. As time passes 
and temperature changes the tension in the yarn changes as well. In fact during the 
-40 / +20 / +85 °C temperature cycle, the tension is following the curve as shown 
in the shrinkage force experiment (refer to Figure 3.32). This applies equally to the 
embroidered contact and to the simplified model. Higher bobbin thread tensions 
lead to fiber fraying, fiber breakage or even yarn breakage. This explains why it is 
not necessary to further investigate initial tensions higher than 0.5 N in chapter 
3.3.4. Higher tensions cannot be generated with embroidery machines.  
The actual electric contact is where the embroidery yarn and the conductive pad 
touch. This area A is defined by the product of the yarn width w and width b of the 
conductive pad enclosed by the loop. The yarn width w depends of course on the 
yarn thickness itself and on the number of times the yarn lays on the contact pad. In 
case of the machine embroidered contact this is at least two times and in the other 
two implementations at least one time. The width b of the conductive pad is about 
                                                 
32 electronic substrates generally have positive CTEs while fabrics have negative CTEs since they are 
made of fibers; sandwiching these leads to a bending during temperature changes; yet, in the 
temperature range considered in this thesis bending may be considered negligible 
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2 mm in the machine embroidered implementation and similar in the other two 
implementations.  
In the simplification the contact pad enclosed by the loop is modeled by a thin 
metal conductor on the cylinder as shown in Figure 4.2 (right). In the experimental 
setup described later the width b of this metal stripe is also 2 mm as in the 
embroidered contact. To keep it simple in theory and experimentally, a single yarn 
loop shall be considered for the model.  
Apart from the mechanical simplification, the model is designed in such a way that 
it also simplifies the assessment of the electrically relevant quantity, which is the 
contact resistance. This can be achieved by introducing a non-conductive gap in the 
mechanically closed loop (in Figure 4.2 shown below the cylinder). In the 
experimental setup this is effected by fixing the ends of the loop on the cylinder with 
a drop of glue rather than knotting the ends. This way a four-wire sensing can be 
carried out as shown in the figure. It measures only the contact resistance and its 
changes. It excludes resistances and resistance changes of those parts of the yarn 
loop that are not in contact with the metal stripe. Including these would only blur 
the data. In the embroidered contact this cannot be avoided entirely. This will be 
discussed in chapter 4.2.   
4.1.1 Electrical Contact Resistance 
Before discussing the electric contact in the simplified model the source of contact 
resistances shall be discussed in short. According to VDE 0660/12.52 an electrical 
contact is the condition that arises from a current-leading touch between two 
components. These two components are called contact members. [110] 
In a physical sense, solid surfaces of contact members are never absolutely even. 
At a small scale they are always bumpy. Furthermore, physical surfaces are never 
absolutely clean. This means the contact members only touch in certain points 
where they feature micro peaks. This distinguishes three contact areas: the 
macroscopic apparent contact area Aa, the (mechanical) load-bearing contact area 
Ab and the true contact area At. The load-bearing contact area includes 
contaminated and clean areas while the true contact area includes only the clean 
areas. Figure 4.3 (left) illustrates this.  
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Figure 4.3:  Constriction resistance. Modified from [110] and [111]. 
The individual touching points of the true contact area are often called a-spots. 
Around these a-spots the current is constricted. This is demonstrated in Figure 4.3 
(right). The resistance that is caused by this constriction is called constriction 
resistance RC. Surface contamination and tarnish may further increase the 
resistance. This additional resistance is denoted RT for tarnish resistance. The sum 
of these two is the contact resistance: 
                4.1 
In tarnishing materials, like copper, contact degradation primarily comes from an 
increase of tarnish resistance (e.g. propagation of tarnish between conductors). In 
this work the contact materials of the contact pad are gold or silver and the 
metallization of the yarn is silver. Gold does not tarnish at all. Silver may oxidize to 
Ag20 at room temperature. As silver oxide is conductive this does not change the 
contact resistance. However, silver may also sulfidize to Ag2S which is an insulator. 
Both processes are slow and therefore, it is assumed that the influence of RT is 
small in this work. Therefore, to simplify the following discussion, it shall be 
assumed that RContact=RC. [112] 
The constriction resistance RC depends on the size of the true contact area At i.e. on 
the size and number of a-spots in the contact. These depend of course on the 
contact materials and their surface finish but also significantly on the mechanical 
contact load. [113] 
Ragnar Holm [112] calculated the constriction resistance of a single circular a-spot 
of diameter d to: 
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 4.2 
Thereby, ρ1 and ρ2 are the specific resistances of the contact members. Typically 
the contact appears in a number j of a-spots. So, the constriction resistance of such 
a contact becomes: 
    
     
      
 4.3 
Note: summing below the fraction line is permitted as can be seen if the formula is 
developed with the conductance. In this case the various a-spots are providing 
enhanced conductance as more a-spots are available in a parallel configuration and 
as larger are their diameters dj. The formula assumes that the a-spots are 
distributed in such a way that the current constrictions do not influence each other. 
In other words, it assumes that the size of the a-spots is small compared to the 
distance between the a-spots. When this is not the case there are different ways to 
compensate for this in the calculation but these shall not be considered in this 
introduction to contact resistance. [110] 
The size, number and configuration of a-spots are statistically distributed. 
Therefore, RContact, which depends on these, is also a statistical quantity. It can only 
provide a probability distribution of the actual contact resistances measured in 
many electrical contacts of the same type. [110]  
The size and number of a-spots increase with the contact's normal33 load FN. This 
leads to following relationship between RC and FN. 






Different sources have come up with different values for n ranging from 0.33 to 1: 
 [114] distinguishes between n = 0.5 for plastic deformations and n = 0.33 
for elastic deformations.  
 [112] suggests a rule of thumb with n = 0.33.  
 [110], which is the most recent publication, claims that most contacts are 
described best with n between 0.9 and 1 and that a value below 0.9 is an 
indicator for surface contaminations.  
                                                 
33 in this case 'normal' shall mean perpendicular to the contact interface 
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Common to all is the hyperbolic character of the relation of RC vs. FN as shown in 






Figure 4.4:  Constriction resistance RC vs. contact force FN. A similar graph would be achieved if the 
constriction resistance RC vs. the number of a-spots or vs. the diameters dj would be 
plotted. Please note, that number and size of a-spots increases with the force FN. 
A consequence of this relation is: at small a-spots and/or at low number of a-spots 
and/or at low contact loads the variance of contact resistances is large. That 
means, small changes of the load FN, lead to big changes in the RC-results. This is 
also illustrated in Figure 4.4. [110], [115] 
A second consequence of this relation is that contact resistance measurements are 
not useful indicators for changes of contacts at an early stage of contact 
degradation (the right part of the plotted curve). Rate changes of the contact 
resistance at this stage are very small. Yet, contact resistance measurements are 
very useful for detecting changes in the final phase of the degradation and as final 
failure marker identifying moments of contact disruption (the left part of the plotted 
curve). In practice this is more interesting anyway, as it reflects the applications' 
demand that the contact be good. [113] 
Another important notion that leads to this relationship 4.4 is pointed out by Roland 
Timsit [111]: the size of the (mechanical) load-bearing contact area Ab solely 
depends on the normal force applied to the contact and the hardness of the contact 
members and is independent of the apparent contact area Aa. Yet, I believe this is 
true only as long as the load-bearing area Ab is small compared to the apparent 
area Aa. For metal-to-metal contacts (which are the only type of contacts all 
literature refers to) this is in practice probably always the case. Therefore, the 
constriction resistance for these contacts is independent of the apparent contact 
area Aa.  
Accessing the contact resistance experimentally requires the so-called four-point 
probe method (also: Kelvin sensing) that excludes resistances of the contact 
members (at least mostly). This is important because a contact resistance is always 
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in series with both of its contact members – i.e. what is behind each side of the 
contact. As long as disruption does not occur the resistances of these contact 
members are often higher than the contact resistance itself. Figure 4.2 illustrates 
the four-point probe measurement method applied to the simplified model. 
4.1.2 Constriction Resistance in Contacts with Conductive Yarn 
The constriction resistance inside conductive yarn is essentially more complex than 
in solid metals. Considering the contact shown in Figure 4.2, it must be 
remembered that the yarn is not a solid rod but consists of many conductively 
coated fibers as shown for example in Figure 3.3.  
In a contact between conductive yarn and a metal conductor, in the following called 
yarn-to-metal contact, only a few fibers will actually touch the metal conductor and 
thereby permit a current flow. More precisely only some points of a few fibers will 
actually touch the metal conductor. From these a-spots the current will spread over 
these 'a-fibers'. The 'a-fibers' touch other fibers inside the yarn which again touch 
other fibers at different a-spots and so on. This current spreading leads to a 
constriction resistance that should depend on a number of factors: 
 fiber resistivity: high fiber resistance leads to high constriction resistance 
 density of a-spots amongst fibers and between fibers and metal conductor: 
higher density leads to lower constriction  resistance 
 size of a-spots amongst fibers and between fibers and metal conductor: 
larger a-spots lead to lower constriction  resistance 
 the distribution of a-spots within the yarn: the more changes a fiber will see 
with respect to its neighborhood fibers the lower the constriction resistance  
The density and size of a-spots between fibers increases with transversal binding 
between fibers which is influenced by: 
 the twist of the fibers and the twist of the fiber strands: the more they are 
twisted the higher the transversal compression; a higher twist also 
increases the mixing of fibers which acts positively on the distribution of 
a-spots in the yarn 
 longitudinal tension: more tension brings fibers closer together and 
increases the transversal compression 
The number, density and size of a-spots between a fiber and the metal conductor 
depend on:  
 the contact pressure: higher pressure leads to more, larger and denser 
a-spots 
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Until today, these effects have not been quantified or put into an analytical 
relationship. Yet, it is important to realize, that the result of such a quantification 
theory would look somewhat similar to the plot in Figure 4.4. This means, the 
factors that can change the contact resistance most notably are the number and 
the size of a-spots between the metal conductor and the fibers of the yarn. In fact 
these are the only factors that can lead to the most dramatic change of all – a 
contact disruption. 
Like in metal-to-metal contacts, these two factors are linked to the contact 
pressure. Consequently, keeping this pressure up is equally essential for metal-to-
metal contacts and for yarn-to-metal contacts.  
Yet, unlike in metal-to-metal contacts, the conductive yarn can conform to a convex 
surface of the other contact member – a metal surface. Therefore, a yarn-to-metal 
contact is formed by a lengthwise touch between conductive yarn and a metal 
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Figure 4.5:  Left: local pressures σN,i generated by a yarn (green) tensioned over an arbitrary rigid 
surface (blue). Right: the contact resistance in yarn-to-metal contacts is actually the 
result of a network of constriction resistances and yarn resistances. The sketch shows 
the effect with discrete components. 
This has two consequences for the contact resistance. Firstly, the yarn's resistance 
may become a significant component of the contact resistance as illustrated in 
Figure 4.5 on the right. In this case, the contact resistance is the result of a complex 
network of yarn resistances Ryarn,i and constriction resistances RC,i. This makes 
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calculations very difficult. As will be shown later, the yarn resistances cannot be 
neglected in flat or concave sections of the metal surface. As the contact in the 
simplified model features only a convex surface, it can be assumed that the yarn 
resistances Ryarn,i do not have a significant effect and can be neglected. Yet, in the 
embroidered contact the yarn's resistance cannot be ignored as the top side of the 
contact pad is flat.  
Secondly, rather than experiencing a single normal force FN, the contact consists of 
many parallel constrictions RC,i that each depend on a local force FN,i: 
      
 




For a fixed configuration of an apparent contact area, it can be rewritten in a more 
practical form for yarn-to-metal contacts: 
         
 




In this relation σN,i is the local pressure the yarn exerts onto the metal conductor at 
segment i. The factor ki is a specific constant of segment i. It is dependent for 
instance on the specific length of the segment. The value of the exponent n may 
differ from the ones found for metal-to-metal contacts but it is positive making the 
relationship hyperbolic, too.  
If the yarn resistances Ryarn,i can be neglected the contact's conductance Gcontact can 
be expressed as a sum of all constriction conductances: 
 
 
        
           
 




      
 
 4.7 
Apparently, the local pressures σN,i are very important for the contact resistance. 
Therefore, the following subchapters will derive these pressures σN,i generated by 
the yarn being tensioned over a generic surface.  
4.1.3 Contact Pressure σN from Yarn Tensioned over a Surface  
Let c(s) be a vector function describing an arbitrary convex curve of a surface over 
which a yarn is tensioned with the force |Fyarn|34. And let s describe the arc length 
                                                 
34 the tension of the yarn can be considered constant over the entire surface curve if the reasonable 
assumption is made that there are no frictional forces between the yarn and the surface 
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of that curve. Then the following graph identifies the vector forces of the yarn at the 

























Figure 4.6:  Vector forces acting on a surface curve c(s) as a result of tensioning a yarn over this 
surface curve with force |Fyarn|. FN is the normal force acting on the surface.  
Then the resulting force vector of these two yarn forces is  
                                 4.8 
Thereby, Fyarn(s) and Fyarn(s+Δs) analogous are defined by the normalized tangential 
vector to the curve and by the magnitude of |Fyarn|: 
                  
 
          
      
  
 4.9 
It is assumed that |Fyarn| is the same at each point of the yarn line based on 
negligible friction between yarn and metal conductor surface.  
By definition of the curve, s is the arc length, therefore 
  
      
  
    4.10 
Thus, 
                  
         
  
 
      
  
  4.11 
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The resulting pressure σres(s) generated by the yarn is defined by the fraction of the 
resulting force Fres over the area of the small surface element. This area is defined 
by the product of the length Δs and the width of the yarn w: 
 
         
    
        
    
 
       
 
    
    
         
   





       
 
       
   
 
4.12 
Yet, for the constriction resistance the component of σres(s) that is normal to the 
curve is relevant. This is the local pressure σN(s). It can be calculated by building the 
projection of σres(s) onto the unit vector normal to the curve: 
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Thereby, 
         
  
   
 




        
       
 
 
       
   
 





       
   
      
  
      
   
       
   
 





       
   
      
  
      
   
  4.15 
This looks fairly bulky but becomes simple when the curve c(s) is a circle like in the 
simplified model as will be shown next. 
4.1.4 Contact Pressure σN from Yarn Tensioned over a Circular Surface  
The parametric form of the equation of a circle where the parameter s describes the 
arc length is 
         
     
 
 
     
 
 
  4.16 
Hereby, r is the radius of the cylinder around which the conductive yarn is tied. 
Placing this equation into 4.15 one obtains 
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  4.17 
Note the magnitude of the vector is independent of s 
             
       
   
 4.18 
This means the local pressure σN is inversely proportional to radius r of the curve. A 
(continuously differentiable) convex curve can be split up into small circular 
segments i. To each of these segments a curvature of radius ri can be ascribed 
leading to a segment-wise homogenous pressure σN,i. Small radiuses lead to high 
pressure. Straight lines have an infinite radius leading to zero pressure. Concave 
surfaces of course also lead to zero pressure. 
4.1.5 Contact Resistance of a Yarn-to-Metal Contact 
Placing this result into equation 4.6 reveals the constriction resistance for 
element i:  
         
    




Carefully note: the influence of the yarn's width w is not really wn (which is why it is 
grayed out in the equation). This is because ki depends on the apparent contact 
area Aa. Yet, the apparent area is the product of the yarn's width and the metal 
conductor's width: Aa=w·b and therefore contains w. This is also the reason why the 
influence of b is not present in the equation. To prevent further confusion, wn will be 
pulled into the segment specific constant: 
       
  
  




With eq. 4.7 – still neglecting the yarn's resistance – the conductance of a yarn-to-
metal contact can be expressed as the sum of segments i with local radiuses ri: 
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The term in the sum depends on the specific configuration of a contact. Considering 
a segment i, it can be assumed that there is an optimum radius for which this term 
reaches a maximum. This means the optimum yarn-to-metal contact is a circular 
contact with this optimum radius. Note: the metal conductor's width b, which 
influences ki', is limited by the radius r as it cannot be larger than the circumference 
of the circular curve (if only one loop of the yarn is assumed).  
Also note, this equation 4.21 cannot be applied if local radiuses become infinite – 
representing a flat (or concave) surface. In this case, the local contact resistances 
become infinite and the yarn resistances Ryarn,i cannot be neglected anymore.  
Rewriting equation 4.21 as a resistance for a specific yarn-to-metal contact reveals 
a familiar relationship: 
           
 




This equation is almost identical to 4.4, except that the normal force of the contact 
has been replaced by the tension of the conductive yarn around the cylinder. 
Therefore, all considerations in chapter 4.1.1 about the constriction resistance, its 
variance and its rate changes equally apply to this equation here describing a 
specific configuration of a yarn-to-metal contact in which neglecting the yarn's 
resistance is permitted. 
Of course, this equation does not yet allow calculating the actual contact resistance 
as the proportionality factor and the exponent n are unknown. Of course, these 
could be found empirically with a series of experiments that alter the yarn tension 
for a specific contact. Yet, it has to be kept in mind that especially at very low forces 
a large number of experiments is required to compensate for the large mean 
variation. 
Using the simplified model and conducting a series of experiments with different 
cylinder radiuses r, different yarns of different widths w and different widths b of the 
metal conductor one could also find a complete function for ki'. With this constant ki' 
and exponent n one would have a generic equation of the form 4.21 to calculate 
the contact resistance of any yarn-to-metal contact. 
4.1.6 Simplified Model Contact Resistance during Temp. Cycling 
Although, the ki' and n are unknown, the above results provide sufficiently profound 
information to anticipate the simplified contact's behavior during temperature 
cycling. Yet, one tiny assumption has to be made. From experience with metal-to-
metal contacts it is known that very low forces already lead to good contacts [113]. 
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Furthermore, embroidered contacts were used for different design projects and 
do-it-yourself projects cited in chapter 2, and therefore their contact resistance 
must be low enough for practical applications to be useful. Yet, these were all 
handmade and therefore probably have higher initial tensions than are possible 
with embroidery machines. Anyhow, it may be presumed that also the initial yarn 
tension of Fyarn(init) = 0.2 N that can be applied with embroidery machines is high 
enough to generate electrical contacts with low contact resistance and small 
variance (as long as the manufacturing variances are low). The same should apply 
for experimental implementations of the simplified model.  
The yarn tension Fyarn during temperature cycles from Figure 3.32 and the 
considerations about equation 4.22 allow estimating the simplified model's 
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Figure 4.7:  Anticipated contact resistance change in the simplified model during temperature 
cycling. The green colored curve is the contact resistance during the first cooling phase; 
the red one is during the first heating phase; and the blue curve is the contact 
resistance of subsequent cycles. Dotted lines indicate high variance, while continuous 
lines indicate low variance. 
The cycling starts at room temperature with an unknown contact resistance that – 
according to the assumption above – is low. During the first cooling the force drops 
to zero as the temperature reaches -20 °C. This is when the contact resistance 
becomes undefined – mathematically and physically. Neglected factors like the 
yarn's weight and stiffness become relevant for this unpredictable state. The mean 
resistance and its variance rise and disruptions could occur.  
As the temperature rises during the first heating phase, the yarn tension comes 
back letting contact resistance and variance drop. At 20 °C there is a dent in the 
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tension curve. The tension drops to zero, again leading to higher contact resistance 
and higher variance. At about 55 °C the tension becomes higher than it was 
initially, reaching 0.5 N at +85 °C. In this phase the constriction resistance and its 
variance will drop further. Potentially the effect could slow down if the constriction 
resistance reaches the saturated zone where an increase in tension does not 
significantly reduce the constriction resistance any further.  
During the second and all subsequent cooling phases the tension drops to zero 
already at +40 °C letting contact resistance and variance rise already at this 
temperature. Beyond this, as the yarn sags more and more from cycle to cycle (see 
section 3.3.5), even wind can change the state of the contact. Disruptions become 
more and more likely. Note, even at room temperature the contact could fail if it has 
once been heated to +85 °C. Also note that although in average the constriction 
resistance at low temperatures should rise over time due to yarn sagging, this does 
not mean that every sample has to rise over time. Individual samples could rise to 
high resistances at low temperatures and after a number of cycles return to lower 
resistances at the low temperatures. The state at the low temperature is truly 
chaotic. 
Yet, whenever the temperature returns to the high temperature the tension returns 
to 0.5 N and therefore the constriction resistance will always return to the same low 
contact resistance it had reached in the first cycle at the high temperature. 
4.2 Embroidered Contact 
The embroidered contact is more complex for several reasons. This makes the 
anticipation of the temperature behavior more cumbersome. However, here the 
simplified model helps estimating the behavior based on the differences between 
the embroidered contact and the simplified model. 
Firstly, unlike in the simplified model, the embroidered loop is tied around a 
material that has a non-simple shape. In Figure 4.2, it was approximated as a 
cuboid with rounded edges. This means in flat areas the contact pressure is zero 
and in the rounded areas the pressure is like on a circle as described in equation 
4.18. Yet, the total resistance cannot be deduced by integration, as the exact 
influence of the apparent contact area on the constriction resistance is unknown.  
Secondly, due to the appearance of flat areas, the contribution of the yarn 
resistance to the contact resistance can no longer be neglected. This means the 
contact resistance is actually the result of a network of resistances as sketched in 
Figure 4.5. In case of the embroidered contact, the total contact resistance consists 
of the following elements illustrated in Figure 4.8:  
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 Ryarn – the linear resistance of the embroidery yarn on top and bottom: since 
there are always two yarns next to each other on top and bottom the 
resistance of the Shieldex yarn is 174 mΩ/mm; according to the results 
presented in Figure 3.6, the yarn's resistance changes during temperature 
cycling; it rises and falls with temperature; the change is 14% between 
-40 °C to +85 °C; beyond this, hot phases of the cycle introduce permanent 
resistance drops that add up to 24 % resistance reduction after 
20 temperature cycles 
 Rconstriction – the constriction resistance consisting of Rfiber-to-fiber, which is the 
constriction inside the yarn, and Rfiber-to-pad, which is the constriction from 
fibers to the conductive pad: despite the non-simple shape of the material 
enclosed by the loop it is clear that – like in the simplified model – the 
constriction resistance must rise and fall inversely with contact pressure 
and thus inversely with yarn tension Fyarn and thus inversely with 
temperature 
 Rpad – the resistance of the metallized pad: it is very low and therefore, its 










Figure 4.8:  Elements of the contact resistance in the embroidered contact. A four point resistance 
measurement can only be effected from the first knot next to the pad (left side; 
greenish) to the embroidery pad (right side; reddish) 
Experimentally, these elements are not accessible separately. Touching the yarn 
loop to measure the constriction resistance would already influence the contact 
resistance as this would change the contact pressure. Therefore, a four point 
measurement can only be effected from the embroidery pad to the first knot next to 
the embroidery pad as also illustrated in Figure 4.8. 
The third major difference to the simplified model is that with changing yarn tension 
not only the a-spot size and density change but possibly also the distribution of 
a-spots. Figure 4.9 illustrates possible a-spot distributions during the cold phase 
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and during the hot phase. It becomes clear that with rising temperature not only the 
constriction resistance will drop but also the resistance of that part of the top 
thread that contributes to the yarn resistance Ryarn. This means, the changes of the 
constriction resistance Rconstriction and the changes due to a possible change in the 
distribution of a-spots show the same trends of temperature behavior. High 
temperatures lead to low resistances and low temperatures lead to high 






Figure 4.9:  A sketch of current lines (yellow) in the yarn, and a-spots (blue) between contact pad 
and yarn in cold (left) and hot (right) environment. Note that the temperature not only 
changes the contact’s constriction resistance but also RYarnTop. 
Fourthly, the dimensions of the embroidered contact are smaller than in the 
simplified model. This has two effects:  
 At smaller radius and unchanged yarn tension, the contact pressure 
becomes higher and thus, the constriction resistance becomes lower. 
Certainly, if the yarn tension is zero the contact pressure is also zero – 
independent of the radius. Therefore, this effect should be relevant only 
when the tension is non zero. 
 However, at zero tension a second effect may appear. The fixing points of the 
yarn loop are much closer to the contact than in the simplified model. These 
could hold the yarn in touch with the pad when the yarn tension has dropped 
to zero. This would lead to fewer failures during the cold phases than in the 
simplified model. Surely, under these conditions the contact can still not be 
considered stable. 
Lastly, the material enclosed by the yarn loop is not temperature independent. The 
pad consists of a polymer substrate with a metallization on top and bottom. It 
expands on heating. The pad is laminated onto a fabric, which consists of fibers and 
therefore, contracts during heating. Yet, the fibers are meandered inside the fabric 
and therefore, may not generate a significant contraction force within the envisaged 
temperature range. Thus, it may be assumed that the material sandwich expands 
with heating and that bending may be negligible. This means, during heating the 
contact pressure is further increased with the expansion of the material enclosed by 
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the yarn loop. Inversely, as the material shrinks during cooling the contact pressure 
drops to zero more quickly than in the simplified model. 
Although these mechanisms partly show opposing temperature behavior, the 
general character of the contact resistance can still be estimated with some 
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Figure 4.10:  Anticipated contact resistance change in embroidered contacts during temperature 
cycling. The green colored curve is the contact resistance during the first cooling phase; 
the red one is during the first heating phase; and the blue curve is the contact 
resistance of subsequent cycles. Dotted lines indicate high variance, while continuous 
lines indicate low variance. 
Without doubt the changes in the constriction resistance Rconstriction will dominate 
the changes of the total contact resistance when the contact forces are low. This is 
the case in the cold phase of the temperature cycle and in the first heating at 
ambient temperature (i.e. at the dent in the tension curve). Here, the embroidered 
contact will behave similar to the simplification, i.e. the contact resistance values 
will be high with high variance. Still, the closer fixing points of the yarn loop may 
counteract to some extent, and provide some contacts with permanently lower 
resistances. 
During the hot phase the constriction resistance Rconstriction will always return to the 
same low values like in the simplification. Therefore, during the hot phase the 
changes of yarn resistance Ryarn probably have a notable influence on the total 
contact resistance. At least the permanent resistance drop over time as presented 
in Figure 3.6 should be visible. 
The limitation is that the transition temperature at which the pronounced change 
occurs cannot be estimated due to the different mechanisms contributing to the 
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total contact resistance. In the simplified model this will occur somewhere around 
+40 °C as the yarn tension Fyarn becomes zero below this temperature. In the 
embroidered contact this critical temperature has to be determined with 
measurements on real embroidered contacts. This is described in chapter 6.  
4.2.1 Predrilling Holes vs. Piercing the Contact Pad with the Needle 
Machine embroidered contacts may be established by embroidering through 
predrilled contact pads or by piercing contact pads with the embroidery needle. At 
this point it shall be discussed shortly which variant could proof to be more reliable 
in the terms of contact resistance stability. 
The sketches in Figure 4.11 compare the two variants with their conceivable a-spot 
distributions for both variants. As already explained, the distribution of pressure 
generated by the yarn loop is not homogeneous over the surface of the conductive 
pad. This leads to very few or no a-spots in the flat areas where the contact 
pressure is zero. At sharp edges (small radiuses) the pressure is locally very high, 
but the area is so small that there also will not be many a-spots. Only at rounded 
surfaces the pressure and the area are large so that many a-spots can be 
established.  
Unfortunately, in predrilled contacts the conductive pad features only a flat zone 
with sharp edges at both ends but no rounded surfaces. Hence, the number of 
potential a-spots will be small.  
However, in the pierced variant the needle bends the substrate downwards and lays 
the thread around the curved pad. This will leave the pierced variant with more 








Figure 4.11:  Anticipated a-spot distributions; left: the needle pierced contact pad has a form that 
lets the yarn touch the pad in an area with high pressure forming many a-spots (blue 
circles); right: the predrilled contact pad will have less a-spots and therefore be less 
reliable. 
Of course in practice this bending effect could be used a second time (or more) on 
the other side of the cuboid (in the sketch, this is on the left side). The needle could 
also pierce the substrate there. Although this is practically useful it does not change 
the basics of the contact principle considered here – modeling the contact however 
would become more complex without getting significant advantages. 
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4.2.2 Multiple Sewing of the Contacts and Redundancy 
Until now, it has only been considered that the yarn loop is embroidered once. 
Embroidering the same contact loop multiple times m will reduce the contact 
resistance. However, the number and size of a-spots will probably not increase 
directly proportional to m. The yarns laid second or third do not have the same 
chance to build a-spots with the contact pad as the first yarn is between them and 
the pad. Thus, the resistance may drop less than with 1/m. 
Yet, as the tension in the yarn is still crucial for the contact, failures will occur at low 
temperatures. Of course, if a failure is defined as a resistance rise over a specific 
resistance value, the failure rate may be lower or the time to failure may be longer 
than with single stitched contacts at the same failure criterion.  
Alternatively, one could obtain redundant contacts by combining several 
embroidered contacts in parallel (separate loops in separate contact pads). This 
way the reliability could be adapted to the applications requirements. However, 
several contacts do need more space which may often not be available. In this 
work, this will not find further consideration as this can just be applied for practical 
achievements but does not significantly improve the understanding of basic 
principles underlying embroidered contacts. 
4.3 Other Reliability Issues 
The theoretical focus of this thesis is about understanding the contact's behavior 
during temperature changes. However for practical applications, reliability during 
other environmental stress is also relevant.  
Especially washing is often mentioned when wearable electronics applications are 
discussed. Yet, making a profound theory that includes all the complex influences of 
such washing stress on the embroidered contacts is at least hard to achieve. 
Therefore, washability shall be considered experimentally only.  
A second issue is contact resistance during movements. As there are no standard 
test conditions for electric contacts in textile environment, such need to be defined. 
At this point a theoretical thought shall be given to the potential impact of 
movements on the contact resistance. On this basis a test will be developed in the 
next chapter.  
Assuming a rigid module, bending of the fabric at the edge of the module would be 
the most likely movement. The embroidered conductive yarn is fixed in this fabric at 
the knot next to the module. So if the fabric bends the conductive yarn moves with 
it. Especially the a-spots near the edge of the contact pad could be affected by this 
movement. Figure 4.12 illustrates how. If the fabric is bent upwards it could lift the 
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yarn loop. The consequence would be a reduction of a-spots near the edge. Vice 
versa, if the fabric is bent down the yarn loop could be pressed onto the pad and 


























Figure 4.12:  Bending stress: bending the fabric at the edge of the module could lead to changes in 
the contact resistance. A-spots near the edge could be more affected than a-spots near 
the hole in the contact pad. 
This means it can be expected that pierced pads are less sensitive to bending 
stress than predrilled ones, as they have more a-spots at the far end of the edge to 
compensate.  
Repeated down bending could lead to elongation of the loop which would also 
negatively affect the contact quality. 
4.4 Conclusion 
For the first time, this chapter has analyzed the contact mechanisms underlying 
machine embroidered contacts. A theoretical simplified model of the contact was 
developed. It was shown that the yarn tension Fyarn is crucial for the contact. At low 
temperatures during temperature cycling, this tension drops to zero and the yarn 
even sags. This will lead to a loss of contact pressure. The consequence is a chaotic 
state in which the contact cannot be predicted. Potentially the resistance can 
become very high or even contact disruption could occur. At high temperatures the 
yarn tension is high and thus the contact resistance is anticipated to be low. 
As it is difficult to predict the exact temperature below which the contact force will 
become too low for a reliable contact, this will be investigated experimentally.  
The following experiments will investigate whether this theoretical analysis – that 
predicts that embroidered contacts are unreliable at low temperatures – proves to 
be true. Furthermore, it will be tested whether bending or washing leads to failures, 
too.  
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If this is true, additional measures will have to be taken to stabilize the embroidered 
contact. This however, may reduce the manufacturing efficiency of the technology of 
embroidered contacts.  
 5 Development of Tests and Test Vehicles 
To verify the theory of the previous chapter, different experiments were developed 
which are described in this chapter. A physical implementation of the simplified 
model and different implementations of embroidered contacts were developed. The 
test structures of both – the simplified model and the embroidered contacts – were 
designed to measure contact resistance while excluding feeding resistances as far 
as possible.  
The implementations of the simplified model and the embroidered contacts were 
both exposed to temperature cycling stress while their contact resistances were 
recorded. This way the contact behavior can be traced. In separate experiments the 
embroidered contacts were also exposed to bending stress and wash cycling stress. 
All three stress tests are described in this chapter in detail. 
The results of these experiments are presented in chapter 6. This includes a precise 
description of the numbers of different test vehicles exposed to the different stress 
tests.  
5.1 Assembly of the Simplified Model 
The experimental implementation of the simplified model was constructed on a 
quartz glass tube of 15 mm radius and 2 mm wall thickness. Quartz glass best 
meets the previously defined requirement of a CTE near zero – its CTE is 
0.5·10-6 /K. It is also very stiff compared to the yarn, which was the second 
requirement defined in chapter 4.1. As already mentioned, handling smaller tubes 
was difficult, which is why the tube is not implemented with a radius as small as the 
embroidered contact. A tube was preferred over a full cylinder to provide a quick 
adaption to the surrounding temperature during temperature cycling. 
A 2 mm wide gold stripe representing the metal contact was sputtered onto the 
surface in longitudinal direction (parallel to the axis) of the tube. To do this, the tube 
was covered with temperature resistant adhesive tape leaving only a 2 mm wide 
gap alongside the tube. Then the whole was sputtered and the tape removed. 
However, to provide a good adhesion of the gold on the glass, it was necessary to 
heat the whole to 250 °C prior to sputtering. This unfortunately weakened the 
adhesion of the tape on the glass, allowing gold to slip under the tape's edge, 
leading to uneven gold edges. This means the width of the gold strip showed some 
variance (see magnification in Figure 5.2). This has to be kept in mind when 
interpreting the results of the contact resistance measurements. 
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According to sputtering tables the applied sputtering parameters lead to a gold 
stripe thickness of about 100 nm [25]. This means the glass tube with its gold 
contact can be considered round and without a step at the gold stripe.  
For applying the yarn loop the glass tube was fixed in clamping jaws with the gold 
facing downward as shown in Figure 5.1. The yarn was laid around the tube and 
suspended with 20 gram weights at the ends to generate the initial tension 
Fyarn(init) = 0.2 N. It was made sure that the loop is really circular, i.e. having the 
shortest possible circumference around the tube. To eliminate possible frictional 
forces35 between the yarn and the tube's surface the whole was turned back and 
forth around the tube axis a couple of times. Then the loop was fixed with a drop of 
glue (see magnification in the top right of Figure 5.1). For this purpose glue was 
selected that adhered well on the glass and on the yarn also during and throughout 
the temperature cycling. After curing the glue at room temperature, the weights 











Figure 5.1:  Assembly process of the simplified model. Altered from [25]. 
The drop of glue serves two purposes. It closes the yarn loop mechanically like a 
knot, but unlike a knot it electrically insulated the yarn ends. This design allows a 
precise contact resistance measurement focusing on the constriction resistance 
and hiding feeding yarn resistances. Figure 5.2 shows how this four-wire sensing 
was implemented in the simplified model. The current is fed from the left micro clip 
to the yarn below the glass tube and then through the front half of the yarn loop. 
                                                 
35 remember: the absence of frictional forces between the yarn and the surface over which it is 
tensioned is the precondition for the assumption that the yarn tension is constant everywhere: 
|Fyarn(s)| = |Fyarn|(see chapter 4.1.3)  
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The current then flows through the contact to the gold stripe and the left alligator 
clip. The voltage-drop over the contact is measured from the right alligator clip 
















Figure 5.2:  Measurement setup: four-wire sensing of the contact resistance of the simplified 
model. Altered from [25]. 
5.2 Assembly Process of the Embroidered Contacts 
Following the suggestions of the theoretical work in chapter 4, different variants of 
embroidered contacts were implemented. The distinguishing attributes are: 
 the contact pad finishing: gold or silver; 
 the contact type: pad pierced by the needle or predrilled pad; and 
 the number of stitches through the pad: one stitch (i.e. standard variant) or 
four stitches (the latter have only been implemented on needle-pierced silver 
pads). 
Other than these attributes all test vehicles are identical. Figure 5.3 shows an 
exemplary test vehicle with needle-pierced silver pads. A test vehicle consists of a 
test module (green, silver and gold colored) laminated to fabric (black) and then 
contacted with embroidered conductive yarn (silver).  
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The tests module consists of a rigid substrate (green) with strip wiring and 
measurement pads and 14 embroidery pads made from metallized thin polymer 
substrate (silver). 
The four-wire contact resistance measurements are effected via measurement pads 
on the test module and crimped snap fasteners at the ends of the embroidered 
lines. Strip wires interconnect the measurement pads with the embroidery pads.  
The following subchapters describe details of the assembly process. The order of 
subchapters follows the process sequence. 
 
Figure 5.3:  Test vehicle for measuring the contact resistance of embroidered contacts. 
5.2.1 Selecting the Embroidery Cloth (Fabric Substrate) 
The choice of the embroidery cloth is not a focus of this work. Therefore, the goal 
was to select a "normal" fabric substrate that also meets the following criteria. 
It should be well defined, which is why a brand name manufacturer was selected 
that provides a datasheet for the product and can guarantee the product's 
availability for some years. Furthermore, for such a research work it is desirable to 
keep the assembly simple to not make the interpretation of the results more 
difficult than necessary. Therefore, a substrate was chosen that does not require 
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any supporting embroidery backing36. Last it is essential that the substrate does not 
change during processing or testing. Some of the process steps involve 
temperatures up to 240 °C, while the testing conditions are between -40 °C and 
+85 °C in air or during washing at 40 °C in water with detergent and mechanical 
stress.  
All these conditions may be met by many different products. The choice fell on a 
200 g/m2 twill weave fabric made from meta-aramide yarn. Aramide stands for 
aromatic polyamide fiber. It is resistant to high temperatures (370 °C 
decomposition temperature), shows good chemical fastness and has a high 
tenacity [116]. The CTE is expected to be small and negative. Fabrics made from 
aramide are widely used for protective clothing for firefighters and racing drivers. 
5.2.2 The Electronic Test Module 
One goal is to compare predrilled and pierced contacts. Another goal is to expose 
test vehicles to wash cycling. According to 2.2 only thin polymer substrates, that are 
not fiber reinforced, can be pierced by a needle. However, such thin polymer 
substrates do not withstand wash cycling (ref. to 2.2). Only rigid, fiber reinforced 
substrates so called FR4 can resist such stress. 
The so called rigid-flex substrate technology provided a solution. It allowed 
manufacturing test modules that are largely thick and rigid but are thin and 
pierceable in the locations of the embroidery pads. Figure 5.4 shows a close-up 
view and a cross section of an embroidery pad and the surrounding FR4 substrate.  
The size of the test vehicle is 26 mm x 36 mm (not counting the four small 
extensions near the measurement pads). The overall thickness is 580 µm. The 
thickness of the embroidery pads is ~120 µm. They are built from 45 µm polyimide; 
45 µm copper-nickel-gold plus 10 µm solder resist37 on the bottom side and 22 µm 
copper on the top side. Additionally, depending on the experiment, the copper on 
the top side is metallized with silver (some nanometers) or with nickel-gold (~5 µm 
Ni and some nanometers gold). (See Figure 5.4) The bottom side has been 
metallized to give the pad more stability. The asymmetry between top and bottom 
metallization is due to the manufacturing process. 
The embroidery pads have a size of 2.5 mm by 3.0 mm. The predrilled variant 
features a laser cut hole of diameter 1.25 mm. This is larger than the embroidery 
needles thickness, which is 0.8 mm. 
                                                 
36 a non-woven fabric or a paper-like foil sometimes used for supporting the embroidery cloth to keep 
it from distorting 
37 solder resist is a polymer film applied to printed circuit boards that traditionally serves to prevent 
solder from bridging conductors; however, it may also be used for electrically insulating conductors 
on the printed circuit board towards the environment 














































































Figure 5.4:  Left: close-up view of a predrilled embroidery pad surrounded by rigid FR4 (green). 
Right: cross section of the embroidery pad (left) and the rigid FR4 right. 
5.2.3 Laminating the Test Module onto the Fabric Substrate 
To reduce forces on the embroidered contact during mechanical stress the 
electronic substrate was laminated to the fabric substrate as suggested in 2.2. For 
this purpose thermoplastic polyurethane (PU) film was used. This is a common 
adhesive in the textile industry. However, other adhesives may be used as well.  
The lamination process was carried out with an HP45S thermo press from SEFA 
shown in Figure 5.5 (right).  To assure an equal pressure distribution an embossing 
tool was developed to account for the topography of the rigid-flex substrate (Figure 
5.5 left). For the assembly the embossing tool was placed onto the lower plate; on 
top the rigid-flex module with the laser cut PU was placed; on top of that the 
aramide fabric was placed. 
  
Figure 5.5:  Embossing tool (left) and thermopress HP45S from SEFA (right) 
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The lamination parameters were optimized for best adhesion which has been 
verified with peel tests. These parameters are: plate pressure = 3 bars; lower plate 
temperature = 105 °C; upper plate = 240 °C; lamination time = 180 sec; always 
two samples have been processed at a time to improve the uniformity of the 
pressure distribution. The PU film thickness was 100 µm (prior to lamination). 
The PU is an elastomer with a CTE around 220·10-6 /K. This is large compared to 
copper for instance. However, its modulus is at least three orders of magnitude 
smaller than that of copper. This means, the changes of the dimensions of the rigid-
flex caused by temperature will dictate the changes of the dimensions of the PU film 
that is adhered to the rigid-flex. 
5.2.4 Embroidery Process 
For the embroidery process standard equipment was used without any alteration. 
The following describes which tools were used to build the test vehicles.  
A number of different embroidery design software tools are available on the market. 
These tools are intended for designing logos, text or graphics. They were neither 
made for circuit design nor for designing embroidered contacts. However, most of 
these contain basic design functions which may be used for routing circuits 
manually, and for defining exact stitch points for embroidering through metallized 
pads. Examples for such tools are Bernina Designer Plus, Embird or GiS. Since only 
the basic functions of these tools are required for making embroidered circuits and 
contacts, the results generated with these tools are very similar. The designs in this 
work were made with GiS BasePac 6 v6 – a screen shot is shown in Figure 5.6 on 
the right. 
  
Figure 5.6:  Embroidery Software: Bernina Designer Plus (left) and GiS BasePac 6 (right) 
The test vehicles for this research were embroidered with the regular embroidery 
head on a ZSK JCZ 01 – a standard industry embroidery machine. It is shown in 
Figure 5.7. Very similar test vehicles were made with a Bernina Artista 200 home 
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embroidery machine which shows that even simpler machines can be used to make 
embroidered contacts.  
  
Figure 5.7:  Embroidery machine ZSK JCZ 01 with regular embroidery head. 
A medium ball point needle (SUK) was used to reduce the fiber breakage when the 
needle goes through the same point on the layout twice which is the case next to 
the embroidered contact. This type of needle point displaces the fibers rather than 
piercing them [19]. The needle thickness was 80 Nm38. This needle is considered a 
standard needle [117]. 
Differences in the piercing of the electronic substrate were not observed when 
comparing this medium ball point needle with other needle types. 
As already explained Shieldex 117/17 Twine was used in needle and bobbin. The 
thread tensions for both have been adjusted as described in the ZSK manual [118]. 
The process of adjusting these tensions on embroidery machines is not very 
scientific in general. This may lead to variances in the samples' initial yarn tension 
Fyarn(init). It is difficult to estimate these variances. As explained in chapter 4.1, it is 
expected that the initial yarn tension is about 0.2 N and can definitely not be larger 
than 0.5 N. 
In most test vehicles the needle was stitched once through the embroidery pad. 
Remember: this means that the top thread is laid twice onto the metallized pad: 
first when going to the stitch point on the metallized pad and second when going 
back to the point on the fabric next to the pad. However, to test the reliability of 
multiply sewn contacts as suggested in 4.2.2, some embroidery pads were stitched 
four times.  
                                                 
38 'Nm' stands for 'numbering metric' and defines the needle diameter in 1/100 mm at the blade, 
which is above the scarf where the hook passes the needle [19] 
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5.2.5 Four-Wire Sensing of the Embroidered Contacts 
The four-wire sensing of the contact resistances was effected via the embroidered 
seams and the measurement pads on the test module. An exemplary measurement 
is shown in Figure 5.8.  
Since on the test module there was only space for one strip line per embroidery 
pad, the strip line resistance was always included in the measured resistance value.  
In Figure 5.8, this strip line resistance is represented by a white dotted line. To 
receive the contact resistance (circled yellow) the individual strip line resistance 
was subtracted from the measured resistance value.  
This procedure does not provide a perfect four-wire resistance value of the contact. 
However, actual measurements showed that the resistance values of these strip 
lines were always smaller than the contact resistance and exhibit a smaller variance 
(7 % compared to 34 %). This means, such a subtraction only marginally reduces 
the accuracy of the contact resistance compared to a perfect four-wire 
measurement. Note: for the samples exposed to temperature cycles this 
subtraction was temperature corrected, i.e. it was considered that the resistance of 
the strip wire changes with temperature.  
All the actual contact resistance values presented in the following chapters refer to 
the result of this subtraction and not to the measured value (i.e. not even if the 
word 'measurement' is used in that context). These contact resistance values of the 
embroidered contacts are identical with the definition of the contact resistance 








Figure 5.8:  Exemplary four-wire resistance measurement of embroidered contact. The white dotted 
lines represent the strip wire resistance that was subtracted from the measured 
resistance to receive the contact resistance. 
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The testing equipment used for the four-wire sensing during thermal cycling was a 
Keithley Model 2750 Multimeter/Switch System. It allows automatically measuring 
up to 98 contacts at a time. Measurements were effected every 30 seconds, which 
is the limit for the sample rate when all channels are connected. These so-called 
insitu measurements provide an insight on the contacts behavior at different 
temperatures during temperature cycling.  
Individual measurements of the contacts before exposure to stress or in-between 
wash cycles were effected with Keithley Model 2010 Multimeter. 
Both multimeters were set to a measurement range of 100 Ω. Since this means 
changes above this value cannot be measured, anything above 100 Ω was 
considered a disruption of the contact. For practical applications this is reasonable 
anyway. The accuracy that results from this range setting is 1 mΩ for the 2010 
model and 2 mΩ for the 2750 model. 
Furthermore, dry circuit testing and offset compensation was applied. For more 
information about this refer to [119] and [120]. 
For measuring the contact resistance during bending, the sample rate of these two 
multimeters (~1 Hz) is too small to provide adequate information. Therefore, the 
four-wire sensing was effected with a current source and a transient recorder (i.e. in 
principle a storage oscilloscope with a lot of storage for long measurements). The 
current source supplied 10 mA, while the transient recorder measured the voltage 
drop over the embroidered contact and over a 10 Ω series resistor. With Ohm's law 
the contact resistance was calculated. The sample rate was set to 125 Hz. As 
current source a Keithley 2420 3A SourceMeter was applied. The transient recorder 
was a TransCom-RackX by MF Instruments.  
5.3 Environmental Stress  
Chapter 2.3.3 extracted from literature a long list of potentially useful 
environmental stress tests for electronics-in-textiles. Furthermore, a temperature 
cycling and a bending test were selected for analyzing the behavior of embroidered 
contacts and a wash cycling test was selected for testing the reliability under 
practically realistic environmental stress. This chapter describes in detail how these 
tests were applied. 
5.3.1 Temperature Cycling 
The applied temperature cycling test is very similar to test condition N defined in 
JEDEC JESD22 A104 C industry standard for testing consumer electronics [52]. One 
cycle consists of three isothermal lines at −40 °C, +20 °C and +85 °C. The dwell 
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times and the transition times are always 15 minutes. In total 25 cycles are run. 
Figure 5.9 presents the applied temperature profile.  
This profile differs from the standard in two ways: the standard does not foresee 
room temperature isothermal lines, and furthermore applies faster transitions (at 
least double the speed of the profile here). These changes have been made to 
receive a more precise picture of the temperature behavior of the contacts. At this 
slower cycle, more samples can be taken per cycle (remember: the maximum 
sample rate of the switch system is two samples per minute). Furthermore, at fast 
temperature changes one cannot be sure that the temperature measured with a 
temperature sensor is actually the one felt by the contact – there may be delays 
leading to misinterpretations. 
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Figure 5.9:  Temperature profile applied in this thesis for analyzing the behavior of the simplified 
model, the embroidered contact and elements of these, like the yarn resistance. The 
green dashed line marks the first cooling cycle and the red dashed line marks the first 
heating cycle, which are often referred to in this thesis. Altered from [25]. 
The equipment for applying this profile was a CS-70/300/S temperature cycling 
chamber from CTS GmbH. 
5.3.2 Bending Test 
Fabric naturally moves, bends and folds. Any electric contact in fabric environment 
should support such movements and retain a constant resistance during such 
movements. Chapter 4.3 has analyzed, which kind of natural movement could be 
particularly critical for embroidered contacts. This was found to be bending at the 
edge of the module. Thereby, bending downward could reduce the resistance and 
bending upward could increase the resistance (assuming the side of the fabric on 
which the module sits is considered the upper side). This subchapter describes the 
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experimental setup to test actual the behavior of embroidered contacts during 
bending.  
First, the contact resistance measurement was started as described in 5.2.5. Then 
a series of bends was performed by hand. Figure 5.10 shows the followed pattern. 
Hereby, 0° means the fabric was flat, 90° denotes an upward bend at a right angle 
and -90° denotes a downward bend at a right angle. The fabric was always bent at 
the edge of the test module (i.e. at the edge of the embroidered contact). Each 
position was held for 5 seconds. The total test time was 180 seconds.  
In total, three samples of each contact type (i.e. pierced and predrilled) were tested. 
Their pad metallization was always silver. The tests were performed by Christian 
Böhme during his traineeship at Fraunhofer IZM [121]. 



















Figure 5.10:  Bending test: pattern of manual upward and downward bends at the edge of the 
embroidered contact. 
5.3.3 Wash Cycling Test 
A wash cycling test according to ISO 6330 was applied to test the durability of the 
embroidered contacts and also of the conductive yarn (see 3.2.3 ff.) This is a norm 
for domestic washing and drying procedures for textiles [46]. The employed test 
condition was 6A which is a normal wash cycle at 40 °C. This selection followed 
suggestions of sources mentioned in 2.3.3.  
The norm offers several different detergent compositions to choose from. A 
composition was selected that is in line with the cleaning recommendations for the 
conductive yarn. [122] It is free of phosphate and optical brighteners and in the 
norm is denoted as ECE reference detergent A.  
Also according to the norm, sheets of cotton fabric were added to the test vehicles 
so that the total dry mass always amounted to 2 kg.  
The utilized washing machine was a W465H by Electrolux. This is a front loader 
compliant with ISO 6330. 
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In all tests (i.e. with embroidered contacts or with conductive yarn), 20 wash cycles 
were applied. In-between cycles the test vehicles were dried lying flat as described 
in drying procedure C of ISO 6330. The resistance measurements were effected in 
dry state after wash cycles 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 10, 13, 16 and 20.  
 6 Experimental Analysis of Contact Behavior in 
Embroidered Contacts  
The previous chapter presented the experimental setups to test the theories of 
chapter 4. This chapter presents the results of these experiments and compares 
them to the theory. 
As the main focus of this work is on embroidered contact stability during thermal 
cycling, this is discussed first. After that, the additional experiments on stability 
during bending and washing are presented. 
6.1 Contact Resistances after Manufacturing 
After manufacturing and before the samples were exposed to any stress tests their 
contact resistances were measured. The following table presents the results.  
Table 6.1:  Contact resistances of samples before stress tests were performed. 
Type of Contact Mean Std. Deviation Num. of Samples 
simplified model 299 mΩ 99 mΩ 9 
embr. cont.: pierced Au pads 395 mΩ 144 mΩ 33 
embr. cont.: pierced Ag pads  431 mΩ 136 mΩ 33 
 
The theory could not make any predictions on actual resistance values of these 
contacts. Yet, it was assumed that the initial tension of Fyarn = 0.2 N would generate 
low contact resistances with low variance. There are no literature values for 
constriction resistances in contacts with conductive yarn. Yet, the standard 
deviations of all three contact types feel rather high. This may be explained in two 
ways. Either the contact force and thus also the number and size of a-spots were 
small. Or the manufacturing variances were large, e.g. the metal width covered by 
the yarn (refer to 5.1). Even both could be the case. 
The contact resistances of the embroidered contacts with the silver pads were (9 %) 
higher than of those with gold pads. This may be due to silver sulfidation as 
suggested in chapter 4.1.1. 
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6.2 Simplified Model during Temperature Cycling  
Nine test vehicles of the simplified model were exposed to temperature cycles while 
their contact resistances were recorded. They all exhibited a very similar 
characteristic response. Figure 6.1 shows a typical plot over 25 cycles. In Figure 6.2 
this plot is magnified and shows only the first four cycles. More plots are shown in 
the Appendix A.1. Note: in these plots and all following ones the green part of the 
curve represents the first cooling phase and the red part of the curve represents the 
first heating phase. All the following cycles as well as the initial resistance before 
temperature cycling are plotted blue. For more details on the temperature cycling 
profile refer to Figure 5.9.  























































Temperature in °C  
Figure 6.1:  Contact resistance of a simplified model during temperature cycling. At temperatures 
below 60 °C the contact resistance rises significantly and ultimately disruptions occur. 
(ID: SM01Au01\558). 



















































Temperature in °C  
Figure 6.2:  Magnification of the first four cycles of the plot in Figure 6.1. (ID: SM01Au01\686). 
The simplified model behaved quite like predicted. During the hot phases, 
resistance values and variance became low and always returned to similar values 
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throughout the cycles. It seems that this lowering of resistance with higher 
temperature was not yet saturated at 85 °C.  
In the cold phases, resistance values and variance were high and typically rose from 
cycle to cycle. Sooner or later, in eight out of nine samples disruptions occurred 
(meaning the contact resistance rose above the measurement range of 100 Ω). In 
the remaining one sample, the contact resistance reached a value that was ten 
times higher than its initial one. Potentially it could also have failed if more cycles 
had been run.  
The temperature below which the contact resistance rose dramatically is between 
30 °C and 60 °C, which is in line with theory that suggested that this appears in a 
range around 40 °C.  
After the experiment, it was observed (at room temperature) that the yarn was no 
longer tight on the glass cylinder, which is a result of the yarn sagging observed in 
3.3.5. 
Theory suggested that the resistance could rise already during the first cooling as 
the temperature drops below -20 °C. Below this temperature the yarn tension 
becomes zero and thus the condition of the contact becomes unpredictable with a 
potential to rise in resistance. Yet, in none of the nine samples this was observed. 
Theory also predicted that during the first heating the tension dent at 20 °C could 
lead to a rise in contact resistance. In eight out of nine samples this was observed. 
The sample that did not show this resistance rise is the same that did not disrupt. 
Figure 6.3 shows an example where this effect is particularly pronounced.  
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Figure 6.3:  Sample of simplified model during first four cycles. During heating the contact 
resistance rises significantly at 20 °C (red curve) which is due to the dent in the 
tension curve at this point (ref. to Figure 3.32). (ID: SM01Au03\778). 
Surprisingly, this resistance rise appeared also in subsequent heating cycles at 
20 °C as can be seen in Figure 6.2 for instance. At this point there is no change in 
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the tension curve – the tension is constantly zero from -40 °C to 35 °C (ref. to 
Figure 3.32). This may imply that the yarn sagging is particularly strong in this 
temperature range between 20 °C and 35 °C. 
6.3 Embroidered Contact during Temperature Cycling 
The embroidered contact behaved more heterogeneous during temperature cycling 
than its simplification. 38 samples39 with pierced contact pads were exposed to 
temperature cycles. In general, all contact resistances rose with falling 
temperatures and inversely fell with rising temperatures. Yet, in 18 % of the 
samples the contact resistance rose sharply below a certain temperature leading to 
disruptions. This critical temperature was always below 0 °C. In the remaining 
samples the resistance rose only slightly at low temperatures. Figure 6.4 and Figure 
6.5 show two typical plots for these diverging behaviors. More plots can be found in 
Appendix A.2.  
Nota bene, this is the behavior for 25 temperature cycles. Potentially those contacts 
that did not fail, could fail if more cycles were run.   
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Figure 6.4:  Sample of pierced embroidered contact that fails at the low temperatures. The plot 
shows 25 temperature cycles. (ID: EC56AuPiercedPad02\196)  
                                                 
39 total sample numbers: 19 samples pierced on gold pad, 19 samples pierced on silver pad 
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Figure 6.5:  Sample of pierced embroidered contact that rises slightly at low temperatures. The plot 
shows 25 temperature cycles. (ID: EC54AgPiercedPad01\167) 
This behavior is in line with theory. It was argued that the fixing points of the yarn 
loop are closer to the contact pad and in some samples could hold the yarn in 
contact with the pad when the yarn tension drops to zero.  
Beyond this, also the other features of the plots were predicted well. In all samples 
the contact resistance rose during the first cooling. Note: In theory this was 
anticipated also for the simplified model. However, as mentioned above, the 
simplified model did not feature this contact resistance rise in the first cooling 
phase. 
The majority (74 %) of samples exhibited a resistance rise at 20 °C on rising 
temperature. Like in the simplified model this was not only observed in the first 
heating cycle as predicted but also in subsequent heating cycles. In Figure 6.5 this 
feature is well pronounced. As explained this may be a result of yarn sagging in the 
temperature domain between 20 °C and 35 °C.  
The predicted influence of the dropping yarn resistance (ref. to 3.2.1) was observed 
in all contacts. The sample in Figure 6.6 demonstrates this very well over the entire 
temperature range. In the hot phase, silver agglomeration on the fibers leads to a 
permanent resistance reduction of the yarn leading to a total contact resistance 
reduction. In the cold phase of other samples (e.g. in Figure 6.5), this effect is 
covered by the more dramatic change due to tension changes – also as predicted. 
Note that Figure 6.6 presents one of the most stable samples. Even here, the 
negative temperature coefficient of the contact resistance, which is a result of 
tension changes of the yarn, dominates over the positive temperature coefficient of 
the yarn resistance - as expected.  
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Figure 6.6:  One of the pierced embroidered contacts with the most stable behavior during 
temperature cycling. The contact resistance drops from cycle to cycle due to dropping 
yarn resistance at the high temperature. (ID: EC56AuPiercedPad12\206) 
Beyond the lower contact resistance of the gold pads, no particular differences were 
observed between the gold and silver pads during temperature cycling. 
6.3.1 Predrilling vs. Piercing the Contact Pad  
The theory suggested that piercing the substrate with the needle would result in 
more reliable embroidered contacts with lower contact resistances than predrilling 
the contact pad prior to embroidering the contact.  
It was reasoned that the bent part of the contact pad, which is a result of the 
piercing, could produce more and larger a-spots than the rest of the contact pad 
which is flat. It is not possible to prove this with final certainty as it is not possible to 
measure or count the actual a-spots.  
Yet, the contact resistance measurements presented in the following two tables 
show, that in deed pierced contacts are generally of lower resistance and are more 
reliable than predrilled ones. 
In total 56 embroidered contacts with predrilled pads were manufactured. Yet of 
those 56 samples, six samples showed disruptions already after manufacturing. 
Table 6.2 shows the mean value of the remaining 50 samples and compares it to 
the pierced contacts of which all 66 samples were faultless after manufacturing. 
Despite sorting out the worst of the predrilled samples, the contact resistances of 
pierced contacts were in average five times lower than those of predrilled ones. Also 
the standard deviation was very high in predrilled contacts, which is an indicator for 
low number and small size of a-spots. 
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Table 6.2:  Contact resistances of samples before stress tests were performed. 
Type of Contact Mean Std. Deviation Num. of Samples 
pierced embr. cont.   413 mΩ   140 mΩ 33 gold, 33 silver 
predrilled embr. cont.40 2010 mΩ  3669 mΩ  26 gold, 24 silver 
 
Also during temperature cycling, pierced contacts performed better than predrilled 
ones as suggested by the theory. The failure rates during 25 cycles for different 
failure criteria are summarized in Table 6.3. Hereby, a contact was being 
considered to have failed when its resistance rose at least once above the failure 
criterion of either 1 Ω, 10 Ω or 100 Ω. The percentage values in the table represent 
the fraction of failed contacts over the total number of contacts.  
Table 6.3:  Failures during 25 temperature cycles at three different failure conditions: contact 
resistance rose at least once above 1 Ω, 10 Ω or 100 Ω.41 
Type of Contact 1 Ω 10 Ω 100 Ω 
pierced embr. cont. 29 %  18 %  18 %  
predrilled embr. cont. 100 %  82 %  73 %  
 
Despite their higher resistance and lower reliability, predrilled contacts generally 
showed the same characteristic temperature behavior as pierced contacts. The only 
difference is that the critical temperature below which the contact resistance rises 
dramatically was at a higher temperature. In 59 % of the predrilled samples this 
temperature was above room temperature, while in the pierced variant this 
temperature was always below 0 °C. Figure 6.7 shows a typical plot. More plots are 
presented in Appendix A.3. 
                                                 
40 note that the total number of predrilled contact samples that were manufactured is 56; yet 
2 samples with gold pads and 4 samples with silver pads had total disruptions; the mean value 
includes only those contacts that had not disrupted 
41 total sample numbers: 19 samples pierced gold, 19 samples pierced silver, 12 samples predrilled 
gold and 10 samples predrilled silver 
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Figure 6.7:  Typical sample of an embroidered contact on a predrilled contact pad. 
(ID: EC48AgDrilledPad10\239) 
6.3.2 Embroidered Contacts Stitched Four Times 
As anticipated in chapter 4.2.2 stitching through the contact pad multiple times 
reduced the contact resistance. Table 6.4 shows contact resistances of four times 
stitched pads had an almost four times smaller contact resistance than contacts 
that were stitched only once. The standard deviation drops even more.  
Table 6.4:  Contact resistances of samples before stress tests were performed 
Type of Contact Mean Std. Deviation Num. of Samples 
stitched 1x 431 mΩ 136 mΩ 33 silver pierced 
stitched 4x 115 mΩ 15 mΩ 28 silver pierced 
 
Also the performance during temperature cycles improved with multiple stitching as 
shown in Table 6.5 for the failure criteria 1 Ω and 10 Ω. At first glance it may appear 
as an accomplishment that there were no failures at the 10 Ω failure criterion. 
However, it must be remembered that the 25 temperature cycles are merely to 
prove the theory. After practically relevant 1000 temperature cycles the failure rate 
at 10 Ω was 14 % for the four times stitched samples. 
Additionally, a new failure criterion of 0.27 Ω is introduced that accounts for the 
lower starting resistance (115 mΩ / 431 mΩ x 1 Ω = 0.27 Ω). It allows comparing 
the relative changes of the single stitched and the four times stitched contacts. This 
is done by comparing the failure rate of the single stitched at the 1 Ω failure 
criterion with the failure rate of the four times stitched at the 0.27 Ω failure 
criterion. Apparently, the relative change was higher in the four times stitched 
samples. 
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Table 6.5:  Failures during 25 temperature cycles at three different failure conditions: contact 
resistance rose at least once above 0.27 Ω, 1 Ω or 10 Ω.42 
Type 0.27 Ω 1 Ω 10 Ω 
stitch. 1x (pierced)   29 %  18 %  
stitch. 4x (pierced) 57 %  7 %  0 %  
 
Note: As suggested by the theory the plots in Appendix A.4 prove that the principle 
failure mechanism does not change when stitching four times rather than one time. 
6.4 Embroidered Contact during Wash Cycling 
During the wash cycles at 40 °C many contact disruptions occurred in the 
embroidered contacts. The pierced contacts performed slightly better, but the 
overall performance was generally weak as Figure 6.8 shows. Given a failure 
criterion of 100 Ω all contacts fail after 20 wash cycles. Once a sample exhibited a 
contact resistance higher than 100 Ω it was considered to have failed from that 
cycle on, even if it returned to lower values after a later cycle.  


























Figure 6.8:  Contact failures in embroidered contacts due to washing. A contact was considered to 
have failed if it rose above the measurement range of 100 Ω. A contact that had once 
failed and returned to values below 100 Ω was still counted as a failure. The total 
sample numbers were 14 pierced silver contacts, 14 pierced gold contacts, 14 
predrilled silver contacts and 14 predrilled gold contacts.  
Contacts that were stitched four times still rose significantly over 20 wash cycles. 
Yet, they did not show disruptions (i.e. resistances did not rise above the 
measurement range of 100 Ω). This enables presenting the change as a change of 
the mean value of contact resistances as shown in Figure 6.9.  
                                                 
42 total sample numbers: 38 samples stitched one time (19 pierced gold and 19 pierced silver); 
14 samples stitched four times (14 pierced silver) 
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Figure 6.9:  Contact resistance during wash cycles of embroidered contacts stitched four times; the 
total number of samples was 14. The contact pads had silver metallization and were 
pierced by the needle. Failure rates after 20 wash cycles at failure conditions 0.27 Ω, 
1 Ω, 10 Ω and 100 Ω were 100 %, 86 %; 7 % and 0 % respectively. 
6.5 Embroidered Contact during Bending 
In chapter 4.3 it was anticipated that the contact resistance of embroidered 
contacts could rise when the fabric next to the contact pad is bent upwards and 
that contact resistance could drop again when the fabric is bent downwards. The 
experiments showed that exactly this is the case. Figure 6.10 shows the resistance 
change of a typical embroidered contact on a pierced silver pad during the bending 
test described in 5.3.2. More plots can be found in Appendix C. 










































Figure 6.10:  Bending test with an embroidered contact on a pierced silver pad. The contact 
resistance was low when the fabric next to the pad was bent down and significantly 
rose when bent up. 
It was also assumed that pierced contacts would perform better than predrilled 
ones. It was argued that pierced contacts would build most a-spots near the hole 
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which is far away from the bending edge and therefore should be less affected by 
the bending. The experiments showed indeed that pierced contacts perform by far 
better than predrilled ones. During the bending test all predrilled contacts failed 
even at the highest failure criterion as Table 6.6 shows. 
Table 6.6:  Failures during 180 seconds bending test at three different failure conditions: contact 
resistance rose at least once above 1 Ω, 10 Ω or 100 Ω43 
Type 1 Ω 10 Ω 100 Ω 
pierced embr. cont. 33 %  0 %  0 %  
predrilled embr. cont. 100 %  100 %  100 %  
 
Although the pierced contacts performed much better, they can still not be 
considered stable contacts as 33 % failed the 1 Ω failure criterion. Remember: the 
duration of the test is only 180 seconds and only 17 bends are done. For practically 
relevant applications the contact would need to survive many more bending cycles.  
6.6 Conclusions 
The experimental results in this chapter strongly support the theoretical fundament 
established in chapter 4. The yarn tension is crucial to the contact stability during 
temperature cycling. At low temperatures this tension drops to zero and even yarn 
sagging occurs leading to contact disruptions. The conclusion that has to be drawn 
from this is that embroidered contacts (at least machine embroidered ones) are not 
reliable intrinsically with the high conductive embroidery yarns available today.  
Possibly, technical yarns could make a difference once they are available with 
conductive coating and with machine embroiderability. They have to tend less to 
tension relaxation and yarn sagging.  
Hand embroidered contacts could benefit from the higher initial yarn tension that 
may be applied. Yet, this was not tested here. However, the simplified model is an 
excellent test vehicle for analyzing even such contacts which may be embroidered 
with other conductive yarns or higher pre-tensions. This model mimics very well the 
essential electrical behavior of the real embroidered contact during thermal 
changes. 
Beyond their weak reliability during thermal cycling, the embroidered contacts also 
fail basic washing and bending tests. Whether this could improve with technical 
                                                 
43 three samples of each contact type (i.e. pierced and predrilled) were tested; their pad 
metallization was silver  
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yarns or higher tensions cannot clearly be predicted at this point as a theoretical 
analysis on this aspect was not put in place in this thesis. 
Unless new yarns are available, a different solution has to be found to overcome the 
reliability issue of embroidered contacts. This is the objective of the next chapter. 
 
 7 Providing Reliability for Embroidered Contacts 
In the previous chapters it was shown theoretically and experimentally that 
embroidered contacts inherently are not reliable during textile typical stress. This is 
due to the fact that the contact mechanism relies on tension in the yarn which 
cannot be kept up under these conditions.  
Therefore, any solution to make embroidered contacts reliable must focus on 
extending the contact mechanism, so there is no need to rely on permanent tension 
in the yarn anymore.  
One approach could be to prepare the contact pad in such a way that it catches the 
yarn and holds it independently of the tension in the yarn. An example design of this 
idea is shown in Figure 7.1. A trench is cut into the pad prior to embroidery. The 
width of the trench is smaller than the yarn diameter. During the embroidery 
process the yarn is pulled into the trench. The trench then clamps the yarn even 
when tension along the yarn drops.  
     
Figure 7.1:  A trenched pad could clamp the thread in the trench rather than relying on the yarn 
tension to provide the contact force. Optical microscopy image (left). False color X-ray 
image of the same contact (right). 
Developing design rules that successfully catch and permanently clamp the yarn 
could be the goal of another dissertation on this field.  
In this thesis a solution shall be found that fixes the embroidered contact in its 
initially good state or even better in its best state which is at an elevated 
temperature when the yarn tension is high. For this purpose different encapsulation 
technologies shall be investigated in this chapter. 
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7.1 Theory: Encapsulation Technologies for Embroidered 
Contacts 
Applying encapsulation to protect electric contacts is very common practice. It 
protects against mechanical stress including temperature induced mechanical 
stress. It protects against chemicals such as moisture, salts, and atmospheric 
contaminants like sulfur oxides (SO2). Sometimes it just holds contact members 
together. [123], [124] 
Embroidered contacts need to be protected from mechanical stress during washing 
or bending, from thermally induced mechanical stress during temperature cycling, 
and from moisture during washing. The following subchapters will discuss different 
encapsulation technologies and their applicability to embroidered contacts. 
Afterwards, test vehicles will be designed and tests will be carried out to test the 
different hypotheses.  
7.1.1 Transfer Molding 
Transfer molding is a particularly reliable encapsulation often used in the 
automotive industry, and also for encapsulating micro chips. Its main components 
are epoxy resin and hardener, and a high percentage of SiO2 filler particles of about 
70-90 wt %. These particles adapt the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of the 
molding compound to the one of electronic components. This reduces the thermal 
stress during temperature changes which makes a more reliable package. The two-
component epoxy raw material is a duromer and is provided in form of pressed 
powder and has to be stored at -40 °C to prevent early cross linking. In the molding 
machine it is quickly heated up. As it becomes low viscous it is pressed - transferred 
- into a mold tool. The mold tool typically has a temperature of around 160-185 °C. 
This lets the molding compound cure within 1-2 minutes. The mold tool consists of 
two halves that are pressed together at high pressure to close the form well and 
prevent low viscous molding compound from spilling out of the form. The process is 
very common in the electronics industry and used for mass production applications. 
A drawback is the high cost for the mold tool which makes it expensive for low 
volume production. [125], [42], [126], [124] 
Once encapsulated with transfer molding, embroidered contacts can be expected to 
stay unchanged even under harsh conditions. The high temperature during the 
molding process will increase the contact force due to the yarn shrinkage force. This 
means the embroidered contact will be fixed in a state of excellently low contact 
resistance. The molding should be applied to top and bottom side to assure a full 
encapsulation. 
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Unfortunately, the high temperature of the mold tool and the high pressure at which 
the mold tool is closed will also act on the conductive yarn coming out of the 
package. As shown in 3.2.3, Shieldex degrades quickly during washing if prior to 
washing it is heated to temperatures above 190 °C. High pressure will probably 
worsen the effect. 
This means it can be anticipated that the contacts will be well protected by transfer 
molding but the conductive yarns coming out of the package will be harmed 
significantly so that during washing they will fail after only a few wash cycles. 
7.1.2 Hotmelt Encapsulation 
Another molding technology is hotmelt encapsulation. It is much cheaper than 
transfer molding, due to the lower demands on the tools and due to the lower 
material costs. These thermoplastic materials become low viscous above their 
melting temperature (typically 155 °C to 200 °C) and can be molded. At 
temperatures below the melting point the materials become rigid and keep their 
shape.  
Typically the material is kept in a hot tube in its low viscous state. For application it 
is pressed into a cold (or slightly warm) form where it solidifies within about 
30 seconds.  
The viscosity of hotmelts is rather high compared to thermosetting epoxies, which is 
why the hotmelt materials cannot be filled with particles. The advantage is: without 
additional filler particles the process is much less abrasive than transfer molding. 
Therefore, a low cost aluminum tool can be used instead of a hardened steel form. 
A disadvantage is that it does not provide such a high level of protection as the CTE 
is not adapted to the one of electronics, and as the chemical resistance of the 
hotmelt encapsulants is weaker than that of epoxies. [127], [42] 
For embroidered contacts it is particularly useful that the form is not hot and does 
not require a high closing pressure. This means unlike in transfer molding the 
conductive yarn outside the package will not be harmed.  
However, rather than fixing the yarn on the contact pad, the high CTE of the material 
may lead to new thermo-mechanical instabilities at the embroidered contact 
especially during thermal cycling. 
7.1.3 Local Application of Glob Top 
A lower cost option is glob top encapsulation as it does not require a mold tool. A 
duromer or an elastomer in its initially low viscous state is applied with a syringe 
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and cured. Typical glob top encapsulants are epoxies and silicones, the latter being 
an elastomer.  
Epoxies have glass transition temperatures above the typical application ranges. 
They have very high moduli resulting in high shrinkage force during curing and 
subsequent cooling. This stress can be reduced by adding filler particles and thus 
reducing the CTE. Yet, with 60-70 wt %, the maximum filler content is lower than in 
transfer molding compounds. This limitation is necessary to keep the viscosity 
sufficiently low so it can be dispensed with a syringe. Therefore the reliability of glob 
top encapsulations does not reach the high level of transfer mold 
encapsulations. [125] Still, for many applications this is sufficient. For example, to 
protect a transponder chip in a technical textile application, glob topping with 
particle-filled epoxy resin has been applied successfully by [48].  
The glass transition of silicones is well below typical application temperatures. 
Therefore their CTEs are very high. Nonetheless this often is not significant because 
their moduli are so low that they cannot generate any thermal stress. [125] 
For fixing the embroidered contacts the glob top material could be applied locally on 
the contact. Silicones are not suited as they are too soft to hold the yarn and the 
pad in permanent contact. Instead a particle filled epoxy adhesive should be used. 
The cure process could be carried out at 85°C when the electric contact is best. So 
the embroidered contact could be fixed under optimal conditions. 
7.1.4 Local Application of Isotropically Conductive Adhesive (ICA) 
Applying conductive adhesive is not really an encapsulation technology. Yet, using 
conductive adhesive instead of non-conductive glob top adhesive (as suggested in 
7.1.3) would help to extend the contact mechanism. In that case the conductive 
adhesive would provide for the current flow from the pad to the conductive yarn. So 
the embroidered contact would not rely on the yarn tension anymore.  
Isotropically conductive adhesives (ICA) are adhesives filled with conductive 
particles. Commercially most wide spread are epoxy adhesives with silver particles 
or with silver coated particles. The filler content is typically between 25-30 vol %. 
[128], [129] 
A disadvantage of using conductive adhesive is that it is more brittle than unfilled 
epoxy adhesives. Especially at the point where the yarn comes out of the ICA glob, it 
might be prone to cracking during mechanical stress. 
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7.1.5 Combining Locally Applied ICA or Glob Top with Hotmelt 
To overcome the potential shortcomings of hotmelt, glob top or ICA, these 
technologies may be combined. Glob top or ICA may be applied locally onto the 
embroidered contacts providing for a good contact. The hotmelt encapsulation may 
then be applied over the entire module protecting the glob top or ICA from cracking. 
The hotmelt material is soft and therefore the yarn may be less prone to cracking at 
the edge of the hotmelt than it may be at the edge of a brittle adhesive. 
7.1.6 Adhesive Film Protection 
In chapter 3.2.4 it was explained how thermoplastic polyurethane was laminated 
over the embroidered conductive yarn to successfully protect it during washing. The 
same lamination film was used to fix the electronic test substrate on the fabric 
substrate before the contacts are embroidered (refer to chapters 2.2 and 5.2.3).  
Laminating this adhesive film over the embroidered contacts may fix the contacts. 
The pressure of the lamination process may push the yarn onto the contact pads 
improving the contact in the flat area of the pad. To assure that the yarn does not 
move after release of pressure, it could be helpful to hold the lamination pressure 
until the laminate is cooled below its solidification temperature.  
A shortcoming of this approach could be that the adhesion of polyurethane is 
known to be weak on noble metals of which the contact pads are made. This may 
result in delamination during washing or temperature cycling. In that case it is very 
likely the electric contact would be lost. 
7.2 Experimental Setup 
The following subsections will explain the development of the differently protected 
test vehicles.  
7.2.1 Transfer Molding 
The transfer mold encapsulation was applied as described in [42] and shall be 
shortly summarized here.  
A number of different transfer mold materials were tested concerning their 
adhesion to the fabric and to the electronic substrate. The material that performed 
best was a general purpose overmold epoxy compound with filler particles. It was 
selected to build the test samples.  
A molding tool was developed that allows applying an encapsulation on top and 
bottom side of the test vehicle. This is achieved in two separate molding steps. The 
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molding compound was cured at 175 °C during 100 seconds. Post-mold curing44 
was not applied, to not further harm the conductive yarn. The amount of molding 
compound and the molding pressure were optimized to fill the form well and to 
minimize wicking into the fabric. Figure 7.2 shows a fully encapsulated test vehicle. 
The thickness of the encapsulation is 2 mm on top and on bottom. The moldings 
cover all embroidered contacts, part of the electronic test substrate and part of the 
fabric substrate. For processing, a FICO Brilliant 100M transfer molding machine 
was used. 
   
Figure 7.2:  Test module encapsulated with transfer molding on top and bottom. All embroidered 
contacts, part of the electronic substrate and part of the fabric substrate are 
encapsulated. Top view (left) and view from the side (right).  
The test substrate that was used for the assembly is not identical with the other 
ones in this thesis. It is not a rigid-flex substrate but a fully flexible substrate. This 
polyimide substrate has a thickness of 50 µm. The metallization is copper-nickel-
gold of 22 µm thickness on top and bottom side. A solder resist passivation of 
15 µm is applied on top and bottom – the contact pads are left open. This means 
the flexible substrate is very similar to the flexible parts of the rigid flex module – 
which are the contact pads. The shape and size of the contact pads are identical to 
the ones on the rigid-flex module.  
Unlike the other test vehicles in this thesis, this substrate was not adhered to the 
fabric with thermoplastic polyurethane since this would have melt during transfer 
molding. However, the bottom side of the substrate is well protected by the transfer 
mold encapsulation on the bottom side. 
The embroidery pad was not predrilled but pierced by the needle. For historical 
reasons the contacts were embroidered three times rather than only one time like 
                                                 
44 most transfer mold encapsulants need to be cured for several hours to reach their optimized 
characteristics; this curing process is segmented in a short curing during the molding (up to two 
minutes) and a long curing after the molding (several hours);  
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in the other test vehicles in this thesis. This has to be kept in mind, when comparing 
the contact resistances. 
In this assembly the measurement pads stick out from the transfer mold package 
(shown at the lower end of the left picture in Figure 7.2). These are made from 
relatively sensitive flexible substrate. To prevent breakage, this part of the substrate 
was protected with a specially designed clamp that was attached before washing. 
7.2.2 Hotmelt Encapsulation 
The hotmelt encapsulation – as well as glob top and ICA (see next subchapters) – 
were applied to the normal test vehicles that were manufactured as explained in 
5.2. 
First a material screening was made. The hotmelt material with the best adhesion 
to fabric and electronic substrate was selected. The molding parameters were 
optimized to fill the mold form well and to penetrate the fabric at the sides of the 
module. These parameters are the temperature of the form, which was set to 
55 °C; the temperature of the hotmelt material, which was 220 °C; the molding 
pressure of 3 bar; the injection time of 12 seconds; and the cool time of 
30 seconds. 
A molding tool was developed that forms a mold cap of 3.5 mm thickness. The test 
vehicle was only encapsulated on the top side since the bottom side of the 
substrate was protected and connected to the fabric via the thermoplastic adhesive 
film (as explained in 5.2.3). The result is shown in Figure 7.3. The process was 
carried out with an Optimel OM1100 hotmelt machine. 
 
Figure 7.3:  Hotmelt encapsulation covers all embroidered contacts, part of the electronic substrate 
and part of the fabric. The process parameters are optimized so that the hotmelt 
penetrates the fabric around the three sides of the module where the contacts are.  
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7.2.3 Local Application of Glob Top 
As glob top material a two component standard epoxy adhesive with filler particles 
was chosen. It was dispensed with a syringe and applied to each embroidered 
contact of the test vehicles. It was cured at 85 °C for 90 minutes. This means the 
embroidered yarn loop was in its contracted state as the adhesive hardened. This 
should provide for a good electrical contact. An example contact is shown in Figure 
7.4. 
 
Figure 7.4:  Glob top encapsulated embroidered contact; the encapsulant is a filled epoxy adhesive 
that was cured at 85 °C for 90 minutes. 
7.2.4 Local Application of Isotropically Conductive Adhesive (ICA) 
For the ICA protection of the contacts a standard ICA was chosen. It is based on an 
epoxy matrix filled with silver particles. Like the glob top material, it was applied to 
each of the contacts with a syringe. The cure conditions were 85 °C for 
180 minutes. Figure 7.5 shows an example of the result. 
 
Figure 7.5:  Isotropically conductive adhesive applied to an embroidered contact and cured at 
85 °C for 180 minutes. 
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7.2.5 Combination of Locally Applied ICA or Glob Top and Hotmelt  
The test vehicles that combine glob top or ICA with hotmelt encapsulation are 
manufactured simply by combining the production steps in 7.2.3 or in 7.2.4 with 
those in 7.2.2 (in that order).  
7.2.6 Adhesive Film Protection 
A lamination process requires that the parts to be laminated have a flat topography. 
Yet, the rigid-flex test modules developed in 5.2.2 are not flat. They have cavities 
where the embroidered contacts are. Therefore, the fully flexible modules 
introduced in 7.2.1 were used instead of the rigid-flex modules.  
These modules were laminated to the fabric substrate similarly to 5.2.3. The 
difference is that the special lamination tool for the cavities must not be used. 
Afterwards contacts are embroidered just like in 5.2.4. Finally the thermoplastic 
polyurethane film is laminated on top. It covers all contacts, a part of the module, 
and parts of the embroidered yarn as shown in Figure 7.6.  
Rather than using a laminator a bonder was used for this last process step. It 
enables more complex temperature and pressure operations. First pressure was 
applied to the entire assembly to press the yarn onto the contact pads. Then the 
assembly was heated to 200 °C so the film melted and adhered to the electronic 
substrate and the yarn. Then the assembly was cooled to solidify the adhesive film 
and fix the contacts. Only then pressure was released.  
  
Figure 7.6:  Embroidered contacts on a thin flexible module protected with an adhesive 
polyurethane film. 
Since in this case a thin flexible substrate was used, it needs to be protected from 
breaking during the wash cycling test. Therefore, a rigid FR4 board with cut-outs at 
the embroidered contacts was glued to the backside of the fabric after the 
embroidery process. Essentially, this makes it very similar to the assembly with the 
rigid-flex modules. 
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7.3 Results 
After manufacturing and before stress testing, the resistances of these protected 
embroidered contacts were measured. Table 7.1 presents the results.  
Table 7.1:  Contact resistances of samples before stress tests were performed. 
Encapsulation Type Mean Std. Deviation Num. of Samples 
transfer molded45 35 mΩ  0.6 mΩ  2 gold46  
hotmelt encaps. 
301 mΩ 
(gold: 273 mΩ; 
silver: 314 mΩ) 
119 mΩ 
(gold: 141 mΩ; 
silver: 106 mΩ)  
14 gold, 28 silver  
glob top locally 
185 mΩ 
(gold: 169 mΩ; 
silver: 201 mΩ)  
58 mΩ 
(gold: 52 mΩ; 
silver: 59 mΩ)  
28 gold, 28 silver 
ICA locally 
135 mΩ 
(gold: 117 mΩ; 
silver: 152 mΩ) 
68 mΩ 
(gold: 51 mΩ; 
silver: 79 mΩ) 
11 gold, 11 silver 
glob top loc. & hotmelt 233 mΩ  66 mΩ  14 silver 
adh. ICA & hotmelt 139 mΩ  35 mΩ  14 silver 
adh. film protect. 561 mΩ 521 mΩ  46 gold 
 
During encapsulation all samples were heated to different temperatures as 
described in the subchapters of 7.2. As anticipated, the embroidered contacts 
benefited from this heat. Contracting embroidered loops, reduced the contact 
resistances. In this state the contacts were fixed.  
The only type of encapsulation that did not follow this rule is the adhesive film 
protection. Although the film was applied at 200 °C the contact resistances were 
higher than the bare embroidered contacts. This circumstance and the very high 
standard deviation of adhesive film protected contacts indicate that the 
manufacturing process was still imperfect.  
The samples encapsulated with transfer molding benefited most as the molding 
temperature was as high as at 175 °C. The three times stitched test vehicles 
encapsulated with transfer molding exhibit a much lower contact resistance than 
the four times stitched embroidered contacts without encapsulation.  
                                                 
45 remember: the transfer mold encapsulated samples were stitched three times 
46 only two contacts were measured at a sufficiently high accuracy to measure such a low resistance 
correctly; plots of these two contacts during temperature cycling are shown in appendix A.5; 
additionally to these two contacts, four more transfer mold samples were exposed to thermal 
cycling; furthermore 28 samples were measured during washing; however the precision of the 
measurement of these was only sufficient to tell whether the contact degraded but not to measure 
precise contact resistances. 
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The conductive adhesive improves the conductivity further, which is why ICA 
protected contacts performed better than glob top protected ones. 
Some contacts were manufactured in two metallization variants. Again, the gold 
pads performed better than the silver pads, suggesting there is a resistant film on 
the silver pads. 
These test vehicles either were exposed to 1025 temperature cycles or to 20 wash 
cycles. The following tables present the results achieved with the differently 
protected embroidered contacts. Each protection type is discussed separately 
below these tables. Plots of samples can be found in Appendix A.5 and B.3. 
Note: the 1025 cycles were composed of 25 slow cycles as presented in Figure 5.9 
followed by 1000 fast cycles. The latter omitted the room temperature isothermal 
line and therefore each cycle took only an hour rather than two hours. 
Table 7.2:  Failures during 1025 temperature cycles at three different failure conditions: contact 
resistance rose at least once above 1 Ω, 10 Ω or 100 Ω 
Type 1 Ω 10 Ω 100 Ω 
transfer molded47 0 %  0 %  0 %  
hotmelt encaps.48 79 %  36 %  36 %  
glob top locally49 0 %  0 %  0 %  
ICA locally50 0 %  0 %  0 %  
glob top loc. & hotmelt51 0 %  0 %  0 %  
ICA loc. & hotmelt52 0 %  0 %  0 %  
adh. film protect.53 10 %  10 %  10 %  
 
                                                 
47 transfer mold samples: 6 contacts on gold pads; even with a failure criterion of 0.1 Ω no contact 
failed during 1025 cycles.  
48 hotmelt samples: 14 contacts on pierced silver pads 
49 glob top applied locally to contacts; samples: 13 on pierced gold pads; 14 on pierced silver pads 
50 ICA applied locally to contacts; samples: 5 on pierced gold pads; 5 on pierced silver pads 
51 glob top appl. locally to contacts & then hotmelt appl. to entire module: 7 samples on silver pads 
52 ICA appl. locally to contacts & then hotmelt appl. to entire module: 7 samples on silver pads 
53 adhesive film laminated over the embroidered contacts: 20 samples on pierced gold pads 
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Table 7.3:  Failures during 20 washing cycles at three different failure conditions: contact 
resistance rose at least once above 1 Ω, 10 Ω or 100 Ω 
Type 1 Ω 10 Ω 100 Ω 
transfer molded54 0 %  0 %  0 %  
hotmelt encaps.55 0 %  0 %  0 %  
glob top locally56 4 %  0 %  0 %  
ICA locally57 33 %  0 %  0 %  
glob top loc. & hotmelt58 0 %  0 %  0 %  
ICA loc. & hotmelt59 0 %  0 %  0 %  
adh. film protect.60 96 %  64 %  44 %  
Table 7.4:  Other aspects connected to the technology 
Type Issue Failure Rate 
transfer molded 
embroidered yarn outside the package 
loses conductivity entirely during the first 
few washing cycles 
100 %  
 
7.3.1 Transfer Mold Protection 
As expected the transfer molding protected the embroidered contacts very well. 
Even if a failure is defined as a contact resistance rise above 0.1 Ω, no failures 
occurred during 1025 temperature cycles or during 20 washing cycles. Yet – also as 
anticipated – the transfer molding process harms the embroidered yarns outside 
the package. This led to total loss of conductivity after the first few washing cycles. 
During temperature cycling the yarn did not behave differently than yarn that has 
not seen these high temperatures and high pressures. So, if the stress condition is 
temperature cycling, the yarn does not seem to be affected by this process step. 
This means, transfer molding is not a suited technology for stabilizing embroidered 
contacts, if wash cycling stress must be considered. 
                                                 
54 transfer molded samples: 28 on pierced gold pads; stitched 3x 
55 hotmelt samples: 14 on pierced gold pads; 14 on pierced silver pads 
56 glob top applied locally to contacts; samples: 14 on pierced gold pads; 14 on pierced silver pads 
57 ICA applied locally to contacts; samples: 6 on pierced gold pads; 6 on pierced silver pads 
58 glob top appl. locally to contacts & then hotmelt appl. to entire module: 7 samples on silver pads 
59 ICA appl. locally to contacts & then hotmelt appl. to entire module: 7 samples on silver pads 
60 adhesive film laminated over the embroidered contacts: 25 samples on pierced gold pads 
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7.3.2 Hotmelt Encapsulation 
During wash cycling hotmelt encapsulation protected the embroidered contacts 
well – no failures occurred. Yet, it performed weak during temperature cycling. 
Apparently, the encapsulation seems to have generated a new failure mechanism. 
The failures were no longer limited to low temperatures as Figure 7.7 shows. 
Considering the 1 Ω failure condition, seven of 14 contacts failed just at the high 
temperature. Further four contacts showed failures that were more or less equally 
distributed over the whole temperature range. Three contacts did not fail over 
1025 cycles. The most likely cause for these failures is the high CTE mismatch of 
the hotmelt material and the electronic substrate. During thermal cycles this 
probably led to movements at the contact resulting in contact force changes and 
thus in contact resistance changes. This means hotmelt encapsulation alone is not 
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Figure 7.7:  Hotmelt encapsulated embroidered contacts tend to fail also at the high temperature. 
1025 cycles were run. Yet for better intelligibility only 450 cycles are shown here. The 
remaining cycles exhibit also failures in the mid temperature range making the right 
plot an indistinguishable blur of data. The full plot is shown in Appendix A.5. 
(ID: HM53AgPiercedPad02\474) 
7.3.3 Local Application of Glob Top or Local Application of ICA 
The local application of ICA or glob top to the embroidered contact both protected 
the contact well during temperature cycling – no failures occurred. However, during 
wash cycling some contacts rose above 1 Ω. After 20 wash cycles an optical 
inspection showed that those samples with conductive adhesive that failed the 1 Ω 
criterion, in all cases exhibited cracks in the conductive adhesive near the edge of 
the substrate. Figure 7.8  shows an example. This edge represents the transition 
from hard substrate to soft fabric. Potentially these cracks may be prevented by 
redesigning the contact so that the adhesive is not in this transitional area but in 
the rigid environment of the substrate only. The one glob top sample that failed the 
1 Ω criterion looked unchanged after 20 wash cycles.  
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Figure 7.8:  Contacts that failed the 1 Ω criterion during washing exhibited cracks near the edge of 
the substrate. This picture was taken after 20 wash cycles. This particular contact here 
rose to 8.5 Ω after 20 wash cycles.  
7.3.4 Combination of Locally Applied ICA or Glob Top and Hotmelt  
By combining ICA or glob top with hotmelt encapsulation, the reliability issues of 
each individual technology could be overcome. The local application of adhesive – 
conductive or non-conductive – protected the contact well. The curing process at 
elevated temperature of 85 °C reduced the contact resistance and did not harm 
the yarn itself. The hotmelt then protected the sensitive hard-soft transition area. 
No failures occurred during 1025 temperature cycles or 20 washing cycles.  
7.3.5 Adhesive Film Protection 
Embroidered contacts protected with adhesive film did not perform well during both 
reliability tests, as could be expected from the high initial resistances and the high 
initial variance. Like the hotmelt encapsulation, the adhesive film developed a new 
failure mechanism letting the contacts fail also at the high temperature as the 
example in Figure 7.9 shows. 
The cause of this is not sure. Delamination of the adhesive film from the gold pad 
was suspected but could not be proven with optical or cross sectional analysis.  
It may well be that this approach could protect the contact with a different film 
material. 
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Temperature in °C  
Figure 7.9:  The plot shows the adhesive film protected embroidered contact that failed earliest. 
The failure occurs at the high temperature. During the following thousand cycles the 
contact will also fail at other temperatures as can be seen in Appendix A.5. 
(ID: AF51AuPiercedPad09\312) 
7.4 Conclusion 
It was shown that protecting the embroidered contact can be achieved by 
combining local application of adhesive – conductive or non-conductive – and 
hotmelt encapsulation. This way the contact survives realistic textile typical stress. If 
the contact pad is redesigned, locally applied adhesive could be sufficient for a 
reliable contact. In this case the hotmelt encapsulation process could be omitted.  
However, even if the hotmelt process can be economized, the manufacturing 
efficiency of embroidered contacts is still lower than initially intended. Therefore, 
the following chapter shall discuss an alternative approach to contacting 
embroidered circuits. Instead of embroidering a contact and then enhancing it with 
adhesive to make it reliable, it just uses adhesive to hold the contact members 
together. So the contact mechanism is not enhanced but replaced by a new 








 8 Alternative Approach based on Adhesive Bonding 
In microelectronics integration, adhesive technologies have long been used for 
making contacts. During the so called NCA flip chip bonding process, a bare die 
chip61 is glued to a circuit on a substrate. The process is illustrated in Figure 8.1. 
First, the low viscous adhesive is applied to the substrate with a syringe. Typically a 
thermosetting adhesive like epoxy is used. Second, the chip is pressed onto the 
substrate to make the chip-bumps touch the pads on the substrate and create 
electrical contacts between them. At the same time, temperature is applied to cure 
the adhesive. Finally, the bond force and temperature are released. NCA stands for 
non-conductive adhesive. The purpose of this adhesive is to hold the contact 








Figure 8.1:  Flip chip bonding process with non-conductive adhesive (NCA) [51] 
In the framework of this thesis, it was investigated whether this technology could be 
adapted to electronics-in-textiles. In this case, an electronic module is bonded to a 
fabric with embroidered circuits creating electrical contacts between the conductive 
yarns and the contact pads of the module as shown in Figure 8.2. Also here, the 
adhesive serves holding the contact members permanently together. 
contact pad
non conductive adhesive film
electronic substrate





Figure 8.2:  Adhesive bonding applied to electronics-in-textiles: an electronic module is bonded to a 
fabric circuit with embroidered conductive yarn (with top and bottom thread). [51]  
                                                 
61 a bare die chip is a silicon chip as cut from the wafer without housing 
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8.1 Fundamental Considerations 
In flip chip bonding, the contact mechanism is based on the adhesive compression 
acting on the contact interfaces and leading to a-spots between the contact 
members. The compression is introduced by the bonding force and is further 
enhanced by the curing shrinkage62 and thermal shrinkage63 of the adhesive itself. 
After bonding the compression is kept up by the adhesive, which is why high 
modulus adhesives with little tendency to relax over time are preferred. A-spots 
develop particularly well, when at least one contact member is soft, which is why 
the gold bumps are often annealed at elevated temperature to make them softer.  
Contact failures primarily derive from adhesive delamination from the interfaces or 
from cracking of the adhesive. 
In electronics-in-textiles assemblies one contact member – the embroidered circuit 
– is naturally very soft. This reduces the need for a strong compressing force and 
thus enables the use of all kinds of adhesives, even such with low moduli as long as 
they do not relax over time. Therefore, in this thesis, different thermosetting and 
thermoplastic types were considered as NCA adhesive.  
Besides their particularly high strength, the advantage of thermosetting adhesives 
is that they can be processed with fairly simple tools. This allows using such for do-
it-yourself projects, which is described in Appendix D.1. The advantage of 
thermoplastic adhesives is that they are repairable. However, the use of 
thermoplastic adhesives requires a more complex temperature profile:  
 first the mechanical load is applied to the assembly stack consisting of the 
fabric circuit, the thermoplastic adhesive film and the electronic module 
 then the whole assembly is heated above the melting temperature where the 
adhesive becomes low viscous; the mechanical load squeezes the adhesive 
to the sides and into the fabric allowing the embroidered yarn and the 
contact pad on the module to touch and form an electrical contact 
 then the whole assembly is cooled below melting temperature, while the 
mechanical load is kept constant; the adhesive solidifies and holds the 
contact members together permanently 
 finally the mechanical load can be released 
A second advantage of thermoplastic adhesives materializes when the application 
requires that the embroidered yarn in the final system is electrically insulated 
towards the environment which is often demanded. In this case, rather than using 
an amorphous or semi-crystalline thermoplastic, a thermoplastic elastomer should 
                                                 
62 most thermosetting adhesives tend to shrink when they are cured; in contrast thermoplastic 
adhesives do not cure and therefore do not exhibit curing shrinkage; 
63 thermal shrinkage occurs when the flip chip assembly cools down from bonding temperature to 
ambient temperature; 
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be used. The latter can be applied to play the role of the non-conductive adhesive 
for bonding the contacts and furthermore can be applied to insulate the yarn even 
outside of the contacting area. Due to its high elasticity and low modulus such an 
insulator will not significantly compromise the textile character of the fabric 
substrate. During the bonding process this insulator will simply be squeezed out of 
the contacting area like the non-conductive adhesive. Outside of the contacting 
area, the insulator will stay unchanged and continue to serve its function as 
insulator of the conductive yarn. [130] 
This thermoplastic elastomer insulator can be applied as a film over the entire 
embroidered circuit or can be applied to the yarn prior to the embroidery. The latter, 
however, requires the use of soutache embroidery (refer to 2.1.4) as these yarns 
are too thick for top-stitch embroidery.  
Of course, one could combine the highly durable thermosetting non-conductive 
adhesive with the thermoplastic elastomer insulator of the embroidery yarn. The 
bonding process would melt away the insulator and cure the thermosetting 
adhesive. However, this would lead to complex interfaces between thermoplastic 
elastomer and thermosetting adhesive. A golden rule of packaging is to keep the 
number of interfaces as low as possible to keep the assembly simple and its 
behavior predictable, so in case of reliability problems one can find the source of 
failure with reasonable effort. Therefore, combining the two was not considered an 
option for experiments in this thesis. 
Still, being able to contact insulated conductive embroidery in one simple process is 
very intriguing. Most other contacting technologies require either that the insulator 
is locally removed prior to contacting or that the conductor is initially not insulated 
at all but is insulated after contacting. Both require at least one additional process 
step. Therefore, in this thesis, to benefit of all the advantages that potentially come 
with the adhesive approach, it was chosen to opt for a thermoplastic elastomer for 
making the bonded contacts and for also insulating the embroidered circuit prior to 
bonding.  
Besides this in-depth analysis of the approach with a thermoplastic elastomer in 
this chapter, Appendix D.2 assesses the reliability of adhesively bonded contacts 
with a thermosetting adhesive. As it turns out the results are similar. 
8.1.1 Choosing an Adhesive 
As thermoplastic elastomer adhesive (and insulator) a high melting thermoplastic 
polyurethane (TPU) film was selected. It melts between 155 °C and 170 °C. In fact, 
this material is the same as was used for gluing the embroidered contact test 
vehicle to the fabric, and as used for protecting the embroidered contact as 
explained in chapters 5.2.3 and 7.2.6 respectively.  
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The objective behind choosing such a high melting adhesive was to provide a good 
stability in the application range which is below +85 °C as defined by the selected 
temperature cycling test in 5.3.1. And in fact, this is the case as Figure 8.3 shows. It 
presents the viscoelastic behavior of this polyurethane adhesive. At 85 °C, over a 
large time domain the modulus is relatively constant and viscous flow will not 
appear in significant amount of time. In contrast, at application temperatures as 
high as 125 °C or 150 °C the modulus quickly drops in the order of hours or 
seconds respectively. 
To make these plots the modulus was measured according to 3.3.1.5 with 
frequency scans between 0.1 to 25 Hz at temperatures between -60 and +200 °C. 
Then these modulus curves vs. frequency were shifted parallel to the frequency axis 
to make the curves fit according to the time-temperature shift as explained in 
3.3.1.6. The reference temperature of the master curve was chosen to be 145 °C. 
This master curve and the resulting time-temperature shift function were used to 
calculate the moduli at the three temperatures presented in Figure 8.3. A Tritec 
2000B dynamical mechanical analyzer was used as measurement equipment.  































Figure 8.3:  Modulus curves of the thermoplastic polyurethane adhesive (and insulator) at different 
temperatures. The cyan lines highlight the limits of the experimental window of the 
DMA frequency scan from 0.1 to 25 Hz. 
8.1.2 Providing Adhesion 
Besides thermal stability within the application temperature range, a good adhesion 
of the adhesive to the surfaces of the contact members is important for a reliable 
contact. These surfaces are the finishing layer and the contact material on the 
electronic module and the fabric. While the adhesion was known to be good on the 
fabric, intensive peel tests were performed to find the optimal bonding pressure 
and temperature for best adhesion on the finishing layer and the contact material. 
As typical finishing materials, an epoxy solder resist and a polyimide solder resist 
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was investigated. As typical contact material, copper with a silver coating was 
investigated, as it is expected that TPU adheres better to silver than to gold. [51] 
According to the results of these peel tests the adhesion of the TPU is very good on 
the polyimide film. At optimal bonding conditions the peel test according to 
EN 60249 reached an average peel strength of 6.5 N/mm. As comparison: the 
required minimum value for copper clad on FR4 is 1.4 N/mm. The peel strength of 
the TPU on the epoxy solder resist was rather weak with only 1 N/mm. [51] 
The adhesion of the TPU on silver was so weak that the effort of quantifying this 
with peel tests was not made. Instead a work around was developed that took 
advantage of the observation that TPU adhered very well on the FR4 base material. 
Instead of having a fully metallized contact surface, a contact surface was 
developed that consisted of a mesh of silver coated copper featuring open areas of 
FR4 base material as shown in Figure 8.4. Peel tests on such a silver coated copper 







Figure 8.4:  Contact surface with meshed silver coated copper on FR4 base material providing that 
the thermoplastic polyurethane adheres well to the contact surface. [131] 
8.2 Development of Test Vehicles 
To test the actual reliability of adhesively bonded contacts with the just selected 
thermoplastic elastomer, I initiated and supervised the diploma thesis of Malte von 
Krshiwoblozki to develop test vehicles and carry out stress tests. The just 
mentioned peel tests were also carried out by him. [131] 
8.2.1 The Electronic Test Module  
The electronic test module was made of standard FR4 base material of 460 µm 
thickness. Following the results of the peel test, the contact pads were designed as 
a mesh of silver coated copper. This is important as the adhesion must be very 
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good in the vicinity of the contacts to prevent contact failures. As finishing layer, 
polyimide solder resist film was applied over the entire surface except over the 
meshed contact pads. The test module was made round to prevent peeling at 
corners; it has a diameter of 30 mm. The test vehicle is shown in Figure 8.5 from 
the bottom side and in Figure 8.6 (left) from top. Thereby 'bottom' identifies that 
side that will face the fabric with the embroidery circuit to be contacted. [51] 
The test module has five contact pads. Together with the embroidery design on the 
fabric these contact pads will permit precise four-wire measurements of the contact 












Figure 8.5:  Test vehicle with meshed contact pads of silver coated copper and with polyimide film 
finishing layer – both providing that the thermoplastic elastomer adheres well on the 
test vehicle. [51] 
8.2.2 The Embroidered Test Circuit 
To provide a good comparability to the embroidered contacts, the test circuit was 
embroidered twice – one over the other. Shieldex was applied in the needle and in 
the bobbin. The embroidery design is shown on the right in Figure 8.6 with an 
overlay of the bottom side of the electronic test module.  
After embroidery, a 100 µm thick film of the TPU was laminated on top and bottom 
side of the fabric (i.e. the shiny part of the black fabric in Figure 8.6). This serves as 
electrical insulator and as protection. The later is required as the yarn is heated to 
195 °C during the bonding process. According to 3.2.3 and 3.2.4., such heating 
leads to a significant resistance rise during washing if the yarn is not protected with 
a polymer film. 
The embroidery and the lamination were carried out with the same equipment that 
was used to make the embroidered contact test vehicles in chapters 5.2.3 and 
5.2.4. 
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Figure 8.6:  Test vehicle: electronic test module bonded to embroidered test circuit on fabric (left); 
design of embroidered circuit with an overlay of the bottom side of the test 
module (right). [51] 
8.2.3 The Bonding Process 
For the bonding process an additional TPU film of 100 µm thickness was placed 
between the fabric circuit and the test module. So, together with the insulator film 
on the fabric circuit the total film thickness was 200 µm. This was done since the 
peel tests had suggested that adhesion could be better if more polyurethane was 
available for penetrating the fabric. Then the bond force of 0.7 N/mm2 was applied 
and the assembly was heated to 195 °C. The temperature was held for 30 
seconds. Then it was cooled at least until the temperature dropped below 100 °C 
to be well below the viscous low phase of the adhesive. Then the bond force was 
released. [51] 
For this process relatively expensive equipment was used: a flip chip bonder FC150 
by SÜSS MicroTec. The advantage for this research-purpose is that the temperature 
and the pressure can be controlled very precisely and that the tools are highly 
coplanar. For manufacturing purpose a lower cost alternative will have to be found. 
Figure 8.7 shows a cross section of a resulting contact. The magnification reveals a 
contact between a Shieldex fiber (also sectioned) and a metal strip on the 
substrate. 
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Figure 8.7:  Cross section of adhesively bonded contact showing the electronic substrate with the 
meshed metal pad contacted to the embroidered yarn on the fabric below. [51] 
8.3 Contact Resistance of Adhesively Bonded Contacts 
In total, 15 such test vehicles were built, i.e. 75 adhesively bonded contacts. Prior 
to exposing them to stress their contact resistances were measured. These were 
much lower than the resistances of all previously discussed embroidered contacts 
as Table 8.1 reveals. This must be partly due to the fact that these adhesively 
bonded contacts could be designed in such a way that only the constriction 
resistance was measured and feeding resistances were excluded. This was not 
possible in the case of embroidered contacts. Yet, this cannot be the only 
explanation for such low contact resistances as a comparison to the simplified 
model shows.  The resistance of the simplified model is approximately ten times 
higher than that of the adhesive contact. Yet, the contact area of adhesive contacts 
is practically much smaller due to the meshed structure of the contact pad. This 
means the contact pressure must be much higher with adhesive contacts than with 
embroidered contacts. 
Despite presumably high contact pressure, the standard deviation in Table 8.1 
seems high. This can be explained with manufacturing variances. Due to the 
meshed structure of the pad, small changes in the positioning of the pad versus the 
embroidered yarn may have a significant impact on the contact resistance. 
Table 8.1:  Contact resistances of adhesively bonded samples before stress tests were performed. 
Calculated from data extracted from [131]. 
Type of Contact Mean Std. Deviation Num. of Samples 
adhesively bonded contact 28.3 mΩ 14.7 mΩ 75 
 
To best appreciate what this contact resistance value of 28.3 mΩ means, chapter 
2.3.1 shall be recapitulated. In that chapter, different application scenarios were 
considered, to identify requirements on contacts for electronics-in-textiles. Power 
applications set the highest demand on the contact resistance. For the exemplary 
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10 x 10 LED matrix display the required contact resistance was roughly estimated 
to 30 mΩ or lower. This means, adhesively bonded contacts are definitely 
applicable even for power applications.  
8.4 Reliability of Adhesively Bonded Contacts 
Beyond their low contact resistance adhesively bonded contacts also turned out to 
be very reliable. Three tests were applied: the temperature cycling test, the wash 
cycling test and a humidity test.  
The humidity test was added here since it is known for being the most harmful 
condition to adhesive contacts e.g. to NCA bonded flip chips. The applied test 
conditions followed the recommendation of the JESD22 A101 B industry standard 
for electronics, which foresees applying 85 °C at 85 % rel. humidity for 1000 
hours [53]. The test vehicles' four-wire contact resistances were measured regularly 
outside of the humidity chamber as suggested by the test standard. 
Each of the three tests was carried out with 5 test vehicles, i.e. 25 contacts per test. 
Throughout all three tests the contacts were very stable as Figure 8.8 shows for a 
typical contact during temperature cycling, and as Figure 8.9 shows for average 
values and standard deviations measured during the humidity test (left) and during 
the wash cycling test (right). Furthermore, the summarized result in Table 8.2 shows 
that even if the failure criterion is set to a value as low as 0.1 Ω, no failures occur. 

















































Temperature in °C  
Figure 8.8:  Typical plot of contact resistance of adhesively bonded contact during the temperature 
cycling test. Test condition: 1000 cycles at -40 °C / +85 °C. 
(ID: AC05AgMeshedPad05\25) Data from [131]. 
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Number of Wash Cycles  
Figure 8.9:  Mean contact resistance and standard deviation of adhesively bonded contacts during 
reliability tests: humidity test (left) and wash cycling test (right). The total sample 
number per test was 25 contacts. Data from [131]. 
Table 8.2:  Failures of adhesively bonded contacts during different stress tests at the following 
failure condition: contact resistance rose at least once above 0.1 Ω. Calculated from 
data extracted from [131]. 
Type 0.1 Ω Num. of Samples 
1000 temp. cycles at  -40 °C / +85 °C 0 %  25 
20 washing cycles at 40 °C 0 %  25 
1000 hours humidity at 85 °C / 85 % rel. hum. 0 %  25 
 
One test vehicle of those exposed to 1000 temperature cycles was exposed to 
additional temperature cycles of more severe conditions. The objective was to 
compare the actual reliability to the expectations raised by the considerations about 
the modulus curves in Figure 8.3. For this purpose additional 1000 cycles at 
-55 ° / +125 °C and subsequently 500 cycles at -65 °C / +150 °C were run. These 
tests were run according to JESD A104 C test conditions B and C respectively [52]. 
Figure 8.10 shows the contact resistance of a typical contact. More plots are shown 
in Appendix A.5.7. During the test with a maximum temperature of 125 °C, the 
contact resistance already rises notably. The maximum resistance value attained 
was 298 mΩ in one of the samples. During the test with a maximum temperature of 
150 °C, the resistance rise is faster and much more pronounced reaching a 
maximum value of 870 mΩ in one of the sample. As explained above, at these 
temperatures the adhesive becomes soft within short periods of time. This lets the 
adhesive compression drop which reduces a-spots. If these tests were combined 
with mechanical stress, the contacts would probably disrupt or the modules would 
even detach from the fabric. 
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This result demonstrates the value of the master curve for estimating the stability of 
an adhesive under different temperature conditions.  
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Figure 8.10:  Contact resistance during temperature cycling test of a typical sample of an adhesively 
bonded contact. 1000 cycles at -40 / +85 °C (blue), 1000 cycles at -55 / +125 °C 
(green), 500 cycles at -65 / +150 °C (red) (ID: AC05AgMeshedPad05\114) 
8.5 Applications beyond Embroidered Circuits 
Another advantage of this adhesively bonded contact lies beyond the scope of this 
thesis. The technology is very versatile. It is not limited to contacting printed circuit 
boards (PCBs) to embroidered conductive yarn, but may also be applied for 
contacting other electronic components or modules to other fabric circuits. This may 
eventually solve the contacting issue of many electronics-in-textiles applications. On 
the electronics side, elements like the following could be applied: 
 single components – with or without special housing [130], 
 rigid PCBs (like in this chapter),  
 flexible PCBs [48], or 
 stretchable PCBs [56], [57] 
Prior to adhesively bonding these different PCB substrates to fabric circuits, 
electronic components can be assembled onto these with standard processes and 
may be encapsulated, if necessary.  
On the fabric side, almost any type of fabric circuit may be applied. Such are circuits 
created: 
 by embroidering conductive yarns (like in this chapter),  
 by weaving conductive yarns [67], [132], [133],  
 by printing conductors [67], [134], [135], 
 by laser-cutting conductive fabrics [15], [51], [67], or  
 by knitting fabrics with conductive yarns [136], [137], [138] 
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Of course, like the embroidered yarn, all these fabric circuits may be electrically 
insulated with a thermoplastic elastomer, prior to the bonding process. The bonding 
process will melt this insulator locally and squeeze it out of the contacting area, but 
will leave the insulator intact outside of this area. From a manufacturing point of 
view this is very simple and efficient – compared to having to remove the insulator 
in a separate step or having to apply the insulator after the contacting process.  
An exemplary application that makes use of the adhesively bonded contact 
technology is an EMG sensor that was developed in the EU project ConText. The 
sensor measures an electromyogram (EMG) which is the electric signal coming from 
motor neurons controlling muscle activity. There are two features which make this 
implementation special: firstly, the sensor is integrated into a vest i.e. it is textile 
integrated, and secondly it measures the EMG capacitively i.e. the sensing does not 
require a direct body contact. My part in the project was to develop the packaging of 
the amplifier module, to develop textile sensors and to contact the amplifier to the 
textile sensor and the textile wiring.  
The EMG sensor consists of two capacitive electrode disks connected to amplifiers. 
Each of these electrodes builds a capacitor with the body of the wearer, thus 
coupling the bio-potential to the amplifier. However, the capacitance between body 
and electrodes is very small leading to high input impedances. As such are very 
sensitive to picking up noise, four provisions were taken to reduce artifacts. Firstly, 
the amplifiers were placed close to the sensor disks to convert the high impedances 
to low impedances. Secondly, to prevent that the electrodes capacitively pick up 
noise from the environment, a guard disk was placed over each electrode side 
facing away from body i.e. facing to the environment. These guard disks have to be 
very well insulated from the electrode disk and are kept at the same potential as 
the electrodes to provide an active shielding. Thirdly, by having two electrodes, a 
differential amplification can be applied for a further reduction of noise. Fourthly, 
the amplifiers are entirely shielded from the environment. [139] 
The application and the textile integrated system were first presented in 2007 in 
[11] and [16] respectively. In these publications, the sensor was still implemented 
with embroidered contacts as shown in Figure 1.2 in the motivation. This implied 
that also the capacitive electrodes, the guard disks and the wiring to the amplifier 
for power supply and output signal had to be implemented with embroidered 
conductive yarn. While this was not an issue for the wiring of the amplifier, it was an 
issue for the electrodes and the guards. It was not possible to insulate the 
electrodes from the guards as much as was needed (>50 GΩ). Furthermore, the 
requirement that the amplifier module had to be shielded made the manufacturing 
flow relatively complex as the shielding had to be done after embroidering the 
contacts. 
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Therefore, a new implementation based on the adhesively bonded contacts was 
developed. The exploded assembly drawing and an image of this EMG sensor are 
shown in Figure 8.11. As the bonding process is the last step in the whole process 
flow, all elements could be manufactured separately – even in separate 
organizations. The electrode-guard construction was manufactured by laser 
structuring conductive and insulating fabrics and then laminating them together. 
The wiring was implemented as a woven ribbon with conductive yarns (although this 
could also have been implemented with embroidery). Both – the electrode-guard 
construction and the wiring – were laminated onto a base fabric (i.e. the triangular 
dark blue fabric patch in the image). The amplifier module consisted of a thin 
printed circuit board with the amplifier and other components assembled on it. This 
module was encapsulated by transfer molding and then shielded entirely, except at 
the contact pads on the bottom side of the module. Then, the amplifier module was 
bonded with a polyurethane adhesive to the base fabric, thereby creating electrical 
contacts with the wiring and electrode-guard construction. Finally the sensor patch 









Figure 8.11:  EMG Sensor developed in ConText: Exploded assembly drawing (left) and picture of 
sensor (right).  
This exemplary application shows well the power of the adhesive bonding 
technology: it enables the contacting between very different electronics-in-textiles 
components and puts developers in the position to choose freely the best 
technology for manufacturing each of these components.  
 
 
 9 Outlook 
In this thesis, the contact mechanism of embroidered contacts was analyzed, and it 
was shown how these contacts can be encapsulated to be reliable in a textile 
typical environment. The embroidery process and the encapsulation process(es) are 
potentially suited for volume production. Both processes are widely used in the 
industry. However, the embroidery process is currently only applied in the textile 
industry, and the encapsulation process is currently only applied in the electronics 
industry. For this thesis, the alignment of the contact pads and the embroidery 
pattern was done manually, and the encapsulation of the test module was done 
with lab scale processes on a small piece of fabric. In practice, however, this 
alignment step may have to be automated and the fabrics are large and therefore, 
tools for the encapsulation need to be adapted. Depending on the production scale 
and location, some process steps may remain manual. 
Another technical aspect that remains to be developed is the electrical insulation of 
the embroidered tracks to prevent short circuiting. Manual solutions were 
presented by Leah Buechley in [15], while researchers at TITV are currently working 
on automated processes. A polymer insulation probably provides the best 
protection. However, for some applications (e.g. circuits on the lining of a jacket [4]) 
embroidering over the conductive track with a non-conductive thread may be 
sufficient.  
Cost calculations for embroidered circuits and contacts were not part of this thesis. 
However, this is essential to raise their attractiveness for the business world. The 
costs depend on many factors such as production volume, number of elements per 
product, cost of each element, applicable rationalization and production location. 
The question is also how the cost compares to alternative approaches like the 
adhesive contact presented in the previous chapter.  
The adhesive contact currently receives a lot of attention from industry. The 
simplicity of the approach seems to be very appealing. A great advantage is that it 
can contact insulated conductors without having to remove the insulator in a 
separate process step. Moreover, the technology is very versatile. It is not limited to 
contacting embroidered conductive yarn with rigid PCBs but may contact all sorts of 
fabric circuits with all sorts of electronic modules or components. However, the 
feasibility of the latter still needs to be investigated; and of course, like for the 
embroidered contact, cost efficient equipment needs to be developed to handle 
large fabrics during the bond process. 
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Another promising contacting technology is crimping, which is currently developed 
by Erik P. Simon at Fraunhofer IZM. This research is still in a very early stage. The 
expected advantages of crimping are that it is very fast and that it does not involve 
any temperature load. Like the adhesive approach, it may not be limited to 
embroidered circuits but be very versatile concerning the fabric substrate.  
Despite notable improvements in the past, conductive embroidery yarns still need 
further improvements. The reliability during textile typical stress especially during 
washing is often not satisfactory especially with highly conductive yarns (i.e. 20 Ω/m 
or less). This applies equally to conductors for other textile technologies like 
weaving, knitting or printing. Generally, also the cost of conductive yarns or 
conductive inks is an issue.  
To make embroidered contacts that can keep up the initial yarn loop tension 
without encapsulation, yarns need to be developed that do not tend to relax but are 
elastic. For adhesive contacts, yarns with thin thermoplastic insulation should be 
developed. Currently such insulation films are rather thick, thus compromising the 
textile character.  
Aside from making reliable electrical contacts, for electronics-in-textiles the 
following of my suggestions made to the European Commission in 2008 are still 
relevant today [140]: 
"... 
2. Applications for the Technology 
The most prominent example for a textile integrated product is a jacket that 
can play music and controls a mobile. It has received a lot of media 
attention but has not had great economic success. On the other hand, 
almost every researcher who works on electronics-in-textiles develops some 
kind of sensing shirt. (I did that as well.) However both applications do not 
fully benefit of the textile integration – at least not yet. 
Only applications that necessarily require a distributed sensing or a 
distributed operation of actuators can really benefit of textile integration 
since they cannot be realized with a single device like a mobile phone. 
The above mentioned phone and music jacket can be replaced by a mobile 
phone that has an integrated mp3 player and hangs around the neck, so it 
can be controlled directly. Furthermore, this would still work when it is too 
warm for wearing a jacket.  
A single small and hard device cannot sense bio signals on different points 
of the body instantaneously. Therefore, it cannot compete with a sensing 
shirt. However, currently the sensing of bio signals with textile integrated 
sensors is often not reliable enough to extract data that go beyond the data 
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that can be extracted with a plastic chest strap. There the benefit of a shirt 
is not given yet. 
It is important to improve the sensing and to learn reducing artifacts. In 
addition we have to develop applications that require a distributed 
functionality, only textile integration can provide. 
 
3. Technical Textiles 
The enthusiasm about wearable electronics tends to blind the eye for a 
possibly much bigger business: technical textiles.  
Currently the German government funds a number of research projects that 
aim at integrating electronics into technical textiles. Technical textiles are a 
highly innovative industry – much more than the fashion industry. 
Integrating electronic sensors and actuators into such textiles could be 
useful for a wide range of applications. Scenarios range from textiles for the 
logistics industry, to the building industry and to the automobile industry. 
Unfortunately, it is difficult to identify the needs without knowledge on the 
application in these fields. There is little interaction between the electronics-
in-textiles community and respective industries.  
 
4. Fully Textile Integrated Sensors 
Some textiles or the coating of some textiles have physical properties that 
can be used in sensors. Some sensors have already been realized with such 
textiles. However, a sensor consists of more than just a physical effect. 
Analog values need to be measured, interpreted and communicated by 
electronics which is an essential part of the sensor's dedicated functionality. 
Therefore, a sensor can only be called textile integrated if the electronics are 
integrated into textiles as well. 
Sensors of different function typically require an individual approach to the 
integration of electronics.  
Another aspect of sensing, often ignored, is that a sensor development is 
not completed as soon as the correlation between an environmental 
parameter and the electrical or logical output of the physical sensor is 
demonstrated. This correlation is of course necessary but by far not 
sufficient to make a sensor.  
In practice, the unknown environmental parameter needs to be concluded 
from the sensor's output. This is far more difficult since the physical sensor 
is often also sensitive to other environmental changes. This results in 
artifacts and noise which need to be filtered out.  
Thus, the development of textile integrated sensors should always consist of 
three equally essential parts: making the physical sensor textile, integrating 
the sensor electronics into textiles and reducing the noise and artifacts. 
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5. Electrodes & Biocompatibility 
What applies for sensors applies equally for electrodes: textile electrode, 
textile integrated electronics, and sensing algorithms have to be developed 
jointly. Artifacts are still a major problem. 
Beyond this, biocompatibility is an important issue especially when it comes 
to long term monitoring with body contact electrodes. 
 
6. Textile Integrated Actuators & Displays 
Textile actuators and textile displays are essential for fully textile integrated 
systems. Unfortunately, until now little effort has been put into textile 
actuators and textile displays – mainly because it is a very challenging 
integration task. 
To overcome these challenges the research agenda should foresee small 
alternative steps, e.g. start with light emitting textiles rather than matrix 
capable large area displays. 
]…[  
Potential actuators are: light emitting fibers for lighting, artificial textile 
muscles, electrochemical and electromechanical actuators for 





9. Wireless energy & signal transmission 
It will not always be possible or handy to have a wired connection to every 
sensor node in different parts of a wearable system (e.g. head-worn device, 
T-shirt, wrist-worn device, jacket, pants, and shoes). Connectors would be 
customer unfriendly and highly unreliable.  
Technologies have to be developed to effectively transmit energy, and 
signals from sensors wirelessly. Of course the antennas and electronics of 
these transducers have to be integrated into textiles. 
..." 
 Glossary 
contact / interconnection in this thesis interconnection shall refer to the 
conductive textile wiring between two points; while 
contact shall refer to the electrical contact between 
an endpoint of this textile conductor and some 
electronic component or module 
drawing stretching the fiber in length by factors of 3 to 5 to 
orient the molecules along the fiber axis and to give 
the fiber its final properties like tenacity, elasticity, 
etc. 
embroidery decorating technology similar to sewing to apply 
patterns onto fabric; in this thesis conductive threads 
are embroidered onto fabric to make fabric circuits 
embroidery backing a non-woven fabric or a paper-like foil sometimes 
used for supporting the embroidery cloth to keep it 
from distorting; in this thesis, the use of backing is 
avoided to keep the assemblies as simple as possible 
embroidery cloth a woven, non-woven or knitted fabric onto which the 
embroidery is applied [141]; also embroidery ground 
or in the context of this thesis simply 'fabric substrate' 
embroidery ground see →embroidery cloth 
fabric substrate see →embroidery cloth 
fibers elements of a →yarn; natural fibers and →man-made 
fibers exist; man-made fibers are produced by 
extruding a polymer solution through a spinning 
nozzle;  man-made fibers are distinguished in staple 
fibers and →filaments; while filaments are continues 
fibers,  staple fibers are chopped after spinning [19], 
[116];  
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filament a man-made continuous (i.e. 'endless') →fiber; a 
monofilament is extruded through a single nozzle 
spinneret, while a multifilament is drawn through a 
spinneret with multiple nozzles [19]; if a filament – be 
it a mono- or multifilament – is a product ready for 
use in e.g. a sewing machine or a weaving machine, it 
may be considered to be a →yarn; if it needs further 
treatment like twisting or spinning with other 
filaments, etc. before being useful for sewing of fabric 
making it is not considered a yarn.  
FR4 a fiber glass reinforced epoxy laminate used as 
substrate for making printed circuit boards (PCBs) 
inorganic man-made fibers →fibers made of the carbon, glass or metal and 
belong to the group of →man-made fibers [19], [116] 
man-made fibers fibers produced by man in contrast to natural fibers 
like hair, wool, cotton, asbestos etc.; man-made fibers 
are classified into →organic man-made fibers and 
→inorganic man-made fibers [19], [116]; see also 
→fibers 
organic man-made fibers a group of →man-made fibers that is classified into 
fibers made from natural polymers (e.g. viscose, 
acetate) and fibers made from synthetic polymers, so 
called →synthetic fibers [19], [116] 
PCB printed circuit board 
RT abbreviation for room temperature 
Shieldex 117/17 Twine also called Shieldex 117/17 2ply is a conductive 
embroidery →yarn used for all experiments in this 
thesis; it consists of two twisted →strands of 17 silver 
coated →filaments; the filaments are →synthetic 
fibers of polyamide; in this thesis it is referred to as 
'Shieldex'; 
SEM refers to scanning electron microscopy or to an image 
from a scanning electron microscope 
sewing cloth see →embroidery cloth 
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solder resist solder resist is a polymer film applied to printed circuit 
boards that traditionally serves to prevent solder from 
bridging conductors; however, it may also be used for 
electrically insulating conductors on the printed circuit 
board towards the environment 
strand "an ordered assemblage of … fibers … normally used 
as unit" [116] 
synthetic fibers →fibers made of synthetic polymers like polyamides 
(Nylon), polyacrylics, polyester, etc.; synthetic fibers 
belong to the group of →organic man-made fibers 
[19], [116] 
yarn / thread a continuous string of →fibers, →filaments or 
→strands in a form suitable for sewing, embroidering, 
weaving or knitting 
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 Appendix A Temperature Cycling Test 
A.1 Simplified Model of the Embroidered Contact 























































Temperature in °C  
Figure A.1 (ID: SM01Au01\558) 























































Temperature in °C  
Figure A.2 (ID: SM01Au02\585) 























































Temperature in °C  
Figure A.3 (ID: SM01Au03\586) 
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Temperature in °C  
Figure A.4  (ID: SM02Au01\555) Data from [25].  























































Temperature in °C  
Figure A.5 (ID: SM02Au02\556) Data from [25]. 























































Temperature in °C  
Figure A.6 (ID: SM02Au03\557) Data from [25].  
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A.2 Embroidered Contacts with Pierced Contact Pads 





















































Temperature in °C  
Figure A.7 (ID: EC54AgPiercedPad01\167) 





















































Temperature in °C  
Figure A.8 (ID: EC54AgPiercedPad08\174) 
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Temperature in °C  
Figure A.10 (ID: EC56AuPiercedPad12\206) 





















































Temperature in °C  
Figure A.11 (ID: EC56AuPiercedPad02\196) 























































Temperature in °C  
Figure A.12 (ID: EC56AuPiercedPad04\198) 
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A.3 Embroidered Contacts with Predrilled Contact Pads 





















































Temperature in °C  
Figure A.13 (ID: EC48AgDrilledPad14\243) 





















































Temperature in °C  
Figure A.14 (ID: EC48AgDrilledPad03\232) 
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Temperature in °C  
Figure A.16 (ID: EC45AuDrilledPad02\245) 





















































Temperature in °C  
Figure A.17 (ID: EC45AuDrilledPad09\252) 





















































Temperature in °C  
Figure A.18 (ID: EC45AuDrilledPad10\253) 
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A.4 Embroidered Contacts Stitched Four Times  





















































Temperature in °C  
Figure A.19 (ID: EC4xAgPiercedPad05\595) 





















































Temperature in °C  
Figure A.20 (ID: EC4xAgPiercedPad07\597) 





















































Temperature in °C  
Figure A.21 (ID: EC4xAgPiercedPad12\602) 
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A.5 Embroidered Contacts with Protection 






















































Temperature in °C  






















































Temperature in °C  
Figure A.23 (ID: TM126AuPiercedPad07\496) 





















































Temperature in °C  
Figure A.24 (ID: TM126AuPiercedPad07\295) First 25 cycles of the plot in Figure A.23. 
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Temperature in °C  
Figure A.26 (ID: HM53AgPiercedPad02\474) 





















































Temperature in °C  
Figure A.27 (ID: HM53AgPiercedPad02\273) First 25 cycles of the plot in Figure A.26. 
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Temperature in °C  
Figure A.29 (ID: GT63AgPiercedPad10\391) 
A.5.4 Embroidered Contacts locally protected with ICA (Silver-filled 
Epoxy) 



















































Temperature in °C  
Figure A.30 (ID: ICA98AgPiercedPad06\69) 
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Temperature in °C  
Figure A.31 (ID: ICA99AuPiercedPad03\71) 
A.5.5 Embroidered Contacts locally protected with Glob Top or ICA and 
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Temperature in °C  
Figure A.33 (ID: ICA+HM65AgPiercedPad02\350) 
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Temperature in °C  
Figure A.35 (ID: AF51AuPiercedPad09\513) 





















































Temperature in °C  
Figure A.36 (ID: AF51AuPiercedPad09\312) First 25 cycles of the plot in Figure A.35. 
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A.5.7 Adhesively Bonded Contacts 



















































Temperature in °C  
Figure A.37 (ID: AC05AgMeshedPad02\111) 



















































Temperature in °C  
Figure A.38 (ID: AC05AgMeshedPad04\113) 



















































Temperature in °C  
Figure A.39 (ID: AC05AgMeshedPad05\114) 
 
 Appendix B Wash Cycling Test 
B.1 Embroidered Contacts on Pierced and Predrilled Pads 
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pierced Agpierced Au
 
Figure B.1 Examples of typical resistance changes in pierced embroidered contacts during wash 
cycling. Each color represents one sample. After a few cycles disruption occurs. 
Significant differences between gold and silver pads were not observed. 


























Figure B.2 Contact failures in embroidered contacts due to washing. A contact was considered to 
have failed if it rose above the measurement range of 100 Ω. A contact that had once 
failed and returned to values below 100 Ω was still counted as a failure. The total 
sample numbers were 14 pierced silver contacts, 14 pierced gold contacts, 14 
predrilled silver contacts and 14 predrilled gold contacts. 
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B.2 Embroidered Contacts Stitched Four Times 
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4x pierced embr. cont.
 
Figure B.3 Contact resistance during wash cycles of embroidered contacts stitched four times; the 
total number of samples was 14. The contact pads had silver metallization and were 
pierced by the needle. Failure rates after 20 wash cycles at failure conditions 0.27 Ω, 1 
Ω, 10 Ω and 100 Ω were 100 %, 86 %; 7 % and 0 % respectively. 
B.3 Embroidered Contacts with Protection 
B.3.1 Transfer Mold Encapsulated Embroidered contacts 































Figure B.4 Mean and standard deviation of contact resistances in transfer mold encapsulated 
embroidered contacts over 20 washing cycles. 28 contacts with needle-pierced gold 
pads were measured. 
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B.3.2 Hotmelt Encapsulated Embroidered Contacts 
































Figure B.5 Mean and standard deviation of contact resistances in hotmelt encapsulated 
embroidered contacts over 20 washing cycles. Of each contact metallization 14 needle-
pierced samples were tested.  
B.3.3 Embroidered Contacts locally protected with Glob Top (Epoxy) 
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Figure B.6 Mean and standard deviation of contact resistances of embroidered contacts locally 
protected with glob top (epoxy adhesive). Of each contact metallization 14 needle-
pierced samples were tested.  
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B.3.4 Embroidered Contacts locally protected with ICA (Silver-filled 
Epoxy) 
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Figure B.7 Mean and standard deviation of contact resistances of embroidered contacts locally 
protected with conductive adhesive (epoxy filled with silver particles). Of each contact 
metallization 6 needle-pierced samples were tested. 
B.3.5 Embroidered Contacts locally protected with Glob Top or ICA and 
then Encapsulated with Hotmelt 






























glob top + HM
 
Figure B.8 Mean and standard deviation of contact resistances of embroidered contacts locally 
protected with conductive adhesive or with glob top (epoxy adhesive) and subsequently 
encapsulated with hotmelt. Of each type of adhesive 7 needle-pierced samples were 
tested.  
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B.3.6 Embroidered Contacts protected with Laminated Adhesive Film 
Number of Wash Cycles






















































Figure B.9 Mean and standard deviation over 10 wash cycles of contact resistances of 
embroidered contacts protected with laminated thermoplastic polyurethane film. After 
10 washing cycles disruption occurred. Therefore, it was no longer useful to calculate 
the mean. From 10 to 20 washing cycles the percentage of contacts is plotted that had 
contact resistances above 100 Ω. 25 contacts with needle-pierced gold pads were 
tested. 
B.4 Adhesively Bonded Contact  





























Figure B.10 Mean and standard deviation of contact resistances of adhesively bonded contacts. 
The total sample number was 25 contacts. 
 
 Appendix C Bending Test 
C.1 Embroidered Contacts with Pierced Contact Pads 



































Figure C.1 Bending test with embroidered contacts on pierced silver pads. The contact resistances 
were low when the fabric next to the pad was bent down and significantly rose when 
bent up. The highest attained contact resistance appeared in sample 1 and was 10.3 Ω 
C.2 Embroidered Contacts with Predrilled Contact Pads 



































Figure C.2 Bending test with embroidered contacts on predrilled silver pads. When the fabric next 
to the pad was bent down contact resistances were significantly lower than they were 
when bent up. Compared to the pierced samples the contact resistances were much 
higher. In sample 2, disruptions occurred at some instances of time.  
 
 Appendix D Adhesively Bonded Contacts for 
Do-It-Yourself Projects 
In chapter 8, adhesively bonded contacts were introduced, and test vehicles with a 
thermoplastic elastomer adhesive were built. These proved to be very reliable 
during relevant stress tests. Unfortunately for designers and artists, the choice of a 
thermoplastic adhesive – as advantageous as it is for contacting insulated 
conductors – requires the use of a relatively complicated tool for bonding. The latter 
can be replaced by much simpler tools, if a thermosetting adhesive is applied 
instead. However, in this case, the embroidered conductor must not be insulated at 
all or at least the insulation must be removed locally prior to contacting. The 
following explains how to make contacts between electronic modules and fabric 
circuits with a thermosetting adhesive. Furthermore, results of reliability tests are 
presented. The assembly process here uses the module and the embroidered 
circuit developed in 8.2. 
D.1 How To 
As adhesive a standard two component epoxy is used. It is applied to the fabric 
circuit and to the bottom side of the module as shown by the example setup in 
Figure D.1 (left). Then, both parts are joined and fixed with a bar clamp. To prevent 
the assembly from gluing to the bar clamp, a PTFE foil is placed on top and bottom 
of the assembly stack prior to clamping, as shown in Figure D.1 (right). Then the 
adhesive is cured (in the clamped state) in accordance with the data sheet of the 
adhesive. Finally, the clamps are released. 
  
Figure D.1:  Adhesively bonded contacts with thermosetting standard adhesive as applicable for 
do-it-yourself projects. 
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D.2 Contact Resistances and Reliability Results 
To assess the reliability two test vehicles were built, i.e. 10 contacts. As adhesive 
UHU plus 300 kg epoxy was used. The cure conditions were 45 minutes at 70 °C in 
accordance with the data sheet. It is also possible to cure at room temperature for 
12 hours. 
As Table D.1 shows, the mean and standard deviation of the contact resistances 
were in the same order of magnitude as of those samples bonded with 
thermoplastic adhesive.  
Table D.1:  Contact resistances of samples bonded with UHU Plus 300 kg before stress tests were 
performed.  
Type of Contact Mean Std. Deviation Num. of Samples 
adhesively bonded contact 19.4 mΩ 7.2 mΩ 10 
 
The following plots and the following table show that also the reliability of these test 
vehicles proved to be as good as the reliability of the test vehicles bonded with 
thermoplastic adhesive. One test vehicle, i.e. 5 contacts, was exposed to 1000 
temperature cycles at -40 °C / +85 °C and a second test vehicle was exposed to 
























































Temperature in °C  
Figure D.2 Typical sample of contact bonded with thermosetting adhesive during 1000 
temperature cycles at -40 °C / +85°C.  
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Figure D.3 Mean and standard deviation of contact resistances of contacts bonded with 
thermosetting adhesive during wash cycling. The total sample number was 5 contacts. 
Table D.2:  Failures of contacts bonded with thermosetting adhesive during different stress tests 
at the following failure condition: contact resistance rose at least once above 0.1 Ω.  
Type 0.1 Ω Num. of Samples 
1000 temp. cycles at  -40 °C / +85 °C 0 %  5 
20 washing cycles at 40 °C 0 %  5 
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